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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

Lucas Clayton Wheeler

Doctor of Philosophy

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

December 2017

Title: Evolution of Metal and Peptide Binding in the S100 Protein Family

Proteins perform an incredible array of functions facilitated by a diverse

set of biochemical properties. Changing these properties is an essential molecular

mechanism of evolutionary change, with major questions in protein evolution

surrounding this topic. How do new functional biochemical features evolve? How

do proteins change following gene duplication events? I used the S100 protein

family as a model to probe these aspects of protein evolution. The S100s are

signaling proteins that play a diverse range of biological roles binding Calcium

ions, transition metal ions, and other proteins. Calcium drives a conformational

change allowing S100s to bind to diverse peptide regions of target proteins. I used

a phylogenetic approach to understand the evolution of these diverse biochemical

features. Chapter I comprises an introduction to the disseration. Chapter II is

a co-authored literature review assessing available evidence for global trends in

protein evolution. Chapter III describes mapping of transition metal binding

onto a maximum likelihood S100 phylogeny. Transition metal binding sites and

metal-driven structural changes are a conserved, ancestral features of the S100s.

However, they are highly labile at the amino acid level. Chapter IV further
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characterizes the biophysics of metal binding in the S100A5 lineage, revealing that

the oft–cited Ca2+/Cu2+ antagonism of S100A5 is likely due to an experimental

artifact of previous studies. Chapter V uses the S100 family to investigate the

evolution of binding specificity. Binding specificity for a small set of peptides

in the duplicate S100A5 and S100A6 clades. Ancestral sequence reconstruction

reveals a pattern of clade-level conservation and apparent subfunctionalization

along both lineages. In chapter VI, peptide phage display, deep-sequencing, and

machine-learning are combined to quantitatively reconstruct the evolution of

specificity in S100A5 and S100A6. S100A5 has subfunctionalized from the ancestor,

while S100A6 specificity has shifted. The importance of unbiased approaches to

measure specificity are discussed. This work highlights the lability of conserved

functions at the biochemical level, and measures changes in specificity following

gene duplication. Chapter VII summarizes the results of the dissertation, considers

the implications of these results, and discusses limitations and future directions.

This dissertation includes both previously published/unpublished and co-

authored material.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Evolution is the Driving Force of Biological Diversity

One of the most striking aspects of life is the vast diversity of forms and

functions displayed by living things. Organisms are beautifully adapted to a broad

range of environments and life styles; from bacteria that thrive in deep see thermal

vents [1], to plants that live in high alpine meadows [2], to exquisitely colorful

poisonous frogs that roam the rainforest [3]. With such diversity on display it is

easy enough to forget that all organisms on Earth share a common ancestor in the

distant past [4, 5, 6, 7]. Over unfathomable stretches of time, life has diversified

from that common ancestor into the amazingly complex and dynamic biosphere

that is familiar to us today. Perhaps the most incredible facet of this diversity is

that it is produced via the stochastic process of evolution [4, 8, 9, 10, 11]. How this

random process generates the rich biology observed on Earth is the primary driving

question of evolutionary biology.

Evolution occurs via the change of heritable traits over the course of many

generations of organisms. The process acts on traits that are displayed in some

way at the macroscopic, organismal level [8, 12, 13, 14, 15]. However, at the heart

of trait heritability are the genes that encode traits at the genetic level. The

projection of underlying genetics into phenotypes is commonly referred to as the

genotype-phenotype map [16, 17]. Evolutionary processes such as natural selection

and genetic drift drive the fixation of mutant genes that lead to new traits in

populations [18, 13, 12, 19]. Over time this fixation process can lead to substantial
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changes in the genetic makeup of a population of organisms and result in the

formation of new species with different organism-level traits [20, 21, 22, 23, 14].

Most functionally-important genes encode proteins, which are the workhorses

of molecular processes in living organisms [24, 25]. They catalyze chemical

reactions, form the basis of structural scaffolds, transport ions and small molecules,

act as signals, and regulate the function and production of other molecules [24, 25].

The emergent outcome of all the intertwining protein roles is ultimately manifested

in the macroscopic phenotype of an organism. The vast array of protein functions

necessary to construct organisms requires a large diversity of proteins, all of which

are encoded by genes and integrated into the broader system. This framework

imposes an extremely complex set of constraints that govern the way in which new

traits—that can be seen by evolution—can be achieved. Thus, a molecular-level

understanding of evolution is critical to understanding the process on larger scales.

Evolutionary Biochemistry is a Powerful Tool for Understanding Biology

Most studies in traditional evolutionary biology have focused on

understanding the genetics of evolution. Genetics provides a very useful tool

to dissect the basis of evolutionary logic at the level of encoding architecture.

A genetic framework has also been critical for developing a population-level

understanding of evolution and creating useful mathematical models of evolutionary

processes [14, 15, 26, 27, 18, 13, 28, 12, 19, 29]. These models have made it

possible to make predictions that can be tested experimentally, thus furthering our

ability to understand evolutionary dynamics and outcomes [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].

However, the rules that ultimately govern the inner workings of biological

organisms are those of physics and chemistry [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
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Although the phenomenonological genetic “laws” that govern evolutionary

processes are now largely understood, it is unclear how they are connected to

the physical laws that govern the universe. This disconnect is one of the most

prominent barriers to understanding molecular evolution. To truly understand

how evolution works at the molecular level this relationship must be determined.

The need to understand how physicochemical principles shape evolutionary

outcomes has spawned the field of evolutionary biochemistry. This field seeks

to understand the evolution of molecular phenotypes at the biochemical level

and to relate the molecular phenotypes to implications for evolution at larger

scales [42, 43, 44]. Many pressing questions remain unanswered. Are there general

evolutionary trends in biochemical features over very long time scales? How robust

are protein functions to alterations in amino acid coding sequence and how does

this robustness affect the maintenance of important traits during evolution? How

do protein copies evolve after they are generated by gene duplication events?

How do correlations between mutations in protein sequences shape evolutionary

possibilities? Can we understand large-scale evolutionary processes in terms of

simpler molecular-level constraints and rules? These questions are unified by the

broader inquiry: how do physical rules shape the genotype-phenotype map?

The field of evolutionary biochemistry has rapidly expanded since its

inception and provided a great deal of insight into evolution at the molecular

level. A critical workhorse of evolutionary biochemistry has been ancestral

sequence reconstruction (ASR) [45, 43, 46, 47]. ASR is a statistical technique

that utilizes a molecular phylogeny to infer the sequences of ancestral nodes

[48, 49, 43, 50]. This technique has allowed many researches to directly assess

ancestral protein activities using biochemical experiments, making it extremely

3



powerful for characterizing evolutionary history [44, 43, 46, 47]. In some cases,

entire evolutionary trajectories—composed of historical substitutions—have been

reconstructed [51, 52, 53]. Relationships between protein structure, function,

and evolutionary history have been characterized for a wide variety of proteins

[53, 54, 55, 52, 56, 46, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Much has been learned about how

biochemistry and biophysics constrain and shape protein evolution. Furthermore,

evolutionary approaches have been used—with great success—to winnow the

substitutions observed in extant proteins down to those that are important for a

given biochemical function. For example, ASR was used to identify residues that

are important for binding selectivity of the drug Gleevec by Ab1 and Src kinases

[59].

Detailed biochemical studies have also helped to clarify the importance of

phenomena such as epistasis—the non-additivity of mutations [46, 32, 61, 62]—and

pleiotropy—in which proteins have roles in multiple distinct biological processes

[63, 64]—in determining evolutionary outcomes. These effects can reduce the

evolutionary degrees of freedom allowed for a protein and result in effects such as

historical contingency [65, 46]. For example, to evolve specificity for a new hormone

ligand the glucocorticoid receptor required a permissive subtitution that alleviated

the results of an otherwise deleterious functional substitution in the ligand binding

site [46]. Studies that incorporate biochemical and functional work have futher

demonstrated that the broader systemic architecture of the cellular environment

can constrain the mechanisms by which biochemical changes underly organismal

phenotypes [66, 67, 68, 69]. Certain systems have far greater constraints on the

allowed biochemical changes. For example, the evolution of new flower colors in

plants often requires both functional amino acid substitutions and regulatory
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changes, but the genes that are subject to these different types of changes vary

depending on pleiotropic consequences [70, 71, 72, 73].

Evolutionary biochemistry has provided great insight into the molecular

mechanisms of evolution. However, there is a key limitation that is prevalent

in most previous work. Evolutionary biochemical studies have focused almost

exclusively on proteins that exhibit very rigidly defined biochemical features.

For example, the evolution of binding specificity has largely been studied in

proteins such as enzymes and transcription factors that exhibit exquisite binding

specificity for targets [74, 75, 76, 77]. These studies have revealed key patterns in

the evolution of specificity, such as consistent occurrence of subfunctionlization

and neofunctionalization following gene duplications [53, 58, 52, 78, 79]. Similarly,

studies of proteins binding to other biologically-relevant targets such as metal

ions have traditionally considered very well-defined coordination systems, like

those found in metalloproteases and Zinc finger proteins [80]. However, many

proteins do not exhibit such exquisite such exquisite biochemical properties

[81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. A large number of proteins bind to targets with

low specificity and limited binding-site conservation. The biological relevance of the

biochemical properties of these proteins is less well understood. It is thus unclear

how well evolutionary studies of typical protein model systems translate to the

broad array of proteins with plastic biochemical properties.

The S100 Protein Family is a Useful Model System to Probe the Evolution of

Low-specificity Proteins

This dissertation focuses on case studies in evolutionary biochemistry that

address unanswered questions in molecular evolution. Chapter II consists of a
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literature review addressing the evidence for global trends in protein evolution over

very long time scales. The remaining studies are unified by questions surrounding

the evolution of protein-target interactions in proteins that have labile binding

interfaces and/or highly-variable binding partners. Each case study dissects a

specific aspect of evolution at the molecular level. The studies use a combination

of experiments and computational analysis methods to address how biochemistry

relates to broader questions in evolutionary biology.

Chapters III, IV, and V of this dissertation make extensive use of the S100

proteins as an experimental model system, which warrants an introduction to

the protein family. The S100s are a large family of small, calcium-dependent

signaling proteins [89, 90, 91, 92, 93]. The proteins are generally homodimeric

and transduce signals via a calcium-ion driven conformational change [94, 89]. The

family originated at the base of the Metazoan lineage and subsequently diversified

over several hundred million years [95, 91, 96]. Mammals possess approximately

thirty S100 genes including those encoding fusion proteins, in which the S100 acts

as a single domain inside a larger domain architecture [91, 96, 97, 98, 99]. S100

proteins play a wide array of biological roles inside and outside of cells; including

inflammatory signaling [100, 101], regulation of cell proliferation [102, 103, 104],

antimicrobial activity [105, 106], and control of apoptosis in some cell types

[107, 108]. The diversity of functions performed by the S100s is perhaps surprising

considering the small size of the proteins, overall similarity of S100 amino acid

sequences, and conservation of the folded form. However, the proteins have

evolved an array of useful biochemical features that aid in carrying out biological

functions. The proteins possess the ability to bind both calcium ions and other

metal ions. Calcium-induced conformational changes result in the exposure of a

6



hydrophobic path on the S100 dimer surface, which facilitates binding of target

proteins [94, 93]. The specificity of these hydrophobic binding sites varies among

members of this family, although it has not been systematically studied prior to the

work in this dissertation [93, 109]. It is sometimes presumed that this biochemical

specificity contributes to the biological specialization of the S100s [93]. This notion

is supported by the fact that only some S100s are capable of binding to certain

target proteins. For example, many S100s bind to and activate the inflammatory

RAGE protein, but this not a universal trait of the family [101, 104]. However, it

has also been proposed that most functional specificity of S100 proteins is acheived

by control of differential expression [89, 90, 100].

The biological importance of binding to metal ions other than calcium—which

occurs at different ion binding sites—has not been well studied. This dissertation

primarily uses the S100s as a model to address evolutionary questions, because they

possess a rich evolutionary history, diverse biochemical features, and exhibit low

specificity for interaction partners. However, the evolutionary biochemical work

presented in chapters III, IV, and V also sheds light on biologically-relevant aspects

of the S100 family. The work provides several opportunities and resources for more

biologically-oriented future studies.

Chapter-by-chapter Breakdown of Dissertation

Chapter II comprises a literature review—co-written with Shion An Lim

(SAL), Susan Marqusee (SM), and my advisor Michael J. Harms (MJH). The

review addresses the question of whether or not proteins display global evolutionary

trends over very long time scales. Two case studies are used as key examples

of hypothesized trends: the gradual reduction of protein thermostability due to
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cooling of the Earth and the gradual increase in protein binding specificity due to

continued specialization in ever-more-complex proteomes. Based on a thorough

summary of evolutionary biochemistry literature, there does in fact appear to be

some evidence for a gradual decline of thermostability on the billions-of-years time

scale. However, there are still relatively few studies that probe this question. A

more substantial body of evidence will need to be accumulated to make a strong

argument for a global trend. The need for more experimental evidence is even more

pronounced with regard to the question of broad trends in specificity. There are

few studies that have addressed this question directly, and none to date that have

done so using a truly unbiased experimental approach. This chapter provides an

overview of the idea that there are global trends in protein evolution, makes a

strong case that further experimental studies are needed to resolve the ongoing

debates on this topic, and suggests strategies and experiments to maximize the

current understanding in the field. The literature review presented in this chapter

was published in the journal Current Opinions in Structural Biology [47].

Chapter III probes the evolutionary lability of a biologically-important

biochemical feature. The S100 protein family is used as a model system to address

this question. The phylogenetic history of the S100s is reconstructed to yield the

highest-quality phylogeny of the S100 family to date. The history of transition

metal binding in the S100s is then traced by mapping the results of detailed in

vitro measurements of metal-ion binding onto this high-quality phylogeny. These

results show that binding of transition metals is conserved across almost the entire

S100 family, a more universal result than any previous study. By using mutagenesis

studies it is further established that not all S100 proteins use the same amino acids

or even the same site to bind metal ions. The binding of metal ions to a very early
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branching S100 protein is measured for the first time, which demonstrates that

binding of transition metals is an ancestral feature of the S100 protein family. The

results of this chapter speak to the surprising level of lability—at the amino acid

level—of S100 protein metal binding sites; highlighting the fact that an ancestral

molecular phenotype can be maintained at the overall level of behavior even while

the underlying biochemical basis fluctuates over evolutionary time. The work in

this chapter has been published as a research article in PLoS One, co-authored with

Micah T. Donor (MTD), James S. Prell (JSP), and Michael J. Harms (LC Wheeler

is the first author) [96].

Chapter IV delves further into the biophysics of metal binding in one

particular member of the S100 protein family, S100A5. Little is known about

the biological roles of S100A5. A previous publication indicated that the protein

exhibits antagonism between the binding of Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions. This feature is

unique amongst S100 proteins and has been considered one of the key features

of S100A5. Proposed biological roles for the protein typically involve Ca2+/Cu2+

antagonism. In chapter IV, it is demonstrated that antagonism between the binding

of Ca2+ and Cu2+ is likely an artifact of the experiments done in the original study.

Instead, it is shown that S100A5 can bind Ca2+ and Cu2+ independently, which

changes the biological implications of metal binding to the protein. Furthermore,

this chapter adds to the evolutionary story of metal binding by demonstrating

another unique biochemical modification that has evolved in the S100 family. The

work in this paper is currently in press as a research article in the journal BMC

Biophysics, co-authored with Michael J. Harms.

Chapters V and VI address the evolution of binding specificity in two proteins

following gene duplication from a common ancestor. Again, the S100 protein
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family proves to be a useful model system to address this question. The proteins

S100A5 and S100A6 arose from a duplication approximately 300 million years ago.

They subsequently evolved to have different protein-binding specificity, distinct

expression patterns, and perform different cellular roles. Despite having distinct

specificity, both proteins can be described as sloppy or having very low biochemical

specificity. Previous studies have addressing the question of evolving specificity

have used highly-specific proteins and small sets of known binding partners that

are biased by a priori knowledge. For these reasons, previous studies are limited in

understanding the evolution of specificity in low-specificity proteins. The sloppiness

of S100s makes them an excellent system to study how binding specificity evolves in

an inherently noisy low-specificity system.

Chapter V comprises a biochemical study of the evolution of peptide binding

specificity in the S100A5-S100A5 clade. The oldest ancestor of S100A5 and

S100A6 is resurrected using ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR). Detailed

calorimetric measurements of binding to a small set of peptide targets are then

used to compare specificity across a set of orthologous and paralagous S100A5 and

S100A6 proteins. It is demonstrated that peptide binding is driven primarily by

the hydrophobic effect and that specificity is readily changed by the addition of

mutants into the peptide binding interface. Furthermore, this work reveals that

the specificity of S100A5 and S100A6 have undergone an apparent pattern of

subfunctionilization. This result is striking, because it demonstrates that proteins

with very low biochemical specificity can undergo similar patterns of evolution to

proteins with high specificity. The work in this chapter is in review as a research

article in the journal Biochemistry, co-authored with Jeremy A. Anderson (JAA),
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Anneliese J. Morrison (AJM), Caitlyn E. Wong (CEW), and Michael J. Harms.

The submitted article has also been uploaded to the preprint server BioArxiv [110].

Chapter VI introduces new experimental and analysis pipelines for studying

the evolution of specificity. An unbiased high-throughput approach, incorporating

phage display and deep sequencing, is used to measure the binding of a large

random peptide library to human S100A5, human S100A6, and the last common

ancestor. Strikingly, the pipeline uncovers the lack of sequence-based rules that

govern binding preferences of the S100 proteins. Instead, preferences appear to

be defined by general physicochemical features of the peptide targets that can be

used to generate a predictive model. The pipeline reveals overall patterns in the

evolution of specificity along the S100A5 and S100A6 lineages. S100A5 exhibits

a strong signal of subfunctionilization, while S100A6 appears to differ little from

the ancestor. This chapter highlights the importance of using unbiased approaches

to study the evolution of specificity and speaks to the necessity of understanding

different classes of protein features when probing molecular evolution. The work

in this paper is being prepared as a research article that will be submitted to the

journal MBE, co-authored with Michael J. Harms.

Broader Impacts

The studies described in this dissertation contribute the broader evolutionary

biochemistry literature by addressing a set of topics that have remained ambiguous.

There has been a lack of studies addressing the evolution of biochemical features

in proteins that have highly diverse sets of binding partners. Much of the

experimental basis for understanding evolution of protein binding specificity has

instead been based on proteins with exquisite specificity profiles [74, 111]. For
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example, enzymes, receptors, and transcription factors that have well-defined

chemical binding preferences are workhorses of evolutionary biochemistry studies

[46, 53, 52, 58]. The work presented in the following chapters probes key aspects

of the evolution of binding specificity in proteins without such obvious rules. The

S100 proteins act as an excellent model system to tackle these problems, because

they have a variety of conserved biochemical behaviors that have nontheless been

labile at the amino acid level during diversification of the family [96]. In particular,

the ability of the S100s to bind to a variety of transition metals with similar

affinities, and the ability to bind extremely diverse short peptide regions of target

proteins are used as exemplary biochemical features.

Studies on both the binding of metal ions and peptides reveal several key

evolutionary trends that speak to the evolution of biochemical features in sloppy

proteins such as the S100s. 1) a biochemical output—such as binding of transition

metals or peptides with moderate afffinity—can be acheived and conserved despite

extensive variability in amino acid ligands that form binding sites. 2) Specificity

can nontheless be achieved and conserved in proteins with highly diverse binding

partners and labile binding sites. 3) Evolutionary patterns in proteins with low

biochemical specificity nontheless resemble those observed in high-specificity

proteins. 4) Evolutionary patterns can differ along duplicate lineages following gene

duplication. 5) Unbiased high-throughput techniques are essential for inferring

historical patterns of specificity in proteins with large diverse sets of binding

partners. These observations contribute substantially to our understanding of

what types of biochemical features are important during the evolution of proteins

that do not meet the criterion of exquisite binding specificity. Despite relaxed

binding rules, flexible binding sites, and highly-diverse binding partners these
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proteins nonetheless exhibit evolutionary patterns that are reminiscent of those

the field has come to expect from canonical examples. This key result suggests

that proteins such as the S100s—despite the variability of there biochemical

behaviors—are therefore operating under similar rules to other proteins. Therefore,

proteins with highly variable binding partners and labile binding sites do not

necessarily represent a fundamentally different class of proteins—subject to special

evolutionary constraints—but rather are similarly constrained by evolutionary and

biochemical forces in a way that can be understood by careful experimentation.
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CHAPTER II

THERMOSTABILITY AND SPECIFICITY OF ANCIENT PROTEINS:

ASSESSING THE EVIDENCE FOR GLOBAL TRENDS
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Abstract

Were ancient proteins systematically different than modern proteins? The

answer to this question is profoundly important, shaping how we understand the

origins of protein biochemical, biophysical, and functional properties. Ancestral

sequence reconstruction (ASR), a phylogenetic approach to infer the sequences

of ancestral proteins, may reveal such trends. We discuss two proposed trends:

a transition from higher to lower thermostability and a tendency for proteins to

acquire higher specificity over time. We review the evidence for elevated ancestral

thermostability and discuss its possible origins in a changing environmental

temperature and/or reconstruction bias. We also conclude that there is, as yet,

insufficient data to support a trend from promiscuity to specificity. Finally, we

propose future work to understand these proposed evolutionary trends.
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Introduction

Ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) has opened a window into the

sequences and properties of ancient proteins [45, 44]. In ASR, a multiple sequence

alignment of modern protein sequences is used to construct a phylogenetic tree

and the sequences of ancient proteins are inferred for specific ancestors on this

tree (Figure 1a). By synthesizing the genes encoding these sequences, these

reconstructed ancient proteins can be experimentally characterized. This approach

has yielded an explosion of results in recent years, revealing important mechanistic

insights into the evolution of protein forms and functions [112, 113, 51, 114, 115,

116, 117, 118, 60, 56].

One intriguing possibility is to use ASR to investigate whether ancient

proteins were systematically different in the past, leading to parallel, directional

changes in properties over evolutionary time (Figure 1a). Such trends are

inaccessible using comparisons between modern pro- teins. For example, studies

of the modern proteins in Figure 1b would lead one to believe the last common

ancestor had a ‘blue’ trait. By allowing direct measurement of ancestral properties,

ASR can reveal properties (‘red’, in this case) not evident in the modern proteins.

If the evolution of protein properties were directional, it would provide a new

level at which to explain and understand these properties. This is of deep interest

to evolutionary biochemists seeking to identify the general principles that shape

protein evolution. Further, a trend could mean that sampling evolutionary history

would provide access to qualitatively different proteins [119] — a boon to engineers

looking for proteins with desirable properties as templates for further engineering

[120, 121].
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FIGURE 1 Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction (ASR) can be used to trace the
history of evolving proteins. (a) The ASR pipeline. A multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) of extant sequences of a protein family is generated using an alignment tool.
The MSA is then used to estimate an appropriate model of sequence evolution and
to estimate a phylogenetic tree. The sequences at ancestral nodes of interest (filled
black circles) are then inferred (underlined) based on the tree and a phylogenetic
evolutionary model. The maximum likelihood sequences are those with the highest
likelihood of generating the known sequences of modern proteins given the tree
and phylogenetic model. Genes encoding the inferred ancestral proteins can be
synthesized, expressed, and purified using standard molecular biology tools. The
properties of the ancestral proteins can then be experimentally characterized. (b)
A phylogenetic tree showing the evolution of a protein that can vary between two
properties—red and blue. The last common ancestor was red, but the modern
proteins are blue because of parallel changes along the lineages. This red ancestor
can only be accessed using an approach like ASR.
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Recent work has suggested two trends over evolutionary time: decreasing

protein stability [112] and increasing specificity [60]. Particularly for protein

engineers, these trends could be extremely powerful, as high stability and broad

substrate specificity are desirable traits that could be accessed using ASR. In this

review, we review the evidence supporting and contradicting these trends, as well as

the future work required to test and extend these conclusions.

Reconstructed precambrian ancient proteins exhibit elevated

thermostability

We begin by evaluating evidence from ASR studies that indicate the

deepest ancestors of mesophilic proteins were highly thermostable. Over billion-

year timescales, reconstructed ancestral proteins display systematically higher

thermostability. Reconstructed EF-Tu [112], thioredoxin [118], DNA gyrase [116],

nucleotide diphosphate kinase [115], and β-lactamase [60] all exhibit melting

temperatures (Tm) far higher than their extant descendants. Some have argued

that this is a universal trend [119] and have interpreted this as evidence for an

ancient, hot environment [112]. The evidence, however, is not completely universal,

as reconstructed RNase H along a mesophilic lineage gives a relatively flat trend in

stability over similar time scales [56].

One difficulty in comparing these studies is that different proteins have

different absolute requirements for stability. For example, the Tm’s of EF-Tu

bacterial homologs are generally ∼2 ◦C above the environmental temperature

(Tenv), while the Tms of RNase H are ∼30 ◦C above Tenv. As a result, Tms

between protein families are not directly comparable. One way to overcome this

challenge is to convert the measured Tm of each protein to an estimate of Tenv, as
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Tm often correlates with the growth temperature of the organism from which it was

derived [122]. In most cases, this correlation arises to maintain stability above some

critical threshold [123]. Empirically, Tm generally rises by ∼1 ◦C per 1 ◦C of Tenv,

with an offset reflecting the required stability of the protein (e.g. 2 ◦C for EF-Tu

and 30 ◦C for RNase H) [122]. This correlation has been directly established for

three of the proteins above — EF-Tu, DNA gyrase and RNase H [112, 115, 56] —

and holds generally for many other proteins [122].

When placed on the Tenv scale, reconstructed proteins report an elevated

environmental temperature ∼3 billion years ago, though with significant scatter.

Figure 2a shows the estimated Tenv over time for 17 ancestors of proteins found

in the lineages leading to mesophilic E. coli. A total least-squares fit to the data

reveals a highly significant negative slope that explains 75% of the variation in the

data (R2 = 0.75). In contrast, the estimated Tenv over time for ancestors leading

to thermophile T. thermophilus exhibits a slope statistically indistinguishable from

0 ( Figure 2b). When taken in aggregate, these data support the hypothesis that

the deepest ancestors had stabilities similar to proteins from modern thermophiles.

While these data focus on the E. coli and T. thermophilus lineages, their deepest

ancestors are shared both with each other and with most modern bacteria, thus

suggesting a global transition away from ancient thermostability, at least along

mesophilic lineages. It is not clear from these sparse, lineage-specific data whether

mesophilicity evolved in parallel along many lineages or whether it evolved on a few

key, early ancestral branches.
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FIGURE 2 Ancient reconstructed ancestors exhibit elevated thermostability.
Estimated environmental temperatures experienced by proteins on lineages
leading to (panel a) E. coli or (panel b) T. thermophilus. Point/line series indicate
individual protein families: EF-Tu (red), thioredoxin (orange), β–lactamase
(green), RNase H (blue), and nucleotide diphosphate kinase (purple). Measured
melting temperatures for ancestors that give rise to E. coli proteins were mined
from published literature [112, 115, 118, 60, 56]. These were then converted to
estimates of Tenv using measured relationships [112, 115, 56] or by adding an
offset determined by the difference in Tm and Tenv for the E. coli (panel a) or
T. thermophilus homologs (panel B). Time estimates were drawn from original
publications or estimated from Battistuzzi et al. [124]. Time errors are standard
errors. Tenv standard errors were set to ± 10 ◦C to account for uncertainty in Tm

and the Tm/Tenv correlation. (This is a conservative estimate: when measured for
NDK, RNase H, and EF-Tu [112, 115, 56] , the Tm the standard error was <5 ◦C
and the Tm to Tenv variance was <5 ◦C.) Black line is a fit determined by total
linear regression. To find the standard deviation of fit slopes, we generated 1000
pseudo datasets sampled from the time and Tenv uncertainties. For E. coli, the fits
reject a slope = 0 (p = 3 × 10−8). For T. thermophilus, the fits fail to reject a zero
slope (p = 0.45).
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Trends in Thermostability Are Complex

While ASR studies suggest that the most ancient proteins were highly

thermostable, they do not support a smooth trend in thermostability over time.

Ancestors exhibit extensive random scatter to the proposed trend. Such variation is

expected as, over more recent timescales, protein stability fluctuates in response to

neutral drift or adaptation in apparently random fashion [114, 117, 125, 126, 127].

The observed variation may also reflect uncertainty in the reconstruction, multiple

heterogeneous environments experienced by ancient organisms, or uncertainty in

the map between Tm and Tenv.

This scatter extends to the mechanism of stabilization. A recent study of

the evolution of thermostability in RNase H revealed that the thermodynamic

mechanism of stabilization for the ancestral proteins could fluctuate, even as

the Tms of the proteins varied smoothly [56]. This indicates that, even while

under selection to maintain stability in a given environment, proteins are free to

accumulate mutations to access alternate mechanisms of stabilization. Practically,

studying multiple ancestors may reveal new sequence and thermodynamic

determinants of stability. Although thermostability and the mechanism of

stabilization appear to change independently for RNase H, the generality of this

result for other proteins remains unknown.

Finally, these ASR studies generally used small, monomeric, and well-behaved

proteins. Although such simple proteins may be representative of the first proteins

to arise, studies on a greater diversity of protein families will reveal whether

observed trends are applicable to the entire proteome.
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Can Reconstruction Errors Inflate Ancestral Thermostability?

While existing data are suggestive, further work must be done to test the

hypothesis of ancient thermostability. The primary concern is that ancestral

proteins are statistical reconstructions that cannot be directly verified. Even with

good statistical support, it is unlikely that the reconstructed ancestor will have

the exact sequence of the true ancestral state. Addressing and understanding this

uncertainty will be critical for establishing or refuting the hypothesis that the

earliest proteins were thermostable.

High stability is unlikely to arise from random errors in the reconstruction.

To account for uncertainty, ASR studies have generated different versions

of ancestral sequences to assess the robustness of the measured stability to

phylogenetic errors. For example, Hart et al. measured ten alternate sequences

of a ∼3 billion year-old ancestor and found a Tm of 76.7 ± 2 ◦C (compared to

68.0 ◦C of RNase H from E. coli) [56]. Using such approaches, many sources of

random error have been investigated: uncertain tree topology [112, 115, 128, 49],

alternate evolutionary models [129], choice of reconstruction method [114, 49],

different amino acid frequencies [112], and reconstruction ambiguity [112, 115, 119,

56, 130]. In all such studies, the properties of the ancestors have proven robust to

uncertainty.

Of bigger concern are sources of systematic error in ASR — in particular,

a bias towards elevated stability for deeper ancestors [131, 132, 133, 134]. Some

have argued that ASR could be biased towards consensus sequences, which may

lead to an increase in stability [132, 135, 136]. Simulations have also suggested

that maximum likelihood (ML), the most popular form of ASR, may give rise to

artificially elevated stability [131]. If different stabilizing mutations accumulate
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along different lineages, ML may incorrectly incorporate all of the stabilizing

mutations, creating an artificially stable ancestor. There is also concern that

variable amino acid distributions and mutation rates can alter reconstructions

[133, 134].

There have been some limited experimental tests of these computational

predictions of bias. Comparisons between ancestral and consensus sequences

have shown distinct statistical and functional properties [115, 116, 120, 137].

This suggests that any consensus bias that exists must be subtle. Other work has

indirectly addressed this concern - the molecular basis of stability fluctuating over

evolutionary time in the RNase H family is not consistent with bias arising from a

single, convergent stabilization mechanism [56, 131].

Important experiments remain. One test would be a systematic comparison

of ancestors reconstructed using both ML and an alternative, Bayesian, method.

A Bayesian reconstruction averages over uncertainty; therefore, it is not expected

to have the same stability bias as ML reconstructions [131]. Observing high

thermostability in ancient Bayesian ancestors would be strong evidence that

thermostability is not an artifact of the ML method. The experiment is not perfect,

however, as Bayesian ancestors have more errors than ML ancestors as a result of

incorporating uncertainty [49]. Because of this, they may not accurately reflect

the ancestral state. For example, one study found that a Bayesian ancestor had

fundamentally different folding properties than the ML ancestor or any modern

protein in the family [114], consistent with a poor reconstruction.

Another test for bias would be to study the thermostability of reconstructed,

recent ancestors of rapidly evolving proteins with known mesophilic ancestral

environments. A rapidly evolving protein will accumulate similar amounts of
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mutations relative to the deep ancestors studied to date, albeit on a much shorter

timescale. If ML reconstructions lead to biased stability, we would predict that

recent ancestors of rapidly evolving proteins would exhibit erroneously elevated

stability.

A Trend from Promiscuous to Specific is Not Yet Established

Another proposed trend is that proteins have, on average, changed from lower

to higher specificity over deep evolutionary time [60, 119]. This stems from the

idea that low specificity proteins — particularly enzymes — were important for the

ability of primordial organisms to perform diverse chemical processes with a limited

proteome [138] (Figure 3a). It is also well established that increased specificity

often follows gene duplication via subfunctionalization from a multi-functional or

promiscuous ancestral protein [139, 140] (Figure 3b). Given these considerations,

proteins may, on average, increase in specificity over time.

To date, few attempts have been made to investigate the specificity of the

deepest ancestors. One recent study found that an ancestral β-lactamase was

both promiscuous and less efficient than its descendants [60]. Likewise, a study

of RuBISCO found a promiscuous and inefficient ancestor, though this may be an

artifact of poor reconstruction [141]. Other studies have determined the activities of

ancient proteins, but not their specificity [114, 115]. On the basis of these data, it

is difficult to make solid conclusions about specificity trends; more measurements of

ancestral specificity are warranted.

The second model — gene duplication followed by subfunctionalization —

could conceivably operate continuously through evolution, leading to progressively

higher specificity proteins over all evolutionary timescales (Figure 3b). Studies of
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FIGURE 3 Models for increased specificity of proteins over time.(a) Large dotted
ellipses denote cells. Small ellipses are proteins, colored by their specificity. Because
early proteomes were presumably smaller than modern proteomes, it has been
proposed that ancient proteins had to be promiscuous to achieve all the necessary
chemistry. As organisms evolved, their proteomes expanded, allowing each protein
to become more specific. (b) Higher specificity (subfunctionalization) is one of the
possible outcomes of a gene duplication event. A gene encoding a low-specificity
ancestral protein duplicates. Its descendants can then gain specificity and lose the
promiscuous trait.
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the evolution of specificity for ancestors from the last ∼500 million years suggest,

however, that on average, proteins do not tend towards higher specificity over time.

Some promiscuity-to-specificity transitions have been identified [60, 58, 53, 142, 59].

However, other studies have found switches between two high-specificity states [52,

55], evolution through a less-specific intermediate [143, 57, 79], and even decreased

specificity over time [144].

This complexity likely arises because specificity is, at minimum, a bimolecular

process that involves both the protein and its target. Further, constraints placed

by the architecture of the larger system into which the proteins are embedded have

been shown to shape specificity [79, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 111]. For example,

bioinformatic analyses have revealed that protein components of higher-complexity

regulatory modules tend to possess lower specificity than those in simpler modules

[150]. We therefore believe that it will be difficult to resolve a global evolutionary

trend from lower to higher specificity.

Conclusions

A number of ASR studies are starting to reveal a consistent pattern of

elevated thermostability for the deepest ancestors. This trend of decreasing

thermostability among mesophilic lineages is not smooth, involving fluctuations in

both Tm and mechanism of stabilization. Whether this reflects a real evolutionary

signal or simply an artifact of the reconstruction method remains to be seen. From

an engineering perspective, a ML reconstruction of an ancient ancestor appears to

be a reasonable strategy for generating a thermostable, thermophilic-like protein

that differs from a simple consensus sequence. This approach is not guaranteed —

for example, reconstructed RNase H displays non-thermophilic-like thermostability
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∼3 billion years in the past — however, on average, deep ancestral proteins appear

to be more stable than their modern counterparts. We should also note that these

are deep trends, and thus we would not predict recent ancestors to exhibit any

detectable trend in stability, consistent with recent studies [114, 117, 126].

Information about the specificity of deep ancestral proteins remains sparse

and will thus require further investigation. Studies of more recent proteins indicate

that multiple modes of specificity evolution can be at play, suggesting a lack of

general trends.

Protein evolution is often viewed as a random, microscopically-reversible

trajectory along a fitness landscape. A global trend would suggest that the fitness

landscape changed in a systematic way, even while microscopic reversibility held.

Such systematic changes in fitness landscape would, in turn, shape the pathways

taken by proteins and provide another level at which to understand the emergence

of new properties. ASR studies are hinting at a change in fitness landscape. This

may help us, at a broad brush level, gain insight into the origins of protein features

and properties.

Bridge to Chapter III

In this chapter, the current evolutionary biochemistry literature was reviewed

to assess the available evidence for broad evolutionary trends in protein properties.

Two highly-referenced examples of trends were analyzed: the hypothesis that

proteins have undergone a gradual, monotonic decrease in thermal stability over

long time scales and the assertion that proteins generally become more specific over

time as proteomes become increasingly complex. The conclusion was drawn that

there is some evidence to support a long-term decreasing trend in thermostability.
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However, there is still relatively sparse information available. More experiments will

need to be targeted toward addressing this question to establish firm conclusions.

With regard to the evolution of specificity, this chapter concluded that there

is vastly insufficient evidence to draw strong conclusions. Furthermore, unlike

decreases in thermostability there is no unifying theoretical reason to expect global,

parallel increases in specificity over time. This chapter established the need for

further experimentation and more complete theories to address the issue of global

trends in protein evolution. Chapter III addresses trends in a specific biochemical

feature during the evolution of an entire protein family. An interesting observation

is made regarding the evolutionary lability of this feature and its underpinnings at

the amino acid level.
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Abstract

The S100 proteins are a large family of signaling proteins that play critical

roles in biology and disease. Many S100 proteins bind Zn2+, Cu2+, and/or Mn2+

as part of their biological functions; however, the evolutionary origins of binding

remain obscure. One key question is whether divalent transition metal binding

is ancestral, or instead arose independently on multiple lineages. To tackle this

question, we combined phylogenetics with biophysical characterization of modern

S100 proteins. We demonstrate an earlier origin for established S100 subfamilies

than previously believed, and reveal that transition metal binding is widely

distributed across the tree. Using isothermal titration calorimetry, we found that

Cu2+ and Zn2+ binding are common features of the family: the full breadth of

human S100 paralogs—as well as two early-branching S100 proteins found in the
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tunicate Oikopleura dioica—bind these metals with µM affinity and stoichiometries

ranging from 1:1 to 3:1 (metal:protein). While binding is consistent across the tree,

structural responses to binding are quite variable. Further, mutational analysis

and structural modeling revealed that transition metal binding occurs at different

sites in different S100 proteins. This is consistent with multiple origins of transition

metal binding over the evolution of this protein family. Our work reveals an

evolutionary pattern in which the overall phenotype of binding is a constant feature

of S100 proteins, even while the site and mechanism of binding is evolutionarily

labile.

Introduction

The S100 protein family is an important group of calcium binding proteins

found in vertebrates [89, 91]. Humans possess 27 family members that play diverse

functional roles in inflammation [151, 101, 152], cell proliferation [153, 154, 155],

and innate immunity [156, 105, 157]. S100 proteins are particularly prominent in

inflammatory diseases and cancers, where they are used both as clinical markers

and drug targets [100, 158, 159, 160, 161, 102, 162, 163, 164, 165]. S100 proteins

are found only in chordates and are highly diverged from other calcium binding

proteins [91, 100].

Most S100 proteins share a common homodimeric structure in which ∼10 kDa

monomers come together to form a compact α-helical fold (Fig 4A). Each monomer

binds two Ca2+ ions in conserved calcium binding motifs, inducing a conformational

change that exposes a hydrophobic surface [166, 94, 167]. This surface can then

interact with and modulate the activity of downstream target proteins [168, 169].
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FIGURE 4 Transition metal binding occurs at a common site in diverse S100
proteins. Overlay of the crystal structures of S100B (orange, PDB 3CZT) and
S100A12 (blue, PDB 1ODB) bound to Ca2+ and transition metals. Ions are shown
as colored spheres: Ca2+ (blue), Zn2+ (gray) and Cu2+ (copper). Residues ligating
the transition metals are are shown as sticks. Boxed region is shown in detail in
panel B.

In addition to Ca2+, many S100 proteins interact with divalent transition

metals such as Zn2+, Cu2+, or Mn2+ as part of their biological functions [170, 171].

Such functions include metal transport [172], modulation of signaling [173], and

antimicrobial activity [105]. Their transition metal binding constants tend to be

∼µM, consistent with their roles in metal transport and metal-dependent signaling

[174, 175]. Despite the importance played by these metals, transition metal binding

has not been studied systematically across the family [170, 171]. While one key

transition metal site—at the dimer interface—has been studied extensively (Fig

4B), the transition metal binding capacity of many S100 proteins remains unknown.

For many others, there are conflicting reports about the binding affinities, sites, and

stoichiometries for binding to divalent transition metals [170, 171].

Evolutionary history provides a powerful lens through which to understand

this metal binding diversity and its accompanying functional diversity.

Understanding when a feature evolved in the family, and thus which homologs

might share the feature, helps translate observations for one family member

into predictions about other family members. One key question is whether
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transition metal binding is a shared ancestral feature, or whether it has been

acquired independently on multiple lineages. Although all five crystal structures

of S100 proteins bound to transition metals have similar binding sites (Fig 4B),

experimental evidence suggests that other S100s bind to divalent transition metals

at a different site than the one identified crystallographically [176, 177], consistent

with at least one more acquisition of transition metal binding.

A well-supported phylogeny of the S100 protein family would allow

observations of transition metal binding to be mapped as evolutionary characters,

thereby allowing inferences about the evolutionary history of the character. Several

phylogenies have been published [91, 100, 178, 95, 179], however, these trees are

not fully consonant with one another, making interpretation difficult. Previous

analyses were limited by the number of S100 sequences available, particularly from

early-branching vertebrate species. Further, all but one [95] relied on distance-

based phylogenetic methods. Increased taxonomic sampling, combined with more

advanced phylogenetic methods, will provide a much clearer picture of S100

evolution.

We therefore set out to understand the evolution of transition metal binding

in this family through a combination of phylogenetic analysis and biochemical

characterization of select human paralogs. Further, to establish the ancient features

of the family, we performed the first-ever biochemical characterization of two early-

diverging S100 proteins from the tunicate Oikopleura dioica. Our work sheds light

on the evolutionary process that gave the diversity of modern S100 proteins, as well

as revealing the broad-brush evolution of the transition-metal binding phenotype of

this important protein family.
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Results

The S100 family arose in the ancestor of Olfactores

Our first goal was to establish the taxonomic distribution of the S100 family.

We began with an iterative BLAST approach. We used the full set of 27 human

S100 family members (S1 Table in supplementary directory) as a starting point

for PSI-BLAST against the NCBI non-redundant protein database. In addition

to identifying thousands of S100 sequences, this protocol picked up non-S100

calcium binding proteins such as calmodulin and troponin, indicating that we had

saturated S100 proteins in the database. We filtered our hits by reverse BLAST.

All S100 hits were within vertebrates, with the exception of four hits from the

tunicate Oikopleura dioica. To further support the taxonomic distribution of the

S100s, we then used BLAST to search directly in the genomes and transcriptomes

from representative tunicates, cephalochordates, hemichordates, and echinoderms.

Only a transcriptome from the tunicate Molgula tectiform yielded a further

S100 hit. We also queried the HMMER database, but found no new S100 family

members. The presence of S100 proteins in tunicates and vertebrates (Olfactores),

but not other chordates, suggests that the first S100 arose in the last common

ancestor of tunicates and vertebrates, ∼700 million years ago [180]. These results

are consistent with previous studies that noted the relative youth of the S100

family[91, 100, 95, 179].

Model-based phylogenetic approaches reveal well-supported clades

We next constructed a phylogenetic tree, using sequences drawn from across

Olfactores. Phylogenetic analyses of this family are challenging as it is large
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and diverse. For example, the average sequence identity of the 27 human family

members is 29.5%, with the most divergent pair (A3 and A14) only 13.2% identical.

Further, the small size of these proteins (∼100 amino acids) means they have few

evolutionary characters and, thus, relatively weak phylogenetic signal. Finally,

many S100 paralogs exhibit highly specific tissue distributions, meaning that

transcriptomes can provide very incomplete pictures of the S100 complement of a

given organism.

To construct a tree despite these difficulties, we assembled a high-quality

dataset of 564 sequences, from 52 species, through targeted searches of key

genome/transcriptome/proteome databases (S2 Table, S1 Spreadsheet in

supplementary directory). In an effort to bracket the class-level evolutionary

origin of each S100 ortholog—despite incomplete sequence data and possible

differential loss along each lineage—we included multiple species within each

class: two Tunicata (one Ascidiacea, one Appendicularia), two Agnathan (jawless

fishes), seven Chondrichthyans (cartilaginous fishes), eight Actinopterygii (ray-

finned fishes), three Sarcopterygii (lobe-finned fishes), seven Amphibians, fourteen

Sauropsids (birds and reptiles), and seven Mammals (two monotremes, two

therians, and three eutherians). We generated a 133 character alignment from

these sequences (Fig 24 in supplement and S2 Fig in supplementary directory, S1

Alignment) and used this for model-based phylogenetics.

We used both maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian approaches to

construct phylogenetic trees for the family (Fig 5, S1 Tree and S2 Tree in

supplementary directory, Fig 25 in supplement ). Both approaches resolved well-

supported clades containing each of the human seed paralogs. This allowed us to

assign the orthology, relative to the human proteins, for 500 of the 564 sequences
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in our data set (S1 Spreadsheet in supplementary directory). In addition, the

ML and Bayesian approaches revealed a set of consonant clades: A2/A3/A4;

A5/A6; the calgranulins (A7/A8/A9/A12); A13/A14; and the so-called “fused”

family (cornulin/ trichohyalin/repetin/hornerin/filaggrin) (Fig 5 and Fig 25 in

supplement). In the Bayesian consensus tree, no further relationships could be

resolved. Several other clades were resolved in the ML tree (Fig 5); A2/A3/A4

groups with A4/A5; A10 with A11; and A13/A14 groups with A16. In both trees,

the sum of the branch lengths was extremely long, reflecting the high diversity of

the family.

We were particularly interested in placing the tunicate S100 proteins on

the tree. If we could assign the orthology of these proteins, we could potentially

identify the most ancient S100 orthlog(s). Unfortunately, the placement of these

sequences on the tree was neither evolutionarily reasonable nor stable between

phylogenetic runs. For example, a single tunicate protein might end up on a long

branch within a clade of mammalian proteins in one analysis, and then in an

entirely different location in another. We thus excluded the tunicate proteins from

the final phylogenetic analysis.

Uncertainty in the deepest branching pattern precluded rooting of the tree.

We attempted to root the phylogeny by three methods; however, none proved

successful. The first method was to include non-S100 calcium-binding proteins

identified in our BLAST searches (sentan, calcineurins, troponins, and calmodulins)

as an outgroup. With the exception of sentan, these non-S100 proteins grouped

together; however, the branch leading to the clade was too long to allow robust

placement relative to the S100 proteins—minor changes to the alignment and/or

tree-building protocol would radically change their relationship to the rest of
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FIGURE 5 Model-based phylogenetics reveal several S100 subfamilies. Maximum
likelihood phylogeny of 564 S100 proteins drawn from 52 Olfactores species.
Wedges are collapsed clades of shared orthologs, with wedge height denoting
number of included taxa and wedge length denoting longest branch length with
the clade. Support values are SH-supports, derived from an approximate likelihood
ratio test. Rooting is arbitrary, but roughly balances the distribution of jawless
fishes across the ancestral node. Icons indicate taxonomic classes represented
within each clade: tunicates (black), jawless fishes (pink), cartilaginous fishes
(purple), ray-finned fishes (light blue), lobe-finned fishes (blue), amphibans (green),
birds/reptiles (yellow), and mammals (red). Inset shows estimated divergence times
for each taxonomic class in millions of years before present.
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the tree. We also attempted to use the tunicate proteins, but as they could not

be placed, this was ineffective. Finally, we attempted to minimize the number

of duplications and losses across the tree; however, the lack of resolution of the

deepest nodes also made identifying the precise origin (and thus gain/loss) of each

paralog problematic.

Synteny and taxonomic distribution further support relationships among S100

proteins

Because model-based phylogenetic methods provided relatively weak support

for relationships within in the family, we used the taxonomic distribution of

orthologs and synteny to further support the relationships we observed in the

model-based approaches. Fig 6 shows distribution of observed orthologs to human

genes across the species included in our analysis. (Species phylogenies taken from

[181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189]). We mapped these orthologs onto the

arrangement of these genes in the human genome (top). Four S100 genes (G, B, P,

and Z) are scattered on different chromosomes, while twenty-two S100 genes (A1

through A10) form a contiguous block on a single chromosome. This tight linkage

group has been noted previously [100, 179, 190], and arose at least as early as the

bony vertebrates [179].

There is strong correlation between the S100 subfamilies identified in model-

based phylogenetics and the distribution of the genes across human chromosome

I. Proteins with shared evolutionary relationships form blocks across this region,

suggesting local expansion by gene duplication. The ML relationship between

orthologs are shown above the plot in Fig 6. The clades identified in our model-

based phylogenetics form individually contiguous blocks: A13-A16, A2-A6, A7-A12,
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FIGURE 6 Model-based phylogeny, synteny, and taxonomic distribution provide a
consonant picture of S100 evolution. The human S100 orthologs are shown across
the top, in the order they occur in the human genome. B, P, G, and Z occur on
different chromosomes; A1-A10 are in a contiguous region of chromosome I. Sentan,
an evolutionary relative, is also on a different chromosome. Species are shown
on the left, organized by taxonomy. Color indicates taxonomic class, as in Fig 5.
Squares denote the presence of an ortholog to the human gene for each species;
a number in the box indicates the number of co-orthologous genes found in that
species (if more than one); squares fused into a rectangle indicate a gene found
in an earlier branching lineage that subsequently duplicated somewhere along the
lineage leading to Homo sapiens. Total number of genes found for each species
are shown on the left. The number of genes that were not orthologous to human
genes (or could not be classified) are shown on right. Top tree shows the maximum-
likelihood phylogeny of the family mapped onto the S100 genes found in the human
genome. Circles denote SH support ≥ 0.85 (black); ≥ 0.75 (gray), < 0.75 (white).
Branches supported by both the ML phylogeny and synteny are shown in black;
branches supported by only the ML tree are shown in gray.
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S100-fused, and A11-A10. This consonance between the phylogenetic signal and

genomic arrangement supports the shared ancestry of these subfamilies.

The species distribution of these orthologs then provides insight into the

diversification of the family. For example, A10, A11, or their common ancestor

(A10/A11) are found in all vertebrates, demonstrating that this protein arose no

later than the last common ancestor of vertebrates. Because some genes may have

been missed within each species—either through lineage-specific loss or incomplete

genomic/transcriptomic coverage—this is a lower bound on the age of the gene.

After its origin, A10/A11 then diversified in later lineages. In the bony fishes,

A10 expanded, as reflected in the increased numbers of genes co-orthologous to

A10/A11. A10/A11 gave rise to the tetrapod paralogs A10 and A11 via tandem

gene duplication in the ancestor of the lobe-finned fishes.

Another ancient S100 by this analysis is A1, which, intriguingly, brackets the

other end of the contiguous S100 genome region mammals and some fishes [179].

The simplest interpretation of this pattern would be that the A1 or A10/A11 gene

was the earliest gene in this syntenic block, and that the remaining family arose by

serial expansion from that starting point.

Other ancient S100 orthologs are B, P, and Z. Our tree provides some

evidence that A1 and Z share a common ancestor, and that B and P share

a common ancestor. Intriguingly, these four ancient proteins are scattered

throughout vertebrate genomes, rather than being a part of the expanded gene

region containing A1-A10. This suggests that the last common ancestor of jawed

vertebrates had a collection of four to five S100 proteins, but that only the region

containing A1-A10 then continued to expand with the radiation of the vertebrates.

Sentan—a close evolutionary relative to the S100 family that does not possess
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the diagnostic pseudo EF-hand of true family members—also arose in the early

vertebrates. Given the ambiguity of the deepest branching of the tree, it is unclear

whether it is an out group or, instead, a duplication of an established S100 paralog.

The gene block containing A1-A10 expanded by what appears to be a set of

local gene duplication events. A13/A14 and A16 likely arose next, at least by the

ancestor of bony vetebrates. Like A10/A11, these genes were duplicated through

the whole genome duplications of teleost fishes, giving rise to multiple S100 genes

that are co-orthogolous to the human genes in bony fishes. The tetrapod paralogs

A13 and A14 did not arise until the amniotes, when they formed via duplication

from A13/A14. The next phase of expansion was local duplication that led to

the ancestors of A2-A6, A7-A12, and the S100-fused proteins in early tetrapods.

These founding genes then expanded across the tetrapods, with several duplicates

preserved in Sauropsids. The final mammalian complement was achieved by several

more duplications. The A7-A12 and S100-fused clades—which are directly adjacent

in mammalian chromosomes—continue to rapidly expand by duplication.

Transition metal binding is nearly universal across the family

With the phylogenetic tree in hand, we next set out to determine the

distribution of transition metal binding across the tree. Previously reported

transition metal binding is scattered across the tree (Fig 4, red proteins) [170, 171].

If this feature were ancestral, we predicted that transition metal binding would be

present across the majority of the tree. To test this hypothesis we used isothermal

titration calorimetry (ITC) to measure the ability of human S100 proteins to

bind to Zn2+ and Cu2+—the two most prevalent transition metals encountered

biologically—under approximately physiological conditions (125 mM ionic strength,
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pH 7.4, 25◦C). We chose proteins that would maximize the sampling across clades.

Some of the proteins we selected have been reported to bind transition metals,

albeit with variable stoichiometry [177, 191]. The other paralogs have, to our

knowledge, yet to be characterized.

We found that Zn2+ and Cu2+ binding was universally distributed across

the tree: every single S100 protein we characterized bound to Zn2+ and/or

Cu2+ with low micromolar affinity (Fig 4 and Fig 26 in supplement, S3 Table in

supplementary directory) [105, 177, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196]. With one exception,

stoichiometry ranged from 1:1 to 3:1 (metal:monomer). These binding affinities

and stoichiometries are similar to previously measured transition metal binding

affinities for S100 proteins [171, 192, 195, 197]. Buffer-specific enthalpies ranged

from -5.4 to 6.1 kcal/mol; the majority of the enthalpies were negative. All of the

proteins tested bound to both Zn2+ and Cu2+, with the exception of A1 which did

not bind Cu2+ under our experimental conditions. The Zn2+ binding isotherm for

A6 and the Cu2+ binding isotherms for A2 and A4 were not well fit by standard

binding models (as is often observed for metal binding studies by ITC: [198]),

however, from the curves we could gain insight into their stoichiometry. The

A6/Zn2+ and A4/Cu2+ curves exhibited two phases, consistent with two binding

sites. The A2/Cu2+ curve was quite broad, consistent with >2 metals binding

per monomer. Representative binding isotherms for Zn2+ and Cu2+ to a variety

of S100 proteins—including the three problematic curves—are shown in Fig 26 in

supplement. All measured thermodynamic parameters are reported in S3 Table in

supplementary directory.

We next asked if the structural response to these metals, like the binding

constant, was consistent across the tree. We measured Zn2+-induced changes in
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FIGURE 7 The human S100 paralogs are shown on the left, organized as on the
top of Fig 6. Asterisks indicate S100 proteins investigated in the current study; red
color indicates a protein for which transition metal binding has been noted in the
literature previously. Biochemical properties of the human paralogs are shown as
columns. Circles denote stoichiometry of binding for Cu2+ (orange), Zn2+ (gray),
and Ca2+ (blue). X indicates that the protein does not bind the metal; empty space
is unmeasured. Arrows indicate the change in far-UV CD signal with the indicated
metal: no change (black), increase (blue), and decrease (red). The transition metal
binding site is indicated as canonical (B-like) or alternate (some other site).
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secondary structure by comparing the far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectra

of these proteins with EDTA versus saturating Zn2+ (Fig 27 in supplement). We

found the response was variable across the family (Fig 4) [177, 192, 195, 199, 200,

201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206]. For some proteins, Zn2+ induced a decrease in CD

signal (P, A2 and A4); in others, it had no effect (A1, A11, A5 and A6). We also

observed Zn2+-induced protein precipitation in the case of A14, which was rapidly

reversible by the addition of excess EDTA. We also asked whether the structural

response to Zn2+ exhibited by these proteins correlated with the response to their

canonical agonist Ca2+. We found that they were largely uncorrelated (Fig 7 and

Fig 27 in supplement). For example, P has decreased CD signal with both Zn2+

and Ca2+, while A2 shows decreased signal with Zn2+ and increased signal with

Ca2+.

When placed onto the phylogenetic tree, a few patterns in these responses

emerge (Fig 7). Phylogenetically close members of the family appear to display

similar structural responses to Zn2+ binding. For example, the closely related

A2 and A4 proteins show qualitatively similar decreases in CD signal in the

presence of Zn2+ relative to the apo form. Likewise, the far-UV CD signal of direct

sister proteins A5 and A6 is insensitive to Zn2+. This said, such patterns are not

universal. For example, B and P are directly sister but have opposite structural

responses to Zn2+. Further, family members exhibit all possible combinations of

increased and decreased CD signal with the addition of Ca2+ and Zn2+, revealing

the variability of this trait over evolutionary time.
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Early-diverging tunicate S100s bind transition metals

Given that all human paralogs we characterized were capable of binding

transition metals, we predicted that this was a conserved, early feature of the

protein family. To test this prediction, we turned to two tunicate homologs,

which represent some of the earliest-diverging S100 proteins. We selected two

Oikopleura dioica proteins—tunA (tunicate A, CBY12809.1) and tunB (tunicate

B, CBY30360.1)—for characterization. Although the orthology of these proteins is

unclear, the proteins sample the breadth of tunicate S100 diversity, exhibiting only

26.2% identity. We expressed and purified these proteins, and then characterized

their metal binding features.

Because these proteins have not been characterized previously, we first

performed a baseline characterization to verify that they behave like other S100

proteins. We first measured Ca2+ binding. Like many other S100 proteins, both

tunA and tunB bound Ca2+ with nanomolar to micromolar dissociation constants

and 2:1 (per monomer) stoichiometry (Fig 8A and Fig 28 in supplement). Further,

both proteins exhibited changes in secondary and/or tertiary structure—as

measured by far-UV circular dichroism (CD) and intrinsic fluorescence—with

the addition of saturating amounts of Ca2+ (Fig 8B and 5C and Fig 28 in

supplement). All of the observed changes were strictly metal dependent and

reversible upon the addition of EDTA. Metal-dependent changes in conformation,

as reflected in these changes in spectroscopic signals, are a hallmark of S100

proteins [177, 207, 208, 209].

We then assessed the ability of these proteins to form homodimers—a

key feature of most S100 proteins—using native electrospray-ionization mass

spectrometry (nanoESI) [210]. For tunB, we detected homodimers (Fig 8D). The
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FIGURE 8 Early-branching tunicate S100 binds transition metals at a non-
canonical site. Colors indicate the metal present during experiment: Zn2+ is
gray, Ca2+ is blue. A) Ca2+ binding to tunB by ITC. Top panel shows power
traces for injections; bottom curve shows integrated heats and model fit to
extract thermodynamic parameters. B) Far-UV circular dichroism spectra of
the apo protein (black), Ca2+ bound protein (blue), or Zn2+ bound protein
(gray). C) Intrinsic fluorescence spectra, with samples colored as in panel B. D)
Mass spectrum of tunB. Notes above each peak indicate molecular weight and
corresponding oligomeric state. E) Zn2+ binding to tunB by ITC, with subpanels as
in A. E) Homology model of tunB overlaid on crystal structure of human S100B
(PBD: 3ZCT). Ligating residues are shown as sticks, with C atoms shown as
spheres. A and B chains of the dimer are shown in orange and purple, respectively.
Zn2+ ion is shown as gray sphere. Top panel shows overlay, with box highlighting
the zoomed-up regions shown at right. Bottom left panel shows S100B structure
with Zn2+ chelation. Bottom left panel shows tunB homology model, highlighting
residues that would have to chelate Zn2+.
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narrow distribution of relatively low charge states observed in the nanoESI mass

spectra for both the monomer and dimer ions indicate that the proteins are not

denatured under these conditions and undergo little unfolding during the ionization

process. The broad mass spectral peaks observed are the result of adduction of

residual sodium from solution that has survived buffer exchange. To see if the

dimer peaks were the result of non-specific aggregation during the electrospray

process, we measured dimerization at protein concentrations at which non-specific

dimerization is not expected (< 1 µM, see methods). We found homodimers, even

at 10 nM protein, consistent with a specific tunB dimer (Fig 29 in supplement).

We also observed a small amount of homotetramer; however, the tetramer was

not robust to dilution and is likely an artifact of the electrospray process (Fig

29 in supplement). For tunA, we detected homodimers; however, these were not

robust to dilution, suggesting that dimerization is relatively weak for this protein

(Fig 28 in supplement). We corroborated these observations for tunA and tunB

using a sedimentation velocity experiment (Fig 30 in supplement). Under these

conditions, we found that tunB was primarily a dimer. In contrast, tunA exhibited

both monomer and dimer species, consistent with this protein forming a weaker

dimer. Further work is required to determine the precise distribution of oligomeric

species in solution for these proteins; however, these results are consistent with

both proteins having the ability to form homodimers, like other S100 proteins [211].

We next turned our attention to Zn2+ binding. By ITC, both tunA and

tunB bound to Zn2+ with nM to µM affinity and stoichiometries of 2:1 (Fig 8E

and Fig 28 in supplement). We attempted to verify these stoichiometries by ESI-

MS; however, we were unable to disentangle specific from non-specific metal

adduction in these samples. We then measured the changes in secondary and
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FIGURE 9 Human S100A5 does not bind transition metals at the same site as
B and the calgranulins. A) Mutated residues mapped onto the NMR structure
of Ca2+–bound human A5 (PDB: 2KAY). Dimer chains are colored purple and
orange. H17, C43, C79 and Ca2+ ions are shown as spheres. The location of H17
corresponds to the transition metal site in calgranulins and B (Fig 4B); C43 and
C79 are in different regions of S100A5. C) Binding free energies measured for Cu2+

(copper) and Zn2+ (gray) to human A5 and its mutants. Zn2+ binding constants
could not be extracted for the C43S and C43S/C79S proteins (*). C) Integrated
heats for ITC titration of Zn2+ onto A5 (black), A5/H17A (blue) and A5/C43S
(red). D) Integrated heats for ITC titration of Cu2+ onto A5 in the absence
(orange) or presence (green) of saturating (500 µM) Zn2+.

tertiary structure measured by far-UV CD and intrinsic tyrosine fluorescence.

Although both proteins bound Zn2+ tightly, only tunB displayed a pronounced

structural response, similar to that induced by Ca2+ binding (Figs 5B and 6C).

The secondary structure of tunA was insensitive to Zn2+ binding although the

protein displayed a moderate increase in intrinsic tyrosine fluorescence (Fig 28 in

supplement).

Transition metal binding occurs at independently evolved binding sites

The broad distribution of transition metal binding across human paralogs,

along with the observed transition metal binding in the early-branching tunicate
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proteins, suggests that transition metal binding is an essentially universal property

of this family. We next sought to understand to what extent transition metal

binding across the family reflects a common binding site, or rather convergent

acquisition of metal binding on multiple lineages. Transition metal bind- ing

to S100 proteins has been extensively characterized in B and the “calgranulin”

clade (A7,A8,A9,A12,A15), where it occurs at the same site, using similar

ligating residues (Fig 4B). B is an ancient protein, arising at least as early as

the cartilaginous fishes (Fig 6). In contrast, the calgranulins arose ∼80 million

years later in the ancestor of amniotes (Fig 6). If the common site reflects shared

ancestry, we would expect to observe the same site across a wide variety of

descendants—possibly explaining the ubiquity of transition-metal binding across

the tree.

We first investigated the clade containing A2,A3,A4,A5, and A6. All

members of this clade possess a conserved histidine that, in B and the calgranulins,

coordinates transition metals (Fig 9A). We chose to investigate human A5,

as it binds to both Zn2+ and Cu2+ with 1:1 stoichiometry, and thus simplifies

identification of the binding site. We mutated His17 to Ala in human A5 and

measured metal binding of the mutant. Surprisingly the H17A mutation had

only a small effect on Zn2+ binding (1.3 +/- 0.3 to 3.0 +/- 0.1 µM), suggesting

it is not directly involved in the binding of Zn2+ in human A5. Additionally, this

mutation did not compromise Cu2+ binding (Fig 9B). Previous reports suggested

that Cys residues in the loop between helices 2 and 3, as well as those near the

N and C-termini, could play a role in binding divalent transition metals in this

clade [170, 177, 193]. We therefore mutated these residues to serine in A5 and

measured binding of Zn2+ and Cu2+ to the mutants. Mutating the C-terminal Cys
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(C79S) had no effect on Cu2+ binding, but led to a drastic change in the Zn2+

binding curve (Fig 9C). The apparent stoichiometry of binding was drastically

reduced (∼0.1), which is consistent with only a small fraction of the protein

being competent to bind Zn2+. Additionally, the enthalpy of binding is mostly

ablated. These results clearly indicate that C79 is involved in Zn2+, but not Cu2+

binding. We attempted to ablate Cu2+ binding by also mutating the loop Cys

residue (C43S), but found that this double Cys mutant (C43S/C79S) still left

Cu2+ binding unaffected (Fig 9B). These results show that Zn2+ and Cu2+ not only

bind outside the B/calgranulin site, but bind at different sites on the same protein.

To confirm that these metals bind at different sites, we also measured binding of

Cu2+ to Zn2+-saturated human A5 and found no evidence of competition between

the two metals (Fig 6D). Finally, because mutating H17, C43, and C79 did not

disrupt Cu2+ binding, we hypothesized that the metal might bind at one of the

Ca2+ binding motifs. We therefore repeated the Cu2+ binding curve in the presence

of saturating (2 mM) Ca2+. We observed extensive aggregation, however, which

made interpretation of the ITC binding isotherm impossible. This suggests that

previously-noted antagonism between Ca2+ and Cu2+ [195] may be an artifact of

aggregation rather than true antagonism.

We next turned our attention to the tunicate protein tunB. This protein

behaves like a conventional S100 protein, forming a homodimer, binding to Ca2+

and changing its structure in response to metals (Fig 5A–5E). Further, it binds to

transition metals with a 2:1 stoichiometry. To determine if it could bind metals at

the canonical transition metal binding site, we constructed a homology model for

the protein and then inspected the residues that would form the S100B/calgranulin

binding pocket. These are Asp, Gln, Asn, and Lys (Fig 8F). The lack of a His or
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Cys residue suggests this site is not capable of binding transition metals. Thus,

transition metal binding in this early-branching ortholog almost certainly occurs at

a different site.

Discussion

Our work provides a high-level view of the evolution of the S100 protein

family and the ability of its members to bind to divalent transition metals. Our

work provides the best-resolved phylogeny yet determined for this family. All

characterized human paralogs, as well as two early-branching tunicate S100

homologs, bind to transition metals with a physiologically relevant ∼µM binding

constant. On the other hand, different S100 proteins bind at different transition

metal binding sites. Thus, the apparently “conserved” feature of transition metal

binding actually reflects independent acquisition of metal binding on multiple

lineages. Further, the structural changes induced by transition metal binding are

variable, suggesting quite different mechanisms of binding and possible functional

consequences for different family members.

Transition metal binding occurs at independently evolved binding sites

Our work, combined with previous publications, reveals at least four

sites—and therefore four evolutionary origins—of transition metal binding in

the S100 family: the B/calgranulin site (Fig 4B), A5’s Cys-79 site (Fig 9), an N-

terminal Cys in A2 [177], and a unique glutamate-rich site in human A13 [176].

The plasticity of this feature is likely because of the relative ease, biochemically,

of creating transition metal binding sites [212, 213, 214]. A few amino acid

substitutions can create a new site, while a few other substitutions ablate an
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existing site. This is similar to the evolutionary behavior of phosphorylation sites,

which can shift rapidly over evolutionary time [215]. Additionally, some of the

proteins may bind to transition metals in one of the Ca2+ binding motifs of an

S100. For example, Gribenko et al. proposed that human S100P may bind Zn2+ in

one of the Ca2+ binding motifs [216]. EF-hands often discriminate Ca2+ from Zn2+

and Cu2+, however, so this likely does not explain all of the observed transition

metal binding [176, 217, 218, 219].

Another feature of Zn2+ and Cu2+ binding in this family is that of variable

structural responses to the same metal. Even closely related S100 proteins undergo

different conformational changes when bound to a transition metal (Fig 7). This

likely allows different orthologs to play different functional roles in response to

transition metal binding. This can be seen for proteins that have been studied

in detail. For example, human A13, which binds Cu2+ at a unique site, has been

proposed to be involved in chaperoning Cu2+ as part of FGF release [172]. A9

provides another example of diverse responses to transition metals. When A9 is

alone, Zn2+ binding is strictly necessary for one function (TLR4-activation) [220],

but strongly inhibits another function (arachidnoic acid binding) [221]. This site is

modified in vivo through the formation of a heterodimer with A8, which changes

the ligating residues for one half of the site [105, 222]. This creates an extremely

high affinity site for Mn2+ and Zn2+ that inhibits bacterial growth by starving them

of these metals [105].

Much of the transition metal binding we have observed plays no known

role, but the observed binding constants (∼µM) are consistent with biological

concentrations of divalent transition metals. In particular, many S100 proteins are

found in the extracellular space [90], where Zn2+ concentrations can be high enough
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to occupy these sites [223, 224]. We expect further roles of transition metal binding

to be identified in this family as it is further characterized [170, 171].

Expansion of the family

In addition to providing insight into the evolution of transition metal

binding, our phylogenetic analysis provides insight into the overall pattern of

expansion of the S100 protein family. Previous phylogenies used highly incomplete

taxonomic sampling and, with the exception of [95], distance-based phylogenetics

[91, 100, 179]. We used many more sequences, from many more taxa, and applied

a combined model-based/synteny analysis to better disentangle the history of

the family. Our work provides support for evolutionary relationships between

A13-A16, A2-A6, the calgranulins, the S100-fused proteins, and A10/A11 despite

the relatively weak support for these clades taken from a purely model-based

phylogenetic perspective. This also supports the previously proposed model of local

gene duplication [91, 100, 179].

Our work provides evidence for earlier origins of many S100 family members

than previously reported. For example, we found that the S100A2-A6 clade likely

arose in ancestor of all tetrapods, and that it had the complete mammalian

complement by the ancestor of amniotes. In contrast, Zimmer et al proposed this

clade arose in the ancestor of mammals [91]. Some orthologs (A1, B, P, and Z)

have likely been present since the last-common ancestor of vertebrates. Further,

we expect that many S100 proteins actually arose even earlier than our analysis

suggests. Despite having broader sampling than previous studies, our sampling

of tunicates, jawless fishes, and cartilaginous fishes was still relatively sparse.

Further, we relied heavily on transcriptomes, which likely underestimate the S100
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complements for these organisms. As more genomic and transcriptomic datasets for

these species become available, we expect to observe even earlier origins of many of

the mammalian S100 orthologs.

Another difference between our tree and the published tree by Kraemer

et al. [95] is that we do not see radical, parallel expansion of the S100s in bony

fishes. Rather, most S100 proteins from the bony fishes are orthologous to

mammalian S100s. For example, we identified 15 S100 proteins in Takifugu

rubripes (pufferfish). All but two of them could be assigned as orthologs to

human proteins (Fig 6). This said, many of these do represent lineage-specific

duplications—likely via the whole genome duplications that have occurred in

teleost fishes—that are co-orthologous to human proteins. The difference between

our results and the previous phylogeny likely arises from our much broader

sequence sampling, as the Kraemer et al. dataset was strongly biased towards

sequences taken from teleosts [95].

Despite extensive taxonomic sampling, the phylogenetic tree we report

is not fully resolved: the deepest branches remain obscure. This is because of

the large amount of sequence divergence that has occurred between many S100

protein family members, their relatively short sequences, and the number of

orthologs make full resolution of this family quite challenging. Resolution can

likely be increased for individual subfamilies within the tree through even denser

sampling. For example, adding further aminotes may help resolve the relationships

between the amniote-specific clades identified in our analysis. We also believe

increasing the sampling of amphibians would be particularly powerful, as we relied

heavily on amphibian transcriptomes and likely missed S100 proteins. Better

characterization of S100 proteins from amphibians may help disentangle the origins
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and relationships of some of the tetrapod-specific S100s (such as the calgranulins)

which are, as yet, difficult to resolve. Further, signal for these relatively recent

proteins could be boosted by using codon rather than amino acid substitution

models.

Conclusion

Our work reveals that transition metal binding is both ubiquitous and

evolutionarily labile within the S100 protein family. Many have noted that much

of the diversity of S100 function is determined by altered expression of family

members [100, 207, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229]; however, our work highlights that

these regulatory changes have also been accompanied by changes in sequence and

biochemistry. In particular, the ease of creating and destroying transition metal

binding sites has allowed rapid changes in this feature of S100 proteins. As a result,

new metal binding behavior can be exploited to achieve functional diversity in

the family [170, 171], even while Ca2+ binding and its induced structural changes

remain relatively conserved (Fig 7).

This biochemical diversification occurred rapidly during the expansion of the

S100 proteins, which are a relatively young protein family. The details of how

this diversification occurred are likely to encompass a rich evolutionary story.

As new S100s arose via gene duplication, were they required to maintain metal

binding while continuing to evolve? Or, have there been multiple cycles of loss and

subsequent regain over the course of S100 evolution? What was the exact nature of

metal-binding in the last common ancestor of all S100 proteins? Our observations

provide groundwork to begin to ask these questions.
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Materials and Methods

Sequence Set

We generated a database of 564 S100 protein sequences, sampled from 52

chordate species, with an emphasis on even taxonomic sampling (S1 Spreadsheet).

Previous publications and preliminary database searches revealed S100 proteins

were restricted to the chordates, [91, 100, 95] so we selected specific chordate

species and characterized their S100 protein complements through extensive

BLAST searches [230]. We used human proteins as seed sequences (including

sentan and the S100-fused proteins, S1 Table in supplementary directory). No

published genome or transcriptome data were available for some species, so we

generated de novo transcriptomes from RNAseq data in the short reads archive

[231] using Trinity with default parameters [232]. The sources for our analysis are

shown in S2 Table in supplementary directory.

We removed duplicate sequences (>95% identity) from within each species

using cdhit [233], and removed sequences less than 45 amino acids long. We then

reverse BLAST’d all remaining sequences against the human proteome to verify

they encoded S100 proteins. We aligned the sequences using msaprobs [234]

followed by manual refinement in aliview [235]. Refinement was minimal and

consisted of truncating variable N-terminal and C-terminal extensions, as well as

several ambiguous indels. (We truncated the fused S100 protein sequences to 150

amino acids covering the S100 domain prior to alignment). The final alignment was

132 columns and had robustly aligned key columns (Fig 24 in supplement and S2

Fig in supplementary directory, S1 Alignment in supplementary directory).
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Phylogenetic Trees

We generated the ML tree using phyml [236] with SPR moves starting from

the neighbor-joining tree. 10 random starting trees did not yield a higher likelihood

tree. We found LG+8 was the highest likelihood model [237]. We calculated aLRT-

SH supports for each node [238]. In pilot analyses, the tunicate sequences were

placed in random and unpredictable places on the tree (for example, coming out

with mammals or in other nonsensical places on the tree). We therefore excluded

them from the final ML analysis (S1 Tree in supplementary directory).

We generated a Bayesian phylogenetic tree using Exabayes [239]. We ran two

replicate MCMC runs starting from different random trees, each consisting of one

main and three heated chains. We stopped the runs after 10 million generations,

giving a final average split frequency of 3.97% and log likelihood ESS of 3,315. We

sampled substitution models in addition to trees, giving a final 99.8% posterior

probability for the JTT model [240]. We used uniform priors for all parameters. We

discarded the first 15% of the trees as burn-in and generated a consensus tree by

majority-rule, collapsing all nodes with posterior probabilities <50% (S2 Tree).

Molecular cloning and Protein Expression/Purification

S100 proteins were expressed from synthesized genes in a pET28/30

vector that had an N-terminal, TEV-cleavable His tag (Millipore). Proteins

were expressed in Rosetta (DE3) pLysS E. coli cells (Millipore). A saturated

overnight culture was used to inoculate 1.5 L cultures at 1:150 ratio. Bacteria were

grown to log-phase (OD600 ∼ 0.8–1.0) shaking at 37◦C, followed by induction

of protein expression in 1 mM IPTG for ∼16 hr at 16◦C. Cells were harvested

by centrifugation. Pellets were frozen at -20◦C, where they were stored for up
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to 2 months. Cells were lysed by sonication in 25mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, 25mM

imidazole, pH 7.4.

Primary purification was done with a 5 mL HiTrap Ni-affinity column (GE

Health Science) on an Äkta PrimePlus FPLC (GE Health Science), using a 25mL

gradient between 25 and 500 mM imidazole. Pooled fractions were then incubated

overnight at 4◦C in the presence of ∼1:5 TEV protease. This cleaves the His-

tag from the protein, leaving the amino acids Ser-Asn in front of the wildtype

starting methionine. Proteins were further purified by hydrophobic interaction

chromatography (HIC) using a 5 mL HiTrap phenyl-sepharose column (GE

Health Science). This step takes advantage of the Ca2+-dependent exposure of a

hydrophobic binding surface on the S100 proteins. Proteins were equilibrated with

2 mM CaCl2 and loaded onto the HIC column, followed by a 30mL gradient elution

in 25mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, pH 7.4. Proteins were then dialyzed

into 4 L of 25 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 buffer overnight at 4◦C. To remove

the small amount of uncleaved His-tagged protein present, proteins were then

passed over another 5 mL HiTrap Ni-affinity column and the flow through collected.

Finally, if any protein contaminants remained by SDS-PAGE, we performed a final

anion chromatography step using a 5mL HiTrap DEAE column (GE), 25mM Tris,

pH 7.0–8.5 (depending on protein) buffer with a 50mL gradient to 500 mM NaCl.

Purified proteins were dialyzed overnight against 2L of 25mM TES (or Tris),

100mM NaCl, pH 7.4, containing 2 g Chelex-100 resin (BioRad) to remove divalent

metals. Purity of final protein products were >95% by SDS PAGE and MALDI-

TOF mass spectrometry. Final protein products were flash frozen, dropwise,

in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80◦C. Typical protein yields were ∼20mg/L of

culture.
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Protein characterization

Prior to all biophysical measurements, we thawed and exchanged all proteins

into an appropriate buffer by two serial NAP-25 desalting columns (GE Health

Science). We then used A280 to determine protein concentration using an empirical

extinction coefficient for each protein. To determine extinction coefficients, we first

used ProtParam [241, 242] to calculate the extinction coefficient for each protein

in 6 M GdmHCl (ε6MGdm). We then measured the difference in A280 for an

identical concentration of protein in native buffer versus in 6 M GdmHCl. We

could then estimate a native extinction coefficient using the relationship εnative =

ε6MGdm · A280,native/A280,6MGdm. For some proteins no correction from the predicted

extinction coefficient was necessary. Extinction coefficients used for calculation of

protein concentration are as follows: (hA5: 5540 M−1cm−1, hA6:5434 M−1cm−1,

tunA:1490 M−1cm−1, tunB: 5699 M−1cm−1, hA2:3230 M−1cm−1, hA4:3230

M−1cm−1, hA14:7115 M−1cm−1, hA1:8480 M−1cm−1, hA11:4595 M−1cm−1, hP:2980

M−1cm−1). We also corrected for scatter in all A280 measurements [243].

We performed ITC experiments in 25 mM buffer, 100mM NaCl at pH 7.4

that had been chelex-treated and filtered at 0.22 µm. We selected Tris or TES as

the buffering species on a case-by-case basis to ensure observable heats of binding.

We equilibrated and simultaneously degassed, either by application of vacuum to

the solution or by centrifugation at 18,000 × g at the experimental temperature

for 60 minutes. We dissolved metals (CaCl2, ZnCl2, or CuCl2) directly into the

experimental buffer immediately prior to each experiment. We performed all

experiments at 25◦C using a MicroCal ITC-200 or a MicroCal VP-ITC (GE Health

Sciences). Data were collected using low gain or no gain, with 750 rpm syringe

stir speed. Shot spacing ranged from 120s-2400s depending on gain settings and
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relaxation time of the binding process. These setting were optimized on a per

protein basis. Data were fit to one or two site models using the Origin 7 software.

For binding curves with obvious 1:1 stoichiometry the one-site model in Origin was

used. For data with apparent 2:1 stoichiometry, evident from location of inflection

points in the data, a fit of the included two-site model was attempted. If the two-

site model could not be fit, we then used a single-site binding model with a floating

stoichiometry to extract an apparent binding constant across sites.

We collected far-UV circular dichroism data between 200–250 nm using

a J-815 CD spectrometer (Jasco) with a 1 mm quartz spectrophotometer cell

(Starna Cells, Inc. Catalog No. 1-Q-1). We prepared 20–50 µM samples in a

TES buffer identical to that used for ITC. We centrifuged at 18,000 x g in a

temperature-controlled centrifuge at the experimental temperature prior to

experiments. We collected 5 scans for each condition, and then averaged the

spectra and subtracted a blank buffer spectrum using the Jasco spectra analysis

software suite. We converted raw ellipticity into mean molar ellipticity using

the concentration and number of residues in each protein. We collected intrinsic

tyrosine and/or tryptophan fluorescence using a J-815 CD spectrometer (Jasco)

with an attached model FDT-455 fluorescence detector (Jasco) using a 1 cm quartz

cuvette (Starna Cells, Inc.). We prepared 5–20 µM samples exactly as we did for

our CD experiments. We collected 3–5 replicate scans for each condition, and

then averaged the spectra and subtracted a blank buffer spectrum (averaged from

10–15 buffer blank spectra) using the Jasco spectra analysis software suite. For all

spectroscopic measurements, we verified the reversibility of metal-induced changes

to the spectra by measuring the apo spectrum, adding the appropriate metal and
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re-measuring the spectrum, and then adding excess EDTA and re-measuring the

spectrum.

Native electrospray ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (nano ESI-MS)

To prepare samples for mass spectrometry experiments small (∼200µL)

samples of the proteins used in MS experiments were dialyzed for at least 24 hr

against 2–4 L of either 10 or 100mM ammonium acetate, pH 7.4 to remove salt

and exchange into a more optimal buffer for MS. Samples were then diluted to

∼10µM in the dialysis buffer prior to experiment. All mass spectra were acquired

using a Waters Synapt G2-Si ion-mobility mass spectrometer equipped with a

nanoelectrospray (nanoESI) source and operated in Sensitivity mode. NanoESI

emitters were pulled from borosilicate capillaries (ID 0.78 mm) to a tip ID of

approximately 1µm using a Sutter Flaming-Brown P-97 micropipette puller.

3–5µL of sample were loaded into an emitter, a platinum wire was placed in

electrical contact with the solution, and a potential of +0.8–1.2 kV was applied

to the wire to initiate electrospray. The source temperature was equilibrated to

ambient temperature, trap and transfer collision voltages were set to 25 V and 5 V,

respectively, and the trap gas used was argon at a flow rate of 5 mL/min. Reported

spectra are the sum of ∼3 minutes of continuously-collected data. Mass calibration

was achieved using the series of Cs(CsI)n
1+ peaks produced from nanoESI of 0.1 M

aqueous cesium iodide (Aldrich).

We carefully controlled for spurious dimers in our nanoESI-MS experiments.

Non-specific dimers (and high-order oligomers) can arise if, by chance, more than

one monomer ends up in an electrospray drop. These non-specific aggregates are

expected to follow a roughly Poisson distribution of oligomeric states, governed
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by the bulk concentration of monomers in solution. These non-specific species

can be distinguished from specific oligomeric species by measuring the mass

spectrum over a wide range of protein concentrations. Dimers observed at 10 µM

could be the result of non-specific interactions; dimers observed at 10 nM are

almost certainly not. This can be seen by considering the distribution of non-

specific species across drops. Under our instrumental conditions, electrospray

creates drops ∼100–200 nm in diameter, meaning that 10 nM protein solution

will yield drops that contain, on average, ∼0.003–0.025 protein molecules. Taking

the upper limit of 0.025 protein molecules per drop, one would expect only 0.2%

of drops to have non-specific dimers. Increasing to 100 nM protein takes this to

2.4% of drops. If one goes to 1 µM, non-specific dimers become quite significant

(25.6%), but this is accompanied by a large number of non-specific trimers (21.4%).

Although many factors, including relative ionization efficiency and instrumental

conditions, can affect the observed abundances of ions formed from electrospray,

these effects should be largely independent of initial solution concentration under

the instrumental conditions used here.

We interpreted the mass spectra shown in Fig 8D and S14 using this logic.

Mass spectra of proteins at low concentrations (10–100 nM) exhibit unexpectedly

abundant monomers and dimers, consistent with a specific dimer. Mass spectra at

high concentrations (1–10µM) exhibit dimers but not trimers, again consistent with

a specific dimer rather than non-specific, Poisson-governed aggregation in drops.

The small population of tetramer for tunB at 10 µM could either reflect a true

tetramer or a random partitioning of two dimers into an electrospray drop at this

high concentration.
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Sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation

Samples were concentrated to ∼50µM and then dialyzed against 2L of 25

mM TES, 100mM NaCl, 1mM TCEP, pH 7.4) overnight at 4◦C using 6000–80000

MWCO dialysis tubing. Prior to sedimentation velocity experiments proteins were

then centrifuged at >18000 × g for 30 min. in a temperature-controlled centrifuge.

AUC experiments were performed at 50k x g in sector-shaped cells with sapphire

windows (Beckman) on a Beckman ProteomeLab XL-1 analytical ultracentrifuge.

Due to the low extinction coefficients of the proteins, sedimentation was monitored

using interference mode rather than absorbance at 280nm. Sedimentation

velocity data was fit numerically to the Lamm equation and the c(s) distribution

determined using SedFit [244, 245]. Estimated sedimentation coefficients and

molecular masses of species present in solution were calculated from the fits.

Homology model

The homology model of tunB was constructed using Modeller 9.17 [246] using

46 Ca2+ bound crystal structures (without bound peptide targets) as combined

template(PDB:1e8a, 1gqm, 1j55, 1k96, 1k9k, 1mho, 1mr8, 1odb, 1qlk, 1xk4, 1xyd,

1yut, 1yuu, 1zfs, 2egd, 2h2k, 2h61, 2k7o, 2kay, 2l51, 2psr, 2q91, 2wnd, 2wor, 2wos,

2y5i, 3c1v, 3cga, 3cr2, 3cr4, 3cr5, 3czt, 3d0y, 3d10, 3gk1, 3gk2, 3gk4, 3hcm, 3icb,

3iqo, 3lk0, 3lk1, 3lle, 3m0w, 3psr, 3rlz, and 4duq). Alignment was generated using

the PAIRWISE alignment method with default parameters. Model was generated

as a dimer, with the single tunicate sequence mapped to both the A and B chains.

Automodel was used to generate models, using default parameters. 20 models were

generated and the best selected by DOPE score. The final model had an RMSD of
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0.65 Å2 relative to the crystal structure of S100B bound to Ca2+ and Zn2+ (PDB:

3czt).

Bridge to Chapter IV

In this chapter, the phylogenetic tree of the S100 protein family was

reconstructed. Subsequently, the binding of transition metal ions to the proteins

was mapped onto the phylogeny by using a large set of human paralogs as

representative clade members. Some data were already available in the literature

and these were incorporated into the analysis. The results indicated that binding

of transition metal ions is an almost universally-conserved feature of the S100

family. However, binding stoichiometry, metal-driven conformational changes,

binding site ligands, and binding site location varied across the family. It was

thus concluded that binding of transition metals is a conserved feature of S100s

at the level of activity, but has diversified extensively at the biochemical level.

Two early-branching S100 proteins from the tunicate Oikopleura dioica were

also characterized for the first time. These proteins displayed all the hallmark

biochemical features of the more well-studied S100 proteins from higher metazoans:

homodimerization, calcium-binding, transition metal binding, and metal-ion driven

conformational changes. These results indicate that these canonical biochemical

features of the S100s are ancestral to the family. This chapter highlights the

striking evolutionary lability of an overall conserved biochemical feature, which

has broader implications for understanding the evolutionary meanderings of protein

traits. Chapter IV delves deeper into the biochemistry of metal binding in a specific

member of the S100 protein family. S100A5 is a calcium binding protein found in a

small subset of human tissues. Little is known about the biological roles of S100A5.
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Previous work indicated that S100A5 displays antagonism between binding of Ca2+

and Cu2+ ions, which is one of the most commonly cited features of the protein.

The interplay between Ca2+ and Cu2+ binding by S100A5 is further characterized

in this chapter. It is shown that S100A5 can actually bind to both Ca2+ and Cu2+

simultaneously without antagonism. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the

apparent antagonism observed in previous studies is likely due to aggregation of the

protein induced by binding of metals. This chapter highlights further the diversity

of biochemical modifications found in the S100 family and provides important

data on S100A5 that will be useful for other researchers trying to understand it’s

biological functions.
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CHAPTER IV

HUMAN S100A5 BINDS CA2+ AND CU2+ INDEPENDENTLY
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Abstract

S100A5 is a calcium binding protein found in a small subset of amniote

tissues. Little is known about the biological roles of S100A5, but it may be involved

in inflammation and olfactory signaling. Previous work indicated that S100A5

displays antagonism between binding of Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions—one of the most

commonly cited features of the protein. We set out to characterize the interplay

between Ca2+ and Cu2+ binding by S100A5 using isothermal titration calorimetry

(ITC), circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD), and analytical ultracentrifugation

(AUC).

We found that human S100A5 is capable of binding both Cu2+ and Ca2+

ions simultaneously. The wildtype protein was extremely aggregation-prone in the

presence of Cu2+ and Ca2+. A Cys-free version of S100A5, however, was not prone

to precipitation or oligomerization. Mutation of the cysteines does not disrupt

the binding of either Ca2+ or Cu2+ to S100A5. In the Cys-free background, we

measured Ca2+ and Cu2+ binding in the presence and absence of the other metal
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using ITC. Saturating concentrations of Ca2+ or Cu2+ do not disrupt the binding

of one another. Ca2+ and Cu2+ binding induce structural changes in S100A5, which

are measurable using CD spectroscopy. We show via sedimentation velocity AUC

that the wildtype protein is prone to the formation of soluble oligomers, which are

not present in Cys-free samples.

S100A5 can bind Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions simultaneously and independently. This

observation is in direct contrast to previously-reported antagonism between binding

of Cu2+ and Ca2+ ions. The previous result is likely due to metal-dependent

aggregation. Little is known about the biology of S100A5, so an accurate

understanding of the biochemistry is necessary to make informed biological

hypotheses. Our observations suggest the possibility of independent biological

functions for Cu2+ and Ca2+ binding by S100A5.

Background

S100A5 is a member of the calcium-binding S100 protein family. The protein

is primarily homodimeric and is capable of binding one Ca2+ ion each at it’s

EF-hand and pseudo-EF-hand sites [207, 247]. S100A5 undergoes a notable

conformational change upon calcium-binding, resulting in the rotation and

extension of a helix [207]. This Ca2+-driven exposure of a hydrophobic surface

is the primary mode of signal transduction in the S100 proteins [94]. Through

interactions with metals and protein targets, S100s play a variety of biological roles

including control of cell proliferation, inflammatory signalling, and antimicrobial

activity [101, 92, 103, 89].

S100A5 is expressed primarily in the olfactory bulb and olfactory sensory

neurons (OSNs). Its expression is dramatically upregulated by odor stimulation
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[248, 195, 249]. It has been proposed that S100A5 is actively involved in olfactory

signalling due to its expression profile [195]. Expression of the protein has also

been observed in a small number of other tissues [249]. It is used as a bio-marker

for several types of brain cancers and inflammatory disorders and appears to be

involved in inflammation via activation of RAGE [104, 247, 250]. Genetic work on

S100A5 has been minimal, which has limited our understanding of its biological

roles.

The first biochemical study of human S100A5 identified it as a novel Ca2+,

Cu2+, and Zn2+ binding protein [195]. The authors used flow-dialysis to measure

binding of the metal ions to the protein and concluded that S100A5 is capable

of binding four Ca2+ ions, four Cu2+ ions, and two Zn2+ ions per homodimer.

One of the most striking observations of that study was the strong antagonism

between the binding of Cu2+ and Ca2+ ions to the protein. This feature is one of

the most highly cited aspects of S100A5. Because little is known about the protein,

this fact is present in descriptions found across databases such as Uniprot, NCBI,

Wikigenes, and Genecards [251, 252, 253]. While most S100s are capable of binding

transition metal ions, antagonism with binding of Ca2+ is not known outside the

S100A5 lineage. Thus, this unique feature of S100A5 provoked speculation about

its possible biological implications [195, 170]. It was suggested that S100A5 might

act as a Cu2+ and Ca2+ regulated signal during olfaction or as a Cu2+ sink to

accommodate high Cu2+ concentrations in the olfactory bulb [195].

We sought to characterize this presumably important feature of S100A5 in

more detail. Previously, we characterized the binding of Cu2+ and Zn2+ to a large

number of S100 proteins including S100A5 [96]. Via ITC competition experiments,

we established that these two metals bind at different sites on the protein and
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do not compete for binding [96]. We found that mutation of Cys43 and Cys79

lead to a loss of Zn2+ binding. In contrast neither of these residues was necessary

for binding of Cu2+. Due to the original report of Ca2+ /Cu2+ antagonism we

suspected that Ca2+ and Cu2+ may compete for the same sites on S100A5.

Here we report our study of the interplay between Ca2+ and Cu2+ binding by

S100A5. Using a Cysteine-free variant (C43S/C79S) of the protein, we show that

binding of Ca2+ and Cu2+ are not in fact antagonistic. The protein is capable of

binding the two metals—which induce notable structural changes—simultaneously

and independently. Furthermore, we establish that the Cysteine-containing (WT)

protein is prone to the formation of high-ordered oligomers in solution, while the

Cysteine-free variant is almost entirely dimeric. We suggest that this propensity

for formation of large oligomeric species and precipitation under our experimental

conditions may underlie the apparent antagonism observed in the original S100A5

report. Our results may suggest new biological roles for Cu2+ binding by this

protein.

Results

Ca2+ and Cu2+ binding to S100A5 are not antagonistic

Antagonism between Cu2+ and Ca2+ binding was previously identified as

a distinct feature of S100A5 relative to other S100 proteins [195, 170, 171]. We

hypothesized that Cu2+ and Ca2+ may bind using the same ligands, thus explaining

the antagonism as direct competition. It was suggested in the original paper that

Cu2+ and Ca2+ might share some ligands [195]. We performed ITC competition

experiments to test whether Cu2+ and Ca2+ directly compete. We titrated Cu2+

onto S100A5 in the presence of saturating Ca2+. However, these experiments were
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FIGURE 10 Measurements of Cu2+ binding to wildtype S100A5 in the presence of
Ca2+ are difficult to interpret. Representative ITC trace showing Cu2+ titrated
onto Ca2+-bound wildtype S100A5. Inset shows raw data trace. Data were
characteristically noisy and the apparent fraction competent was systematically
low.

difficult to interpret due to extensive precipitation in the samples containing both

ions. ITC traces were very noisy and apparent stoichiometries were systematically

low (≈ 0.2), suggesting that a large portion of the protein sample was not

competent to bind Cu2+ (Figure 10). Together these observations suggested that

a metal-driven aggregation process could be occurring in our samples.

We found previously that neither of the two native Cys residues in S100A5

were required for Cu2+ binding [96]. We also noticed that—unlike the wildtype

protein—the Cys-free mutant did not precipitate in the presence of saturating Ca2+

and Cu2+. We thus sought to use ITC to characterize the interaction between

binding of the two metal ions using the Cys-Ser double mutant. Because some
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of the metal-binding curves were complex and difficult to fit, we used a Bayesian

Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampler—as implemented in pytc—to estimate

thermodynamic parameters for all binding models [254]. We also included a floating

“fraction competent” parameter to capture uncertainty in the relative protein and

metal concentrations (following SEDPHAT [255]). This was necessary because a

number of factors make it difficult to obtain accurate estimates of concentrations

for components of this system. S100A5 has no tryptophan residues and, therefore,

a low extinction coefficient that makes absorbance-based concentration estimates

unreliable. Further, water absorption by dry metal salts, as well as interactions

between metal ions and buffer, can also make estimates of metal concentration

difficult. Because of these of uncertainties, ITC has been noted to provide poor

estimates of stoichiometry for protein metal binding [256].

We first used ITC to remeasure binding of Cu2+ ions to the apo form of the

S100A5 double mutant. We found the Cu2+ binding data was best described with a

single-site binding model. In line with our previous observations, the protein bound

Cu2+ with a Kd(µM) that had a 95% credibility region of 0.94 ≤ 1.81 ≤ 3.90

(Figure 11A, Table 1). We next measured the binding of Cu2+ in the presence

of saturating Ca2+. Ca2+ had no detectable effect on the binding of Cu2+ to the

protein, giving a Kd(µM) of 0.65 ≤ 0.96 ≤ 1.47 (Figure 11B; Table 1).

We next performed the inverse set of experiments. We used ITC to measure

the binding of Ca2+ to the protein in the apo and Cu2+ saturated forms. For

each condition, we used four different titrant/stationary ratios to better resolve

the complex Ca2+ binding curve and then globally fit a binding model to all four

datasets (Figure 11C). This binding curve had two distinct phases and could be

fit with a two-site binding polynomial (Figure 11C). These Ca2+ binding curves
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FIGURE 11 S100A5 can bind Ca2+ and Cu2+ simultaneously without antagonism.
Plots show integrated data and global Bayesian fits from replicate isothermal
titration calorimetry experiments: a) Cu2+ binding to apo protein, b) Cu2+ binding
to Ca2+-saturated protein, c) Ca2+ binding to apo protein, and d) Ca2+ binding
to Cu2+-saturated protein. Points are integrated titration shots. Lines are 100
curves drawn from the posterior distribution of the MCMC samples. For Cu2+

binding experiments technical replicates are shown in blue and red. Ca2+ binding
experiments were performed with fixed protein concentration and four different
titrant/titrate ratios: 8X (blue), 10X (purple), 15X (red), and 18X (green). For
clarity Y-axes display total heat per shot, so that curves from different titrant
concentrations fall on different areas of the graph. Raw data corresponding to these
integrated heats are displayed in figure 31 in supplement.
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presented a challenging model-fitting problem due to the complex shape of the

curve. The individual enthalpies and binding constants may therefore be under-

determined in our analysis. To resolve realistic parameter values from the binding

polynomial model, we constrained the dilution heat and dilution intercept in the

Bayesian fit to reasonable values.

TABLE 1 Table contains values for key parameters determined via global fits of
ITC data using the Bayesian MCMC fitter in pytc. 95% credibility regions from the
posterior distributions are reported for parameter values. ∆H values are reported
in kcal ·mol−1, Kd values in µM . Final parameter is fraction competent, a nuisance
parameter that captures what fraction of the metal and protein in solution are
competent for the measured reaction.

ion Cu2+ Ca2+

competitor none Ca2+ none Cu2+

∆H1 −5.7 ≤ −3.4 ≤ −2.8 −4.1 ≤ −3.6 ≤ −3.2 −1.8 ≤ −1.4 ≤ −0.7 −1.5 ≤ −1.2 ≤ −0.7
∆H2 — — −5.7 ≤ −4.6 ≤ −3.7 −5.0 ≤ −4.1 ≤ −3.4
Kd,1 0.9 ≤ 1.8 ≤ 3.9 0.7 ≤ 1.0 ≤ 1.5 0.4 ≤ 0.5 ≤ 2.7 0.03 ≤ 0.2 ≤ 2.2
Kd,2 — — 1.9 ≤ 6.3 ≤ 34.9 1.9 ≤ 10.5 ≤ 100

fx. comp. 1.40 ≤ 1.43 ≤ 1.47 1.15 ≤ 1.17 ≤ 1.19 0.61 ≤ 0.66 ≤ 0.69 0.54 ≤ 0.58 ≤ 0.61

We observed one high-affinity site (Kd(µM): 0.14 ≤ 0.46 ≤ 2.68) and one

lower-affinity site (Kd(µM): 1.85 ≤ 6.33 ≤ 34.88). The values were roughly

consistent with those reported in the literature [247]. The presence of saturating

Cu2+ did not inhibit the binding of Ca2+ ions (Figure 11D; Table 1). The Kd value

of the low affinity site (Kd(µM): 0.03 ≤ 0.18 ≤ 2.16) was not distinguishable within

uncertainty from that of the apo protein. The Kd of the high affinity site (Kd(µM):

1.86 ≤ 10.46 ≤ 100.3) is similarly indistinguishable from that for the apo protein

(Table 1). Our results clearly demonstrate that Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions do not display

strong antagonism when binding to S100A5.

S100A5 is prone to oligomerization and metal-driven aggregation

We hypothesized that the metal-driven aggregation process observed in our

ITC experiments with the wildtype protein contributed to the apparent antagonism
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that was previously reported. To further examine this aggregation process we used

sedimentation velocity AUC to test for the presence of oligomers in solution. We

hypothesized that the oligomerization of the wildtype protein was driven by the

presence of Cysteine residues. Due to the presence of Cu2+ in some samples we

were unable to use a reducing agent in either the ITC or AUC experiments.

We performed sedimentation velocity AUC experiments on both the

wildtype and Cys-Ser double mutant proteins in both the apo form and the form

loaded simultaneously with Cu2+ and Ca2+. We fit the Lamm equation to the

sedimentation data using SedFit to calculate the c(s) distribution of the protein

in each condition [244, 245]. We found that apo S100A5 formed high-ordered

oligomers, ranging to at least dodecamers (Figure 12A). Addition of Cu2+ and Ca2+

caused a large amount of precipitation in wildtype S100A5 that we removed by

extensive centrifugation prior to loading the cell. The remaining soluble protein

was indistinguishable from the apo protein (Figure 12). In contrast, when we

performed the same experiments with the Cys-Ser double mutant we found that

the protein was primarily dimeric in solution (Figure 12C, 12D), even with the

addition of Cu2+ and Ca2+. However, monomers were also detectable in the double

mutant samples. The monomer peak appears to be more prominent in the apo-

protein sample than in the sample saturated with Cu2+ and Ca2+, suggesting that

binding of metals may stabilize the dimeric form (Figure 12C, 12D). Our AUC

results clearly demonstrate that oligomerization of S100A5 is driven by the native

cysteine residues, which also likely cause the visible aggregation we observed in the

ITC experiments. This observation strongly suggests that the previously-reported

apparent antagonism between Ca2+ and Cu2+ was due to oligomerization and/or

aggregation.
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FIGURE 12 Wildtype S100A5 is prone to the formation of high-ordered oligomers.
Sedimentation velocity AUC distribution plots showing a) apo wildtype S100A5,
b) wildtype S100A5 saturated with Cu2+ and Ca2+, c) apo Cys-Ser double mutant,
and d) Cys-Ser double mutant saturated with Cu2+ and Ca2+. Data are normalized
to the same scale. Homodimers are the peaks near s = 2. The Cys-Ser double
mutant plots show evidence of some monomer (peak near s = 1) in solution.
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Binding of Ca2+ and Cu2+ induce reversible changes in S100A5 secondary

structure

One hallmark feature of the S100 proteins is the change in secondary

structure observed upon binding of metal ions [96, 166, 199]. Metal-induced

conformational changes expose a binding interface that can bind downstream

targets and regulate their activities [94, 247]. In the original publication on S100A5

biochemical characterization, the authors found that the secondary structure of the

protein is insensitive to the binding of metal ions [195]. However, we previously

found that binding of Ca2+ ions to wildtype S100A5 induces a significant (≈25%)

reversible increase in α-helical secondary structure, which is consistent with

the changes observed in published NMR data [207, 247]. Due to instantaneous

sample precipitation, we were unable to reliably measure structural changes of

wildtype S100A5 in the presence of Cu2+. However, the Cys-Ser double mutant

protein alleviates this issue. We collected far-UV circular dichroism spectra of

the mutant protein in the apo form and bound to Ca2+, Cu2+, and Ca2+ and

Cu2+ simultaneously. The Cys-Ser mutant displays a notable increase in alpha-

helical signal (222nm) upon binding of Ca2+, identical to the wildtype protein.

Interestingly, addition of Cu2+ also induces an increase in α-helical signal that

is approximately half of that induced by Ca2+. The spectrum of S100A5 bound

simultaneously to both metals is identical to that of the Ca2+-bound form (Figure

13). This structural change is not due to oligomerization, as the protein remains

a dimer under these conditions by AUC (Figure 13D). All the metal induced

structural changes were instantly reversible by the addition of a molar excess of

EDTA. These results may help to explain the minor differences—such as larger

enthalpy—in Ca2+ binding to the Cu2+ bound form of the protein, which may
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FIGURE 13 Ca2+ and Cu2+ induce increases in α-helical secondary structure
measured by far UV circular dichroism. Curves show mean molar ellipticity vs.
wavelength for each experimental condition: Apo (gray), bound to Cu2+ (orange),
bound to Ca2+ (blue), and bound to both Cu2+ and Ca2+ (red).

be due to moderate structural differences from the apo-protein. Despite the lack

of antagonism between binding affinities for Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions, there is still

indication of some structural interplay between the two metals.

Discussion

S100A5 is one of the lesser-known members of the S100 protein family.

Its expression pattern is very narrow and its biological functions are mostly

uncharacterized. However, it has been the target of multiple biochemical studies

that have sought to characterize the properties of the protein itself. Binding

of metals and proteins to S100A5 have been studied using various techniques
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[195, 96, 207, 104, 247]. X-ray crystallography and NMR have been used to solve

structures of both apo and Ca2+ bound forms of the protein [207, 257]. Despite

the available biochemical data aspects of S100A5 have remained ambiguous. For

example, the stoichiometry of transition metal binding and structural responses to

metal binding have been variably reported [195, 96].

One of the most noted features of S100A5 is the strong antagonism between

binding of Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions. This feature is reported in the gene descriptions

found in many databases [252, 253, 251]. In this study we set out to characterize

this unique feature of S100A5, hypothesizing that it was due to competition

between the two metals for shared ligands. However, we found an absence of

direct binding antagonism between Ca2+ and Cu2+. Neither metal ion affects the

binding constant for the other. Instead, we observed a propensity of the protein for

oligomerization and metal-induced aggregation. It is possible that the reduction of

binding-competent protein caused by this aggregation process was interpreted in

the original flow dialysis study of S100A5 as antagonism between Ca2+ and Cu2+.

We also report notable changes in the secondary structure of S100A5 upon binding

of both Ca2+ and Cu2+, which is contrary the original report that S100A5 structure

is insensitive to the binding of metals.

One intriguing implication of our observations is that the Cu2+ binding site of

S100A5 must be quite distinct from that of other S100 proteins. Ca2+ and Cu2+

clearly do not share ligands, or there would be evidence of competition in our

ITC experiments. Cysteine residues are thought to be involved in metal-binding

in some other S100s [177, 170] and we previously showed that the Cys-free mutant

of S100A5 displays compromised Zn2+ binding [96]. However, neither native Cys

residue of S100A5 is required for Cu2+ binding. Furthermore, we showed that Zn2+
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and Cu2+ do not share ligands, as they do not compete at all in ITC experiments

[96]. In addition, mutation of His17—which is present in the canonical transition

metal site of many S100s—also had no effect on Cu2+ binding in S100A5 [96]. The

results presented here with the Cys-free mutant also clearly rule out the possibility

of oligomer-dependent Cu2+ binding, such as could be achieved by the formation

of a new site in a high-order oligomeric species. Thus, we still have no clues as to

where Cu2+ ions bind on S100A5. Further characterization—such as via scanning

mutagenesis—will be necessary to determine the identity of Cu2+ ligands.

Biological roles for the binding of transition metals have been established

for some S100s and suggested for many others [170, 171, 105, 177, 172]. The

binding constants that we measured for Ca2+ and Cu2+ suggest the possibility of

physiologically relevant interactions in some tissues. Free Ca2+ concentrations in

rat olfactory neurons reach ≈ 2 µM during nerve stimulation [258]. Likewise, pools

of Cu2+ are released in and around olfactory neurons during signaling, reaching

concentrations as high as 10 µM in the synapse [259, 260, 223, 261]. Further,

despite high Cu2+ concentrations, the olfactory bulb in rats does not have elevated

expression of the typical copper chaperone metallothionein [262]. It has been

suggested that S100A5 may play a role as a Cu2+ buffer or chaperone in OSNs

during olfactory signaling [195]. The fact that Cu2+ is able to induce structural

changes in S100A5 suggests it could play a more active role: S100A5 could actually

respond to Cu2+ and propagate a resulting signal by interacting with downstream

targets.

Due to lack of antagonism, Cu2+ dependent functions could be achieved even

in the presence of saturating Ca2+ levels. Furthermore, there could be synergistic

functional roles for binding of Ca2+ and Cu2+. For example, if S100A5 is acting as
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a Cu2+ chaperone, binding of Ca2+ could facilitate binding of protein targets—via

exposure of the hydrophobic binding interface—to which Cu2+ is being delivered.

Furthermore, S100A5 is capable of binding Zn2+ ions—which are also at high

concentration in the olfactory bulb—with similar affinity to Cu2+ [261]. Zn2+ and

Cu2+ also bind noncompetitively and thus all three metals could potentially engage

in synergistic activities [96].

One final possibility is that the oligomerization process we observed in

this study may actually have a biological function. Wildtype S100A5 is prone

to the formation of oligomers even in the apo form and is subject to extensive

aggregation in solutions containing Ca2+ and Cu2+ even at relatively low protein

concentrations. Roles for metal-driven oligomerization in S100s have been

suggested previously [89, 211, 216, 263]. It is conceivable that Ca2+ and Cu2+ drive

oligomerization of S100A5 in cells to facilitate a biological function, but further

experiments would be required to determine if this process occurs in the reducing

environment of the cell at physiologically-relevant concentrations of S100A5, Ca2+

and Cu2+.

Future experiments are needed to elucidate the biochemical features and

biological functions of S100A5 that remain unknown. It will be important to

identify the Cu2+ ligands in S100A5 to fully understand the biochemical interplay

between the binding of various biologically relevent metals. To understand how

Ca2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+ contribute to the biological activity of S100A5, experiments

should be targeted at directly testing how these metals interact with the protein

in vivo. The identification of more S100A5 biological targets and an increase in

functional studies will be required to determine the chief roles of S100A5 in it’s

cellular environment.
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Conclusions

Antagonism between binding of Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions to S100A5 is one of the

most oft-cited aspects of this protein. Several possible biological roles have been

suggested. Using careful biophysical characterization, we discovered that binding

of Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions is not antagonistic. A Cys-free mutant version of the

protein makes measurements of metal binding using ITC possible and shows that

the protein is capable of binding both metals simultaneously and independently.

Rather than binding antagonism, it appears that the wildtype protein is prone to

oligomerization and aggregation and that these behaviors may have contributed

to the original interpretation. Furthermore, we also measured the effects of Ca2+

and Cu2+ binding on S100A5 secondary structure and found that both metals are

capable of inducing increases in α-helical secondary character. These results also

contrast the original report on S100A5 [195], but are consistent with previously

published NMR data [207]. The ability to bind Ca2+ and Cu2+ independently as

well as the structural response to Cu2+ may suggest new Cu2+ dependent biological

roles for S100A5.

Methods

Protein expression and purification

We previously generated the 6-histidine-tagged cysteine double-mutant

construct in a pet28/30 vector [96]. In this study, the protein was expressed

and purified using the same protocol detailed in the previous publication.

Briefly, the protein was expressed in a 1.5L culture of Rosetta (DE3) pLysS

cells (Millipore). Cells were lysed by sonication and treatment with DNase and
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lysozyme. Subsequently, the tagged protein was purified using HisTrap Ni2+

affinity columns (GE). The tag was then cleaved using TEV protease and the

cleaved protein was further purified using Ca2+-dependent hydrophobic interaction

chromatography. Finally, the sample was run over a second HisTrap Ni2+ affinity

column to remove any uncleaved protein. The purified protein was dialyzed with

6000-8000 MWCO tubing (Fisher) against 2L 25 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4

with 2g chelex resin (BioRad). The dialyzed protein was filter-sterilized (0.22 µm),

flash-frozen dropwise in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80◦C. We experimentally

determined the extinction coefficient (5002M−1cm−1) of the Cys-Ser double

mutant. We measured the A280 of the protein at the same concentration in both

buffer and denaturing 6M GdHCl (Sigma). We used ProtParam [241] to predict

an extinction coefficient for the protein based on sequence and then calculated the

corrected coefficient using the equation εnative = ε6MGdm · A280,native/A280,6MGdm.

Concentration measurements were also corrected for scattering in samples [243].

Due to the low extinction coefficient of the protein, concentration is difficult to

measure with high confidence, even with this careful protocol.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

Samples were prepared in 25 mM TES (Sigma), 100 mM NaCl (Thermo

Scientific), buffer at pH 7.4. Protein was thawed from a frozen stock and exchanged

into the experimental buffer using NAP-25 desalting columns (GE Healthcare).

For competition experiments the experimental buffer also contained either 1 mM

CaCl2 (Sigma) or 0.25 mM CuCl2 (Sigma). Titrant solutions were prepared in

matching experimental buffer to ensure identical conditions to titrate. Anhydrous

CaCl2 or CuCl2 was dissolved directly in the buffer and diluted to the appropriate
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concentration immediately prior to experiments. Fresh stocks were made for each

set of experiments. Experiments were performed with 50-80 µM protein at 25◦C.

Two technical replicates of each Cu2+ binding experiment were performed. To

resolve the complex Ca2+ binding curves, four Ca2+ binding experiments were

performed using four different concentrations of titrant. Raw data were integrated

using the NITPIC software package—which allows uncertainty in the baseline—

and the integrated heats were exported in standard SedPhat format [264]. We then

used the Bayesian MCMC iterator included in pytc to estimate model parameters

against all experiments simultaneously [254]. We used the maximum likelihood

estimate as a starting point and then explored the likelihood surface with 100

walkers, each taking 20,000 steps. We discarded the first 10% of steps as burn

in. We restricted parameters against all experiments simultaneously. We verified

convergence by performing the sampling procedure several times. A single site

binding model was used for Cu2+ titration data and a two-site binding polynomial

was used for Ca2+ titration data [265, 266]. For Ca2+ binding fits, we constrained

the dilution heat and dilution intercept to between -3.0—0.0 kcal/mol and 0—

10,000 kcal/mol/shot respectively. All other priors were uniform.

Sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation

Experiments were done in 25 mM TES (Sigma), 100 mM NaCl (Thermo

Scientific), 100 µM EDTA at pH 7.4 with the appropriate metal added directly

to the buffer during preparation. Metals were added to a final concentration

of 250 µM . Samples were prepared at 40 µM in the appropriate experimental

buffer by overnight dialysis (6000-8000 MWCO) against 2L at 4◦C. Before

ultracentrifugation samples were centrifuged at 18, 000× g at 4◦C in a temperature-
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controlled centrifuge for 30 minutes. Ultracentrifugation was done with sapphire

windows at 50, 000 × g in sector-shaped cells (Beckman) on a Beckman

ProteomeLab XL-1. Sedimentation was monitored using interference mode rather

than absorbance at 280nm due to the low extinction coefficient of S100A5. The

Lamm equation was fit to the sedimentation data—using SedFit—to calculate the

continuous c(s) distribution [244, 245]. Estimated sedimentation coefficients of the

species present in solution were calculated from the numerical fits.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy

Far-UV circular dichroism spectra (200250nm) were collected on a J-815 CD

spectrometer (Jasco) with a 1 mm quartz cell (Starna Cells, Inc.). We prepared

50 µM samples in a Chelex (Bio-Rad) treated, 25 mM TES (Sigma), 100 mM NaCl

(Thermo Scientific), 100 µM EDTA, buffer at pH 7.4. Samples were subsequently

diluted to 25 µM in buffers containing: no metal (apo), 1 mM Ca2+, 1 mM Cu2+,

or both 1 mM Ca2+ and 1 mM Cu2+ —all prepared in the stock buffer above.

Samples were centrifuged at 18, 000 × g at 25◦C in a temperature-controlled

centrifuge (Eppendorf) before experiments. Spectra were collected at 25◦C in

a Jasco peltier multi-cell sample unit. Reversibility of metal-induced structural

changes was confirmed by adding a molar excess of EDTA to the metal-saturated

samples and repeating spectra collection. In all cases, addition of EDTA returned

the samples to the apo state. Five scans of each condition were collected. These

scans were then averaged—using Jasco spectra analysis software—to minimize

noise. Buffer blank spectra were generated for each condition. Applicable blanks

were subtracted in the Jasco spectra analysis software. Blank-corrected data were

exported as text files and raw signal was converted into mean molar ellipticity using
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the concentration and the number of residues (Nres = 95) in our S100A5 construct

using the equation: MME = CDsignal/c(M) · 10 · L(cm) ·Nres.

Bridge to Chapter V

In this chapter, the metal binding behavior of S100A5 was characterized

biophysically. A misunderstood aspect of S100A5 biochemistry was resolved. It

has long been thought that S100A5 exhibits strong antagonism between the binding

of Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions. However, it is demonstrated here that this antagonistic

behavior was likely an artifact of techniques used in the original biochemical study

of S100A5. Instead, it is shown that the protein is prone to the formation of high-

ordered oligomeric species. By eliminating this oligomerization process with point

mutations the metal binding behavior of S100A5 could be characterized. The

protein is capable of binding Ca2+ and Cu2+ ions simultaneously. Additionally,

the two metals were observed to induced distinct conformational changes in the

protein. This chapter is an important addition to the S100 literature, because it

overturns an erroneous paradigm and suggests new biological roles for Ca2+ and

Cu2+ ion binding by S100A5. Chapter 6 turns to another basic biochemical feature

of the S100 protein family; binding of small peptide regions of target proteins. Two

S100 proteins, S100A5 and S100A6, that arose via gene duplication in the ancestor

of amniotes are used as a model to study the diversification of binding specificity in

duplicate lineages. Ancestral sequence reconstruction is used to resurrect the last

common ancestor of all S100A5 and S100A6 proteins, allowing the evolutionary

history of binding specificity to be directly characterized. The proteins are shown

to display conserved specificity at the level of gene clades and both lineages

appear to have subfunctionalized relative to the ancestor. The work in chapter
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VI demonstrates that proteins with low biochemical specificity nonetheless display

evolutionary patterns consistent with those observed in highly-specific proteins

following gene duplication.
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CHAPTER V

CONSERVATION OF PEPTIDE BINDING SPECIFICITY IN S100A5 AND

S100A6
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Abstract

S100 proteins bind linear peptide regions of target proteins and modulate

their activity. The peptide binding interface, however, has remarkably low

specificity and can interact with many target peptides. It is not clear if the

interface discriminates targets in a biological context, or whether biological

specificity is achieved exclusively through external factors such as subcellular

localization. To discriminate these possibilities, we used an evolutionary

biochemical approach to trace the evolution of paralogs S100A5 and S100A6. We

first used isothermal titration calorimetry to study the binding of a collection of

peptides with diverse sequence, hydrophobicity, and charge to human S100A5 and

S100A6. These proteins bound distinct, but overlapping, sets of peptide targets.

We then studied the peptide binding properties of S100A5 and S100A6 orthologs
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sampled from across five representative amniote species. We found that the pattern

of binding specificity was conserved along all lineages, for the last 320 million

years, despite the low specificity of each protein. We next used Ancestral Sequence

Reconstruction to determine the binding specificity of the last common ancestor

of the paralogs. We found the ancestor bound the whole set of peptides bound by

modern S100A5 and S100A6 proteins, suggesting that paralog specificity evolved

by subfunctionalization. To rule out the possibility that specificity is conserved

because it is difficult to modify, we identified a single historical mutation that,

when reverted in human S100A5, gave it the ability to bind an S100A6–specific

peptide. These results indicate that there are strong evolutionary constraints on

peptide binding specificity, and that, despite being able to bind a large number of

targets, the specificity of S100 peptide interfaces is indeed important for the biology

of these proteins.

Introduction

Many proteins have low specificity interfaces that can interact with a wide

variety of targets [267, 84, 81, 87, 268, 269, 270, 85, 145, 79, 82]. Such interfaces are

difficult to dissect. Crucially, it is not obvious that their specificity is biologically

meaningful: maybe such proteins are essentially indiscriminate, and biological

specificity is encoded by external factors such as subcellular localization or

expression pattern [83, 81, 93].

An evolutionary perspective allows us to probe whether specificity is,

indeed, an important aspect of these interfaces [43]. If there are functional and

evolutionary constraints on binding partners, we would expect conservation of

binding specificity similar to that observed for high–specificity protein families
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[52, 53]. In contrast, if specificity is unimportant, we would expect it to fluctuate

randomly over evolutionary time. Further, previous work on the evolution

of specificity has revealed common patterns for the evolution of specificity

[271, 76, 47], including partitioning of ancestral binding partners among descendant

lineages [58, 272, 55, 273] and transitions through more promiscuous intermediates

[57, 79, 143]. If low–specificity proteins exhibit similar patterns, it is strong

evidence that the low specificity interface has conserved binding properties, and

that the interface makes a meaningful contribution to biological specificity.

S100 proteins are an important group of low–specificity proteins [100, 89].

Members of the family act as metal sensors [172], pro–inflammatory signals

[274, 156, 101, 104], and antimicrobial peptides [105]. Most S100s bind to linear

peptide regions of target proteins via a short hydrophobic interface exposed

on Ca2+–binding (Fig 14A). S100s recognize extremely diverse protein targets

[94, 89, 275]. No simple sequence motif for discriminating binders from non–binders

has yet been defined. The breadth of targets is much more extreme than other

low–specificity proteins such as kinases and some hub proteins, which recognize

well–defined, but degenerate, sequence motifs [267, 81, 269, 79, 82].

We set out to determine whether there was conserved specificity for two S100

paralogs, S100A5 and S100A6. These proteins arose by gene duplication in the

amniote ancestor ≈ 320 million years ago [276, 96]. S100A6 regulates the cell

cycle and cellular motility in response to stress [277]. It binds to many targets

including p53 [278, 279], RAGE [101], Annexin A1 [275], and Siah–interacting

protein [280]. A crystal structure of human S100A6 bound to a fragment of Siah–

interacting protein revealed that peptides bind via the canonical hydrophobic

interface shared by most S100 proteins [280]. The biology of S100A5 is less well
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understood. It binds both RAGE [101, 104] and a fragment of the protein NCX1

[281] at the canonical binding site. It is highly expressed in mammalian olfactory

tissues [282, 283, 284], but its specific targets and their biological roles are not well

understood.

Using a combination of in vitro biochemistry and molecular phylogenetics,

we addressed three key questions regarding the evolution of specificity in S100A5

and S100A6. First: do the two human proteins exhibit specificity relative to one

another? Second: is the set of binding partners recognized by each protein fixed

over time, or does the set of partners fluctuate? And, third: do we see similar

patterns of specificity change after gene duplication for these low–specificity

proteins compared to high–specificity proteins? Unsurprisingly, we find that

S100A5 and S100A6 both bind to a wide variety of diverse peptides. Surprisingly,

we find that the set of partners, despite being diverse, has been conserved over

hundreds of millions of years. Further, we observe a pattern of subfunctionalization

for these low–specificity proteins that is identical to that observed in high–

specificity proteins. This suggests that these low–specificity interfaces are indeed

under selection to maintain a specific—if large—set of binding targets.

Results

Human S100A5 and S100A6 interact with diverse peptides at the same binding site

We first systematically compared the binding specificity of human S100A5

(hA5) relative to human S100A6 (hA6) for a collection of six peptides (Fig 14B).

Peptide targets have been reported for both hA5 and hA6 [280, 101, 278, 275, 279,

281, 104], but only two targets have been directly compared between paralogs.

Using Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC), Streicher and colleagues found
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FIGURE 14 Human S100A5 and S100A6 exhibit peptide binding specificity. A)
Published structures of S100 family members bound to both Ca2+ and peptide
targets at the canonical hydrophobic interface (PDB: 3IQQ, 1QLS, 3RM1, 2KRF,
4ETO, 2KBM, 1MWN, 3ZWH). Structures are aligned to the Ca2+–bound
structure of human S100A5 (2KAY). Peptides are shown in red. Blue spheres
are Ca2+ ions. B) Binding specificity of hA5 and hA6. Boxes indicate whether
the peptide binds to hA5 (purple) and/or hA6 (orange). If peptide does not bind
by ITC (KD >100 µM), the box is white. Peptide names are indicated on the
left. Peptide sequences, aligned using MUSCLE [285], are shown on the right.
Solubilizing flanks, which contribute minimally to binding (Table 3 in supplement),
are shown in lowercase letters. Annexin 1 (An1) and Annexin 2 (An2) binding
measurements are from a published study [275]. C) ITC heats for the titration
of NCX1 (blue) and SIP (red) peptides onto hA5 (top) and hA6 (bottom).
Points are integrated heats extracted from each shot. Lines are 100 different fit
solutions drawn from the fit posterior probability distributions. For the hA5/NCX1
and hA6/SIP curves, we used a single–site binding model. For hA5/SIP and
hA6/NCX1, we used a blank dilution model. Thermodynamic parameters for these
fits are in Table 4–7 in supplement.
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that a peptide fragment of Annexin 1 bound to hA6 but not hA5, and a peptide

fragment of Annexin 2 bound to neither [275] (Fig 14B). To better quantify the

relative specificity of these proteins, we used ITC to measure the binding of two

additional peptides to recombinant hA5 and hA6. The first was a peptide from

Siah–interacting protein (SIP) previously reported to bind to hA6 [280]. We found

that this peptide bound to hA6 with a KD of 20 µM , but did not bind hA5 (Fig

14B, C). The second was a 12 amino acid fragment of the protein NCX1 that was

reported to bind to hA5 [281]. We found that this peptide bound with to hA5 with

a KD of 20 µM , but did not bind hA6 (Fig 14B, C).

To further characterize the specificity of the interface, we used phage display

to identify two additional peptides that bound to each protein. We panned a

commercial library of random 12–mer peptides fused to M13 phage with either hA5

or hA6. Phage enrichment was strictly dependent on Ca2+ (Fig 32 in supplement).

Three sequential rounds of binding and amplification with either hA5 or hA6

led to enrichment of the “A5cons” and “A6cons” peptides (Fig 15B, Fig 32 in

supplement). We then used ITC to measure binding of these peptides to hA5

and hA6. To ensure solubility, we added polar N and C–terminal flanks before

characterizing binding. A5cons bound to both hA5 and hA6 (Fig 14C). In contrast,

A6cons, bound hA6 but not hA5 (Fig 14C). To verify that binding was driven by

the central region, we re–measured binding in the presence and absence of different

versions of the flanks (Table 3 in supplement).

The peptides that bind to hA5 and hA6 are diverse in sequence,

hydrophobicity, and charge (Fig 14B). One explanation for this diversity could

be that the peptides bind at different interfaces on the protein. To test for this

possibility, we used NMR to identify residues whose chemical environment changed
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on binding of peptide. We first verified the published assignments for hA5 using

a 3D NOESY–TROSY experiment [207]. We then collected 1H −15 N TROSY–

HSQC NMR spectra of Ca2+–bound protein in the presence of either the A5cons or

A6cons peptide. By comparing the bound and unbound spectra, we could identify

peaks whose location shifted dramatically or that broadened due to exchange.

In addition to our own work, we also included previously reported experiments

probing the hA5/NCX1 peptide interaction in the analysis [281]. For all three

peptides, we observed a consistent pattern of perturbations in helices 3 and 4

and, to a lesser extent, helix 1 upon peptide binding (Fig 15A–C). These results

suggest that all three peptides bind at the canonical interface. In addition to this

spectroscopic evidence, binding of all of these peptides was strictly dependent

on the presence of Ca2+ (Fig 15D–F)—consistent with binding at the interface

exposed on Ca2+ binding [207].

The S100A5 and S100A6 clades exhibit conserved binding specificity

Although hA5 and hA6 bind to diverse peptide targets at the same interface,

they exhibit distinct specificity relative to one another (Fig 14B). The particular

peptides that bind or not could be random if specificity fluctuates over evolutionary

time. In contrast, if specificity at the interface is strongly constrained, we would

expect conserved specificity between paralogs. We therefore set out to study the

evolution of the differences in peptide binding between the human proteins.

We first constructed a maximum–likelihood phylogeny of the clade containing

S100A2, S100A3, S100A4, S100A5, and S100A6 (Fig 16A). We built the tree using

the EX/EHO+Γ8 evolutionary model [287], which uses different evolutionary

models for sites in different structural classes. As expected from previous
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FIGURE 15 Diverse peptides bind at the human S100A5 peptide
interface.Structures show NMR data mapped onto the structure of Ca2+–bound
hA5 (2KAY [207]). To indicate the expected peptide binding location, we aligned
a structure of hA6 in complex with the SIP peptide (2JTT [280]) to the hA5
structure, and then displayed the SIP peptide in red. Panels A–C show binding
for NCX1, A5cons, and A6cons respectively. In panel A, yellow residues are those
noted as responsive to NCX1 binding in [281]. In panels B and C, yellow residues
are those whose 1H–15N TROSY–HSQC peaks could not be identified in the
peptide–bound spectrum because the peaks either shifted or broadened. Panels
D–E show ITC data for binding of the peptides above in the presence of 2 mM
Ca2+ (blue) or 2 mM EDTA (red). Points are integrated heats extracted from each
shot. Lines are 100 different fit solutions drawn from the fit posterior probability
distributions. For the Ca2+ curves, we used a single–site binding model. For the
EDTA curves, we used a blank dilution model. Insets show raw ITC power traces
for the Ca2+ binding curves. Thermodynamic parameters for these fits are in Table
4–7 in supplement.
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FIGURE 16 S100A5 and S100A6 arose by gene duplication in the amniote
ancestor. A) Maximum likelihood phylogeny for S100A5, S100A6 and their close
homologs. Wedges denote collections of paralogs (S100A1, S100A2, S100A3,
S100A4, S100A5, or S100A6). Wedge height corresponds to the number of
sequences and wedge length to the longest branch in that clade. SH supports,
estimated using an approximate likelihood ratio test [236], are shown above the
branches. Scale bar shows branch length in substitutions per site. Reconstructed
ancestors are denoted with circles. All proteins, with the exception of those in
the A1 clade, are taken from amniotes. A1 contains S100 proteins from bony
vertebrates and was used as an out–group to root the tree. Panels B and C
show relative conservation of residues across amniote paralogs mapped onto the
structures of hA5 (2KAY, [207]) and hA6 (1K96, [286]). Colors denote conservation
from < 20 % (dark red) to 100 % white. Sequences were taken from the alignment
used to generate the phylogeny in panel A. Dashed circles denote the peptide
binding surface for one of the two chains. Blue spheres show the location of bound
Ca2+ in the structures.
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phylogenetic and syntenic analyses [91, 96], S100A5 and S100A6 were paralogs

that arose by gene duplication in the amniote ancestor, with S100A2, S100A3, and

S100A4 forming a closely–related out group (Fig 16A). To set our expectation for

conservation of specificity, we then calculated the conservation of residues at the

binding site across S100A5 and S100A6 homologs. Fig 16B and C show the relative

conservation of residues on hA5 (Fig 16B) and hA6 (Fig 16C). Taken as a whole,

the peptide binding region does not exhibit higher conservation than other regions

in the protein. We therefore predicted substantial variability in the peptide binding

specificity across S100A5 and S100A6 orthologs.

To test the prediction that specificity has fluctuated over time, we

expressed and purified S100A5 and S100A6 orthologs from human, mouse (Mus

musculus), tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), American alligator (Alligator

mississippiensis), and chicken (Gallus gallus). We then characterized the peptide

binding specificity of these S100A5 and S100A6 orthologs against four peptides:

A5cons, A6cons, SIP, and NCX1 (Fig 17A). We selected these peptides because

there is direct evidence that these peptides bind at the canonical binding interface

(Fig 15, as well as [280, 281]). Surprisingly, we found that the S100A5 and S100A6

clades exhibited broadly similar, ortholog–specific binding specificity (Fig 17A). All

S100A5 orthologs bound NCX1, A5cons, and A6cons, but not SIP. In contrast,

all S100A6 orthologs bound SIP and A6cons, but not A5cons. The only labile

character is NCX1 binding to S100A6. The sauropsid and marsupial S100A6

orthologs bound NCX1, but not the eutherian mammal representatives. We also

characterized binding of these peptides to human S100A4 as an outgroup. Binding

for this protein was intermediate between the S100A5 and S100A6 clades: it bound

A5cons and A6cons, but not SIP or NCX1. Thermodynamic parameters for these
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FIGURE 17 S100A5 and S100A6 paralogs exhibit conserved properties.A) Peptide
binding specificity mapped onto the phylogenetic tree as a collection of binary
characters. Each square denotes binding of a specific peptide to an ortholog
sampled from the species indicated at right. Squares are filled if binding was
observed by ITC. Ancestors are shown in the middle, with red arrows indicating
changes that occurred after duplication that were then conserved across orthologs.
The results for ancA5/A6 were identical for both the ML and “altAll” ancestors.
Full thermodynamic parameters are in Table 4–7 in supplement. B) Far–UV
spectra for apo (gray) and Ca2+–bound (purple) hA5. C) Far–UV spectra for
apo (gray) and Ca2+–bound (orange) hA6. D) Spectroscopic properties mapped
onto the phylogeny. The left column shows the ratio of absorbance at 222 nm/208
nm for the apo protein. The right column shows the percentage increase in signal
at 222 nm upon addition of Ca2+. Dashed lines show the mean values across all
experiments. Raw spectra are given in Fig 34 in supplement.

binding experiments are given in Table 4–7 in supplement. Representative ITC

traces for each protein are shown in Fig 33 in supplement.

The strong conservation of peptide binding suggested that other features—

such as structural features—might be conserved between paralogs as well. To

test for this, we characterized the secondary structure and response to Ca2+ for

all proteins using far–UV circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. A Ca2+–driven

change in α–helical secondary structure is a conserved feature of S100 proteins

[96, 100]. We asked whether this behavior was conserved across orthologs, which
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would indicate similar structural properties. As with peptide binding, we found

that the CD spectrum and response to Ca2+ were diagnostic within each clade (Fig

17B–D, Fig 34 in supplement). S100A5 orthologs exhibited deep minima at 208 and

222 nm, corresponding to a largely α–helical secondary structure (Fig 17B,D). This

signal increased upon addition of saturating Ca2+, consistent with the ordering

of the C–terminus of the human protein reported by NMR [207]. In contrast, all

S100A6 orthologs exhibited a deeper minimum at 208 nm, likely corresponding to a

mixture of α–helical and random coil secondary structure. The secondary structure

of these proteins changed comparatively little on addition of Ca2+ (Fig 17C,D).

Specificity evolved from an apparently promiscuous ancestor

Surprisingly, despite the diversity of peptides that bind to each paralog,

peptide binding specificity is conserved across across paralogs. We next asked

whether these proteins exhibited comparable evolutionary patterns to those

observed in high–specificity proteins, such as the partitioning of ancestral binding

partners along duplicate lineages [58, 272, 55]. Using our phylogeny, we used

ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) to reconstruct the last common ancestors

of S100A5 orthologs (ancA5) and S100A6 orthologs (ancA6) [288]. These proteins

were well reconstructed, having mean posterior probabilities of 0.93 and 0.96,

respectively. Their sequences are given in Table 8 in supplement. We expressed

and purified both of these proteins. We found that they shared similar secondary

structures and Ca2+–binding responses with their descendants by far–UV CD (Fig

17C). We then measured binding to the suite of four peptides described above

using ITC. These ancestors gave the pattern we would expect given the binding

specificities of the derived proteins (Fig 17D). AncA5 is indistinguishable from a
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modern S100A5 ortholog, binding A5cons, A6cons, and NCX1, but not SIP (Fig

4D). AncA6 also behaves as expected, binding A6cons and SIP, but not A5cons.

It does not bind NCX1, consistent with this character being labile in the S100A6

lineage (Fig 17D).

We next characterized the last common ancestor of S100A5 and S100A6

(ancA5/A6). This reconstruction had a mean posterior probability of 0.83 (Table

S6). AncA5/A6 has a secondary structure content identical to ancA6 and the

S100A6 descendants. It also responds to Ca2+ in a similar fashion (Fig 17C,

Fig 33 in supplement). Unlike any modern protein, however, ancA5/A6 binds

to all four peptides (Fig 18). To verify that this result was not an artifact of the

reconstruction, we also made an “AltAll” ancestor of ancA5/A6 in which we

swapped all ambiguous sites in the maximum–likelihood ancestor with their next

most likely alternative [50] (Table 8 in supplement, methods). This protein is quite

different than ancA5/A6—differing at 21 of 93 sites—but the binding profile for the

four peptides was identical to the maximum–likelihood ancestor. Thermodynamic

parameters for these binding experiments are given in Table 4–7 in supplement.

Binding specificity can be changed with a single mutation

Our work revealed that S100A5 and S100A6, despite having low overall

specificity, display the same basic evolutionary patterns as high–specificity proteins

[58, 55, 273]: they exhibit conserved partners across modern orthologs and display

a pattern of subfunctionalization from a less specific ancestor. While suggestive,

this does not establish that there is selection to maintain specificity. Another

possibility is that switching specificity is intrinsically difficult, and that the pattern
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we observe reflects this difficulty rather than selective pressure to maintain a

particular specificity profile.

To distinguish these possibilities, we attempted to shift the binding specificity

of hA5 by introducing mutations at the binding interface. We selected five

historical substitutions that occurred along the branch between ancA5/A6 and

ancA5: e2A, i44L, k54D, a78M, m83A (with the ancestral amino acid in lowercase

and modern amino acid in uppercase). We chose these substitutions using three

criteria: 1) the ancestral amino acid was conserved in S100A6 orthologs, 2) the

derived amino acid was conserved in S100A5 orthologs, 3) and the mutations were

located at the peptide binding interface. Fig 18A shows the positions of candidate

substitutions mapped onto the structure of hA5 [207].

We reversed each of these sites individually to the ancestral state in hA5.

We then measured binding of two clade–specific peptides, SIP and A5cons, to

each mutant using ITC (Table 9 in supplement). We found that reverting a

single substitution (A83m) to its ancestral state in hA5 enabled it to bind the

SIP peptide (Fig 18B). This reversion does not compromise binding to A5cons,

thus recapitulating the ancestral specificity (Table S3). Reversion to the ancestral

methionine at residue 83 likely makes more favorable hydrophobic packing

interactions with the SIP peptide than the extant alanine. This demonstrates that

a single mutation at the peptide binding interface is capable of shifting specificity

in S100A5. None of the remaining four ancestral reversions led to measurable

changes in A5cons or SIP binding. Amino acids at these positions either do not

interact with these peptides, or the ancestral and derived amino acids interact in

roughly equivalent fashion.
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FIGURE 18 Small changes are sufficient to alter binding specificity at the interface.
A) Ca2+–bound structure of human S100A5 (2KAY) [207] with ancestral reversions
marked in gray (no effect on SIP binding) and red (A83m—allows SIP binding).
Blue spheres are Ca2+ ions. B) ITC traces showing titration of SIP onto hA5
A83m (red) versus wildtype hA5 (blue). ITC experiments were performed at
25◦C in 25 mM TES, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1mM TCEP, pH 7.4. Points
are integrated heats extracted from each shot. For each experiment, we sampled
fit parameters using Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo as implemented in
pytc. For the A83m curve, we used a single–site binding model. For the wt
curve, we used a blank dilution model, where the linear slope is indicative of
peptide dilution without binding. Lines are 100 different solutions drawn from
the Bayesian posterior probability distributions. C) ITC traces from experiments
done at multiple temperatures: 10◦C (purple), 15◦C (green), 20◦C (blue), and 25◦C
(red). Experiments were performed in 25mM TES, 100mM NaCl, 2mM CaCl2,
1mM TCEP, pH 7.4. Dots are integrated heats with uncertainty calculate using
NITPIC [264]. There is a clear temperature dependence of the binding enthalpy.
A global Van’t Hoff model was fit to the data using the Bayesian MCMC fitter
in pytc. We were unable to fit the model without inclusion of a ∆C◦p parameter
(−0.40≤− 0.36≤− 0.32kcal ·mol−1 ·K−1), suggesting that there is a change in heat
capacity as a function of temperature, which is indicative of a hydrophobically–
driven interaction. Lines are 100 curves drawn from the posterior distribution of
the fits. Table 9 in supplement. D) Van’t Hoff plot of temperature dependence
data. Thick black line shows Maximum Likelihood curve, gray lines are 500 curves
drawn from the posterior distribution of the Bayesian fit. There is slight, but
detectable curvature in the plot, consistent with the small ∆C◦p parameter obtained
from global model.
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Another way to view specificity is in terms of binding mechanism. If binding

affinity is mostly due to the hydrophobic effect, we would predict it would be

relatively easy to alter binding by small changes to packing interactions. To

test for relative contributions of the hydrophobic effect versus polar contacts to

binding affinity, we did a van’t Hoff analysis for the binding of A5cons to hA5. We

performed ITC at temperatures ranging from 10 ◦C to 25 ◦C and then globally

fit van’t Hoff models to the binding isotherms (Fig 5C–D). We first attempted

fits using a fixed enthalpy of binding (∆C◦p = 0.0), but the fits did not converge.

When we allowed ∆C◦p to float, we found it was negative (−0.40 ≤ −0.36 ≤

−0.32 kcal · mol−1 · K−1), indicating that binding is driven by the hydrophobic

effect [289]. This observation is consistent with binding at the hydrophobic surface

exposed by the Ca2+induced conformational change [207] and may help to explain

why specificity can be readily altered via a single substitution in the interface.

Discussion

Our work highlights the paradoxical nature of peptide binding specificity

for these low–specificity S100 proteins. The binding interface has low specificity,

interacting with very diverse peptides with no obvious binding motif (Fig 14B).

Further, the specificity is fragile, and can be altered with a single point mutation

(Fig 18). One might therefore conclude that this binding specificity is only weakly

constrained. In contrast, binding specificity has been conserved over 320 million

years along both lineages, exhibiting a pattern of subfunctionalization similar to

what has been observed previously for the evolution of high–specificity proteins

(Fig 17). This strongly points to the binding specificity being important, despite

being very broad.
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Low specificity through a hydrophobic interface

The binding specificity of these proteins is likely driven almost entirely

by shape complementarity and packing. The protein interface exposed on Ca2+

binding is hydrophobic and likely makes few protein–peptide polar contacts. This

prediction is validated, at least for the hA5/A5cons interaction, by the negative

∆C◦p on binding, pointing to an important contribution from the hydrophobic

effect on binding (Fig 18C). The lack of polar contacts is the likely explanation

for the low specificity of the interface. Peptides need only match hydrophobicity

and packing, meaning that a large number of possible peptides bind with similar

affinity.

The hydrophobic nature of the interface explains the low specificity, but

makes the conservation of specificity over 320 million years quite surprising.

There is likely no diagnostic set of polar contacts that can be conserved maintain

specificity. It should therefore be straightforward to change specificity with minimal

perturbation. Indeed, we found that a single mutation, from a small to a large

hydrophobic amino acid, is able to switch the specificity of the interface (Fig 18A).

Yet, over evolutionary time, binding specificity—at least for this set of targets—has

been maintained (Fig 17). Amazingly, this is achieved without strict conservation

of the binding site. The peptide binding region does not exhibit higher conservation

than other residues in either S100A5 or S100A6 (Fig 16B–C).

Our work shows that protein binding specificity is likely an important feature

of these proteins, but does not reveal the set of biological targets for S100A5 and

S100A6. Identifying these targets will require further experiments. This could

include coupling S100A5 and S100A6 knockouts to proteomics or transcriptomics,

pull downs followed by proteomics, and/or large–scale screens of peptide targets
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via a technique like phage display. We also anticipate that external factors—such

as coexpression, large complex assembly, and subcellular localization—will add

critical additional layers of specificity to the low–specificity binding interfaces of

these proteins. Understanding the interplay between the biochemical specificity and

these external factors will be important for dissecting the biology of these proteins.

S100s may allow the evolution of new calcium regulation

The existence of a conserved set of binding partners also has intriguing

implications for the evolution of Ca2+ signaling pathways in vertebrates. This can

be seen by contrasting S100 proteins with calmodulin, a protein that also exposes a

protein interaction surface and regulates the activity of target proteins in response

to Ca2+ [84]. It has been proposed that calmodulin provides a universal Ca2+

response across tissues, while S100 proteins allow for fine–tuned, tissue–specific

responses [100, 89]. Our results allow us to extend this idea along an evolutionary

axis.

Our results suggest that S100 proteins may provide a minimally pleiotropic

pathway for the evolution of new Ca2+ regulation. Calmodulin is broadly expressed

across tissues. As a result, a mutation that causes a protein to interact with

calmodulin will have the same effect in all tissues where that protein is expressed.

This could lead to unfavorable pleiotropic effects that prevent fixation of the

mutation. In contrast, S100 proteins have highly differentiated tissue expression.

S100A5, for example, is expressed almost exclusively in olfactory tissues. This

means that a protein that acquires an interaction with S100A5 will do so only

in olfactory tissue, with minimal pleiotropic effects in other tissues. The pattern

of subfunctionalization we observed is consistent with this idea (Fig 17D), as
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subfunctionalization is one way to escape adaptive conflict that arises due to

pleiotropic effects of mutations [66, 290]. This is only possible because S100A5

evolved a distinct binding profile relative to S100A6 (and presumably other S100

proteins), meaning that acquisition of a new S100A5 interaction does not imply an

interaction with a large number of other S100 proteins, which would itself lead to

extensive pleiotropy.

Additionally, our results suggest that S100 proteins would provide a much

simpler path for the evolution of new Ca2+ regulation than calmodulin. The

calmodulin sequence has been conserved for over a billion years and is basically

unchanged across fungi and animals. As a result, evolution of a new calmodulin–

regulated target requires that the target change its sequence to bind to calmodulin.

This would likely mean that slowly evolving proteins would not be able to evolve

Ca2+ regulation, as neither the calmodulin nor possible new target would be able

to acquire the necessary mutations to form the new interaction. In contrast, S100

proteins are evolving rapidly. For example, human S100A5 and S100A6 only exhibit

53% sequence identity, despite sharing an ancestor ≈ 320 million years ago. This

means that, particularly after gene duplication, S100 proteins can acquire new

interactions through mutations to the S100 itself. This would allow them to capture

slowly evolving target proteins, opening a different avenue for the evolution of Ca2+

regulation that would not be accessible by calmodulin alone.

Evolution of low–specificity proteins

Our results also shed light on the evolution of low specificity proteins in

general. Many proteins besides S100 proteins exhibit low specificity including

other signaling proteins [84, 83], hub proteins [81, 269, 145, 82], and many others
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[267, 79, 268, 85, 87]. Further experiments will be required to determine the

generality of our observations for low–specificity proteins, but our work suggests

that low–specificity proteins can evolve with similar dynamics to the high–

specificity proteins that have been studied in detail. Partners for low–specificity

proteins can be strongly conserved and evolve by subfunctionalization, just like a

high–specificity protein.

One important question is whether S100A5 and S100A6 did, indeed, gain

specificity over time. The current study, like many others [291, 292, 293, 271,

294, 58, 119], revealed an ancestral protein that appears less specific than its

descendants. Some have proposed this is a general evolutionary trend [291, 271,

119]. Caution is warranted before interpreting these data as evidence for this

hypothesis. We selected a small set of peptides to study; therefore, other patterns

may be consistent with our observations. For example, it could be that the proteins

both acquired more peptides that we did not sample in this experiment (actual

neofunctionalization), while becoming more specific for the chosen set of targets

(apparent subfunctionalization). Particularly given the large number of targets

for these proteins, distinguishing these possibilities will require an unbiased, high–

throughout approach to measuring specificity. Advances in high–throughput protein

characterization have made such experiments tractable [295, 296, 149, 297, 298].

With the right method, we will be able to resolve whether the shifts in specificity

we observed indeed reflect increased specificity over evolutionary time, or instead

the small size of the binding set we investigated.

Whatever the precise evolutionary process, our results reveal that S100

proteins—despite binding diverse peptides at a low–specificity hydrophobic
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interface—have maintained the same binding profile for the last 320 million years.

Low–specificity does not imply no specificity, nor a lack of evolutionary constraint.

Materials and Methods

Molecular cloning, expression and purification of proteins

Synthetic genes encoding the S100 proteins and codon–optimized for

expression in E. coli were ordered from Genscript. The accession numbers for

the modern sequences are: Homo sapiens S100A5: P33763, S100A6: P06703;

Mus musculus S100A5: P63084, S100A6: P14069; Sarcophilus harrisii S100A5:

G3W581, S100A6: G3W4S8; Alligator mississippiensis S100A5: XP 006264408.1,

S100A6: XP 006264409.1; Gallus gallus S100A6: Q98953. All accession

numbers are for the uniprot database [299], with the exception of the Alligator

mississippiensis accessions, which are for the NCBI database [300].

Genes were sub–cloned into a pET28/30 vector containing an N–terminal

His tag with a TEV protease cleavage site (Millipore). Expression was carried

out in Rosetta (DE3) pLysS E. coli cells. 1.5 L cultures were inoculated at a

1:100 ratio with saturated overnight culture. E.coli were grown to high log–

phase (OD600≈0.8 − 1.0) with 250rpm shaking at 37◦C. Cultures were induced

by addition of 1 mM IPTG along with 0.2% glucose overnight at 16C. Cultures

were centrifuged and the cell pellets were frozen at −20◦C and stored for up to 2

months. Lysis of the cells was carried out via sonication in 25mM Tris, 100mM

NaCl, 25mM imidazole, pH 7.4.

Purification of all S100s used in this study was carried out as follows. The

initial purification step was performed using a 5 mL HiTrap Ni–affinity column (GE

Health Science) on an kta PrimePlus FPLC (GE Health Science). Proteins were
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eluted using a 25mL gradient from 25–500mM imidazole in a background buffer

of 25mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, pH 7.4. Peak fractions were pooled and incubated

overnight at 4◦C with ≈1:5 TEV protease (produced in the lab). TEV protease

removes the N–terminal His–tag from the protein and leaves a small Ser–Asn

sequence N–terminal to the wildtype starting methionine. Next hydrophobic

interaction chromatography (HIC) was used to purify the S100s from remaining

bacterial proteins and the added TEV protease. Proteins were passed over a 5

mL HiTrap phenyl–sepharose column (GE Health Science). Due to the Ca2+–

dependent exposure of a hydrophobic binding, the S100 proteins proteins adhere

to the column only in the presence of Ca2+. Proteins were pre–saturated with 2mM

Ca2+ before loading on the column and eluted with a 30mL gradient from 0mM

to 5mM EDTA in 25mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, pH 7.4. Peak fractions were pooled

and dialyzed against 4 L of 25 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 buffer overnight at

4◦C to remove excess EDTA. The proteins were then passed once more over the

5 mL HiTrap Ni–affinity column (GE Health Science) to removed any uncleaved

His–tagged protein. The cleaved protein was collected in the flow–through. Finally,

protein purity was examined by SDS–PAGE. If any trace contaminants appeared

to be present we performed anion chromatography with a 5mL HiTrap DEAE

column (GE). Proteins were eluted with a 50mL gradient from 0–500mM NaCl in

25mM Tris, pH 7.08.5 (dependent on protein isolectric point) buffer. Pure proteins

were dialyzed overnight against 2L of 25mM TES (or Tris), 100mM NaCl, pH 7.4,

containing 2 g Chelex–100 resin (BioRad) to remove divalent metals. After final

purification step, the purity of proteins products was assessed by SDS PAGE and

MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry to be >95%. Final protein products were flash
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frozen, dropwise, in liquid nitrogen to form frozen spherical pellets and stored at

−80◦C. Protein yields were typically on the order of 25mg/1.5L of culture.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

ITC experiments were performed in 25 mM TES, 100mM NaCl, 2mM CaCl2,

1mM TCEP, pH 7.4. Although most experiments were performed at 25◦C , some

were done at cooler temperatures depending to ensure measurable binding heats

and sufficient curvature for fitting. Samples were equilibrated and degassed by

centrifugation at 18, 000xg at the experimental temperature for 30 minutes.

Peptides (GenScript, Inc.) were dissolved directly into the experimental buffer

prior to each experiment. All experiments were performed at on a MicroCal

ITC–200 or a MicroCal VP–ITC (Malvern). Gain settings were determined on

a case–by–case basis to ensured quality data. A 750 rpm syringe stir speed was

used for all ITC–200 experiments while 400rpm speed was used for experiments

on the VP–ITC. Spacing between injections ranged from 300s–900s depending

on gain settings and relaxation time of the binding process. These setting were

optimized for each binding interaction that was measured. Titration data were

fit to a single–site binding model using the Bayesian fitter in pytc. For each

protein/peptide combination, one clean ITC trace was used to fit the binding

model. Negative results were double–checked to ensure accuracy. Some were done

at lower temperatures (10◦C or 15◦C) to confirm lack of binding, because peptide

binding enthalpy should be dependent on temperature.
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2D HSQC NMR experiments

We collected 2D 1H −15 N TROSY-HSQC NMR spectra for 2 mM hA5 in

the presence of Ca2+ alone and with the addition of the 2 mM A5cons. We also

collected the spectra of 0.5 mM hA5 with the addition of 0.5 mM A6cons peptide,

which was done at lower concentration due to poorer solubility of A6cons in the

aqueous buffer. We transfered published assignments to the Ca2+-alone spectrum

(BMRB: 16033, [207]), and then used 3D NOESY-TROSY spectra to verify the

assignments. We were able to unambiguously assign 76 peaks of the 91 non-

proline amino acids in the Ca2+-bound form. We then added saturating A5cons

or A6cons peptide to the sample and remeasured the TROSY-HSCQ spectrum. We

then noted which peaks had either shifted or entered intermediate exchange upon

addition of the peptide. Of the 76 unambiguously assigned non-proline amino acids

26 shifted or disappeared in the A5cons-bound form, and 35 shifted or disappeared

in the A6cons bound form.

All NMR experiments were performed at 25 ◦C on an 800 MHz (18.8T)

Bruker spectrometer at Oregon State University. TROSY spectra were collected

with 32 transients, 1024 direct points with a signal width of 12820, and 256 indirect

points with a signal width of 2837 Hz in 15N . NOESY-TROSYs were run with

8 transients, non-uniform sampling with 15% of data points used, and a 150 ms

mixing time. All spectra were processed using NMRPipe [301]; data were visualized

and assignments transferred using the CCPNMR analysis program [302].

Far–UV CD spectroscopy

Far–UV circular dichroism spectra (200250nm) were collected on a J–

815 CD spectrometer (Jasco) with a 1 mm quartz cell (Starna Cells, Inc.). We
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prepared 20–40 µM samples in a Chelex (Bio–Rad) treated, 25mM TES (Sigma),

100mM NaCl (Thermo Scientific) buffer at pH 7.4. Samples were centrifuged at

18,000 x g at 25◦C in a temperature–controlled centrifuge (Eppendorf) before

experiments. Spectra were measured in the absence and presence of saturating

Ca2+. Reversibility of Ca2+–induced structural changes was confirmed by

subsequently adding a molar excess of EDTA to the Ca2+–saturated samples and

repeating the measurements. Five scans were collected for each condition and

averaged to minimize noise. A buffer blank spectrum was subtracted with the

built–in subtraction feature in the Jasco spectra analysis software. Raw ellipticity

was later converted into mean molar ellipticity based on the concentration and

residue length of each protein. These calculations were performed on the buffer–

blanked data.

Preparation of biotinylated proteins for phage display

A small amount of the purified proteins were biotinylated in the following

way using the EZ–link BMCC–biotin system (ThermoFisher Scientific). This kit

used a maleimide linker to attach biotin at a Cys residue on the protein. ≈1mg

BMCC–biotin was dissolved directly in 100% DMSO to a concentration of 8mM

for labeling. Proteins were exchanged into 25mM phosphate, 100mM NaCl, pH 7.4

using a Nap–25 desalting column (GE Health Science) and degassed for 30 minutes

at 25◦C using a vacuum pump (Malvern Instruments). While stirring at room

temperature, 8mM BMCC–biotin was added dropwise to a final 10X molar excess.

Reaction tubes were sealed with PARAFILM (Bemis) and the maleimide–thiol

reactions were allowed to proceed for 1 hour at room temperature with stirring.

The reactions were then transferred to 4◦C and incubated with stirring overnight
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to allow completion of the reaction. Excess BMCC–biotin was removed from the

labeled proteins by exchanging again over a Nap–25 column (GE Health Science),

and subsequently a series of 3 concentration–wash steps on a NanoSep 3K spin

column (Pall corporation), into the Ca–TeBST loading loading buffer. Complete

labeling was confirmed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry by observing the

≈540Da shift in the protein peak. Final stocks of labeled proteins were prepared

at 10 µM by dilution into the loading buffer.

Phage display panning

Phage display experiments were performed using the PhD–12 peptide phage

display kit (NEB). All steps involving the pipetting of phage–containing samples

was done using filter tips to prevent cross–contamination (Rainin). 100L samples

containing phage (2.5x1010 PFU) and biotin–protein 0.01 µM (or 0.01 µM biotin

in the negative control) and 50 µM peptide competitor (in competitor samples)

were prepared at room temperature in a background of Ca–TeBST loading buffer

(25mM TES, 100mM NaCl, 2mM CaCl2, 0.01% Tween–20, pH 7.4) to ensure

saturation of the S100s with Ca2+. Samples were incubated at room temperature

for 1hr. Each sample was then applied to one well of a 96–well high–capacity

streptavidin plate (previously blocked using PhD–12 kit blocking buffer and washed

6X with 150 µL loading buffer). Samples were incubated on the plate with gentle

shaking for 20min. 1 µL of 10mM biotin (NEB) was then added to each sample

on the plate and incubated for an additional five minutes to compete away purely

biotin–dependent interactions. Samples were then pulled from the plate carefully

by pipetting and discarded. Each well was washed 5X with 200 µL of loading

buffer by applying the solution to the well and then immediately pulling off by
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pipetting. Finally, 100 µL of EDTA–TeBST (25mM TES, 100mM NaCl, 5mM

EDTA, 0.01% Tween–20, pH 7.4) elution buffer was applied to each well and the

plate was incubated with gentle shaking for 1hr at room temperature to elute. Two

replicates of the experiment were performed with each protein.

Eluates were pulled from the plate carefully by pipetting and stored at 4◦C

Eluates were titered to quantify enrichment as follows. Serial dilutions of the

eluates from 10−1–10−6 were prepared in LB medium. These were used to inoculate

200 µL aliquots of mid–log–phase ER2738 E. coli (NEB) by adding 10 µL to each.

Each 200 µL aliquot was then mixed with 3mL of pre–melted top agar, applied to

a LB/agar/XGAL/IPTG (Rx Biosciences) plate, and allowed to cool. The plates

were incubated overnight at 37◦C to allow formation of plaques. The next morning,

blue plaques were counted and used to calculate PFU/mL phage concentration.

Enrichment was calculated as a ratio of experimental samples to the biotin–only

negative control.

For subsequent rounds of panning the eluates were amplified as follows.

20mL 1:100 dilutions of an ER2738 overnight culture were prepared. Each 20mL

culture was inoculated with one entire sample of remaining phage eluate. The

cultures were incubated at 37◦C with shaking for 4.5 hours to allow phage growth.

Bacteria were then removed by centrifugation and the top 80% of the culture was

removed carefully with a filtered serological pipette and transferred to a fresh tube

containing 1/6 volume of PEG/NaCl (20% w/v PEG–8000, 2.5M NaCl). Samples

were incubated overnight at 4◦C to precipitate phage. Precipitated phage were

isolated by centrifugation and subsequently purified by an additional PEG/NaCl

precipitation on ice for 1hr. Isolated phage were resuspended in 200 µL each sterile

loading buffer, titered to measure PFU/mL, and stored at 4◦C for use in the next
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panning round. This process was repeated for 3 total rounds of panning. Plaques

were pulled from final reound eluate titer plates and amplified in 1mL ER2738

culture for 4.5 hours. ssDNA was isolated from the phage cultures using the

Qiagen M13 spin kit. 10 plaques per replicate experiment were Sanger sequenced

(GeneWiz, Inc.). These plaque sequences were used to construct the A5cons and

A6cons consensus peptides.

Phylogenetics and ancestral reconstruction

We used targeted BLAST searches to build an database of 49 S100A2–S100A6

sequences sampled from across the amniotes, as well as six telost fish S100A1

sequences as an outgroup. We attempted to achieve even taxonomic sampling

across amniotes. Database accession numbers are in Table 9 in supplement. We

used MSAPROBS for the initial alignment [234], followed by manual refinement.

Our final alignment is available as a supplemental stockholm file (File S1 in

supplementary directory).

We constructed our phylogenetic tree using the EX/EHO+Γ8 model, which

incorporates information about secondary structure and solvent accessibility into

the phylogenetic inference [287]. We assigned the secondary structure and solvent

accessibility of each site using 115 crystallographic and NMR structures of S100A2,

S100A3, S100A4, S100A5 and S100A6 paralogs: 1a03, 1a4p, 1b4c, 1bt6, 1cb1, 1cdn,

1cfp, 1clb, 1cnp, 1ig5, 1igv, 1irj, 1jwd, 1k2h, 1k8u, 1k9p, 1ksm, 1kso, 1m31, 1mq1,

1nsh, 1ozo, 1psb, 1psr, 1sym, 1uwo, 1yur, 1yus, 2bca, 2bcb, 2cnp, 2cxj, 2jpt, 2jtt,

2k8m, 2kax, 2ki4, 2ki6, 2kot, 2l0p, 2l50, 2l5x, 2le9, 2lhl, 2llt, 2llu, 2lnk, 2pru, 2rgi,

2wc8, 2wcb, 2wce, 2wcf, 3ko0, 3nsi, 3nsk, 3nsl, 3nso, 3nxa, 1b1g, 1e8a, 1gqm, 1j55,

1k96, 1k9k, 1mho, 1mr8, 1odb, 1qlk, 1xk4, 1xyd, 1yut, 1yuu, 1zfs, 2egd, 2h2k,
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2h61, 2k7o, 2kay, 2l51, 2psr, 2q91, 2wnd, 2wor, 2wos, 2y5i, 3c1v, 3cga, 3cr2, 3cr4,

3cr5, 3czt, 3d0y, 3d10, 3gk1, 3gk2, 3gk4, 3hcm, 3icb, 3iqo, 3lk0, 3lk1, 3lle, 3m0w,

3psr, 3rlz, 4duq, 1mwn, 1qls, 2k2f, 2kbm, 3iqq, 3rm1, 3zwh, 4eto. We calculated

the secondary structure for each site using DSSP and the solvent accessibility using

NACCESS [303, 304]. To remove redundancy—whether from identical sequences

solved under slightly different conditions or from the multiple models in the NMR

models—we took the majority rule consensus secondary structure and the average

solvent accessibility for all structures with identical sequences before doing averages

across unique sequences. We then assigned the secondary structure for each column

using a majority–rule across unique sequences. We assigned the solvent accessibility

as the average across unique sequences at that site. Our structural annotation is

available in our alignment stockholm file (File S1 in supplementary directory).

We then constructed our tree using the EX/EHO+Γ8 model [287], enforcing

correct species relationships within groups of orthologs [128]. We compared the

final likelihood of this tree to trees generated using LG+Γ8 and JTT+Γ8 models

[240, 237]. Although the EX/EHO model has seven more floating parameters than

either LG or JTT, the final tree had a log–likelihood 61 units higher than the next–

best model. An AIC test strongly supports the more complex model (p = 3× 10−30)

. One important output from an EX/EHO calculation is χ, a term that measures

the fraction of sites that use the structural models relative to a linear combination

of all of them [287]. For our analysis, χ = 0.72. We rooted the tree using the

S100A1 sequences, which included S100s from several bony fishes.

To reconstruct ancestors using the EX/EHO+Γ8 model, we used PAML to

reconstruct ancestors using each of the six possible EX/EHO matrices [288, 305],

as well as their linear combination. We then mixed the resulting ancestral posterior
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probabilities using the secondary structure calls and apparent accessibility at each

site, as well as χ (see Equation 3 in [287]). The code implementing this approach is

posted on github: https://github.com/harmslab/exexho phylo mixer. We assigned

gaps using parsimony. We generated the AltAll sequence as described in Eick et

al [50]. This incorporates uncertainty in the reconstruction by taking the next–

best reconstruction at each all ambiguous sites. We took each site at which the

posterior probability of the next–best reconstruction was greater than 0.20 and the

introduced that alternate reconstruction at the site of interest. Our AltAll sequence

differed from the maximum likelihood sequence at 21 positions (24% of sites). File

S2 in supplementary directory has the posterior probabilities of reconstructions at

each site in the ancestor, as well as the final sequences characterized.

Bridge to Chapter VI

In this chapter, the behavior of two low–specificity proteins were characterized

following gene duplication from a shared ancestor. Two members of the S100

protein family, S100A5 and S100A6, were used a model system. The biochemical

specificity of the two human proteins was characterized by measuring the binding of

two known peptide targets and two target peptides identified via phage display.

The human proteins displayed obvious patterns of binding specificity. The

study was then expanded to characterize conservation of the specificity profiles

across clades of S100A5 and S100A6 orthologs. Surprisingly, despite the highly

variable nature of S100 binding partners, there was a clear signal of conservation

in specificity profiles. Finally, ancestral sequence reconstruction was used to

resurrect the last common ancestor of all S100A5 and S100A6 proteins. The

binding specificity of this ancestor for the same set of peptides was measured,
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revealing an apparent pattern of subfunctionalization along both duplicate lineages.

Furthermore, careful biophysical experiments and a mutagenesis study were used

to determine that peptide binding specificity is readily altered by a single amino

acid substitution and binding is driven primarily by the hydrophobic effect. This

chapter revealed that proteins with low biochemical specificity nonetheless undergo

similar patterns of evolutionary change to high–specificity proteins following gene

duplications. Chapter VI introduces a new method for directly measuring the

biochemical specificity of proteins in an unbiased fashion. Random–peptide phage

display and high–throughput sequencing are combined with ancestral sequence

reconstruction are applied to directly trace the evolution of binding specificity

in S100A5 and S100A6. This method improves upon the results presented in

chapter V, by allowing an estimate to be made of the entire set of possible binding

partners for each protein, including the oldest ancestor. This technique highlights

the subtlety of evolutionary changes in specificity following a gene duplication.

While the low–throughput methods shown in chapter V indicate that specificity

may have subfunctionalized in both the S100A5 and S100A6 lineages, the ubiased

high–throughput approach introduced in chapter VI demonstrates that human

S100A5 has indeed undergone a constriction of specificity onto a subset ancestral

binding partners. Meanwhile, human S100A6 appears to have shifted relative to the

ancestor, indicative of neofunctionalization. This key result shows the importance

of using unbiased methods to probe the evolution of specificity. A low–throughput

method can suggest an incorrect picture of how specificity evolved, simply due to a

lack of sufficient statistical sampling.
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CHAPTER VI

EVOLUTION OF INCREASED BINDING SPECIFICITY IN

S100A5
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Abstract

Some have hypothesized that ancestral proteins are, on average, less specific

than their descendants. If true, this would provide directionality to evolution and

suggest that reconstructed ancestral proteins would be practical starting points

for engineering. In support of this idea, studies of reconstructed ancestral proteins

have revealed ancestors that interact with more targets than their descendants.

These experimental results, are, however, also compatible with divergence from a

common set of ancestral partners: the set of partners shifts, rather than shrinks,

along each lineage. We set out to distinguish these two possibilities for a historical

evolutionary transition. Previously, we studied the acquisition of peptide binding

specificity in the proteins S100A5 and S100A6. Using a handful of peptides, we

found that the reconstructed last common ancestor of these proteins bound to
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more peptides than its descendants. In the current study, we revisit this transition,

estimating changes in the total set of peptides that bind to each protein using a

quantitative phage display experiment coupled to supervised machine learning.

We uncover a more nuanced picture of the historical transition. Human S100A5

exhibits increased specificity over time, binding a subset of the peptides recognized

by the ancestor. In contrast, human S100A6 actually loses specificity, acquiring new

targets and binding to a larger number of peptides than the ancestral protein. The

S100A5 result is a direct demonstration that the total set of partners recognized by

a protein can shrink over time. In contrast, our findings along the S100A6 lineage

caution against interpreting changes in binding for a small number of targets as

evidence that the ancestor is less specific than its descendants.

Introduction

Changes in protein specificity are critical for evolutionary change [292, 271,

290, 306, 77, 307, 55, 273]. One intriguing suggestion is that, on average, proteins

become more specific over evolutionary time [138, 76, 47]. If true, this would be

a directional “arrow” for protein evolution[112, 308, 119, 47]. Such features are

rare—and controversial—but could ultimately provide fundamental insight into the

evolutionary process [131, 47]. For example, increasing specificity might indicate

that proteins become less evolvable over time, as they have fewer promiscuous

interactions that can be exploited to acquire new functions. From a practical

standpoint, it has also been suggested that less-specific reconstructed ancestors

would be powerful starting points for engineering new protein functions [60].

There are several reasons that proteins may evolve towards higher specificity.

First, gene duplication followed by subfunctionalization could lead to a partitioning
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of ancestral binding partners between descendants, and thus increase specificity

along each lineage [309, 58, 55, 273]. Second, as metabolic and interaction networks

become more complex, proteins must use more sophisticated rules to “parse” the

environment: if an ancestral protein had to discriminate between fewer targets

than modern proteins, it could be less specific and still achieve the same biological

activity [58]. Finally, on the deepest evolutionary timescales, it has been pointed

out that the proteome of the last universal common ancestor was small. As a

result, each protein would have been required to perform multiple tasks and hence

have lower specificity [138, 76].

The increasing-specificity hypothesis can be represented as a Venn diagram:

the set of targets recognized by the ancestor is larger than the sets of targets

recognized by its descendants (Fig 19A). The sets in this diagram consist of all

possible interaction targets, not just those encountered biologically. From an

evolutionary perspective, promiscuous interactions—targets that a protein does

not encounter biologically, but would recognize if present—are critical for the

evolution of new function and are thus a component of its specificity. Furthermore,

if ancestors are to be used as good starting points for engineering applications they

must possess a larger set of allowed binding partners.

Much of the empirical support for the increasing-specificity hypothesis

comes from ancestral reconstruction studies. The results from one such study

are shown in Fig 19B. We previously studied the evolution of peptide binding

specificity in the amniote proteins S100A5 and S100A6. These proteins bind

to ≈ 12 amino acid linear peptide regions of target proteins to modulate their

activity (Fig 19B) [94, 280, 207, 101, 277, 275, 278, 281, 89]. We found that

S100A5 and S100A6 orthologs bound to distinct peptides, but that the last
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common ancestor bound to all of the peptides we tested (Fig 19B) [110]. Other

studies, probing other classes of interaction partners, have found similar results:

the ancestor interacts with a broader range of partners than extant descendants

[292, 58, 60, 310, 119, 291, 55, 293, 141, 311, 273, 110].

Such results are not, however, sufficient to test the increasing-specificity

hypothesis. This can be seen in Fig 19C, which illustrates two radically different

Venn diagrams consistent with our experimental observations of peptide binding in

Fig 19B. One possibility is increasing specificity (the descendant sets are smaller

than the ancestral set). Another possibility is shifting specificity (the descendant

sets remain the same size but diverge in their composition). Distinguishing these

possibilities requires estimating the populations in each region of the Venn diagram,

which can only be done with a much larger, unbiased sample of the set of binding

partners (Fig 19C).

To perform a proper test for the evolution of increased specificity, we set

out to estimate changes in the total set of peptides between ancA5/A6 and

two of its descendants—human S100A5 (hA5) and human S100A6 (hA6). This

evolutionary transition is an ideal model to probe this question. We already have

a reconstructed ancestral protein that exhibits an apparent gain in specificity

over time, at least for a small collection of peptides [110]. Further, because they

bind to ≈12 amino acid peptides, the set of binders is discrete and enumerable

(2012 = 4× 1015 targets).

We estimated changes in the total sets of partners recognized by these

proteins using a combination of high-throughput characterization, machine learning,

and in vitro biochemistry. We start by measuring the protein-specific enrichment

of a huge collection of peptides using phage display. This is a noisy measure of
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binding that also suffers from sampling issues, as each experiment samples a

different set of peptides. To solve these problems, we use supervised machine

learning to train models linking amino acid sequence to peptide enrichment for

each protein. We then calibrate these models against measured binding constants

for individual peptides. Finally, we apply each calibrated model to a common set of

one million peptides, allowing us to estimate the changes in the binding set for the

proteins over time. This approach provides a quantitative estimate of changes in

specificity over time—revealing that S100A5 and S100A6 did not evolve by a simple

process of increasing specificity. This implies the evidence for the global increasing

specificity hypothesis should be re-evaluated.

Results

Our goal was to measure changes in the total binding sets between

human S100A5 (hA5), human S100A6 (hA6), and their last common ancestor

(ancA5/A6). We therefore performed high-throughput characterization of peptide

binding to these three proteins. To account for uncertainty in the reconstructed

ancestral sequence, we studied two different versions of the last common ancestor:

“ancA5/A6” and “altAll.” ancA5/A6 is the maximum likelihood reconstruction of

the ancestral sequence; altAll has all ambiguous sites in the reconstruction flipped

to their next most-likely state [50, 110]. Both proteins have the same low-resolution

peptide specificity (Fig 19B) [110].

Estimating peptide interactions by phage display

We first assayed the binding of tens of thousands of peptides to each protein

using phage display. We panned a commercial library of randomized 12-mer
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FIGURE 19 Testing the increased specificity hypothesis requires extensive
sampling of targets. A) Venn diagram of the increasing-specificity hypothesis.
The large circle is set of targets recognized by the ancestor; the smaller circles are
sets of targets represented its descendants. There is no strict requirement that
descendants be subsets of the ancestor. B) Experimentally measured changes in
peptide binding specificity for S100A5 and S100A6 (taken from [110]). Structure:
location of peptide (red) binding to a model of S100A5 (gray, PDB: 2KAY).
Bound Ca2+ are shown as blue spheres. Phylogeny: Boxes represent binding of
four different peptides (arranged left to right) to nine different proteins (arranged
top to bottom). A white box indicates the peptide does not bind that protein; a
colored box indicates the peptide binds. Colors denote ancA5/A6 (green), S100A5
(purple), and S100A6 (orange). Red arrows highlight ancestral peptides lost in the
modern proteins. C) Venn diagrams show overlap in peptide binding sets between
ancA5/A6, S100A5, and S100A6. Crosses denote experimental observations.
Columns show two evolutionary scenarios: increasing specificity (left) versus
shifting specificity (right). Rows show to different sampling methods: small sample
(top) versus random sampling (bottom). Colors are as in panel B.
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peptides expressed as fusions with the M13 phage coat protein. The S100 peptide-

binding interface is only exposed upon Ca2+-binding (Fig 19B); therefore, we

performed phage panning experiments in the presence of Ca2+ and then eluted

the bound phage using EDTA (Fig 20A). The population of enriched phage

will be a mixture of phage that bind at the site of interest and phage that bind

adventitiously (blue and purple phage, Fig 20A). Peptides in this latter category

enrich in Ca2+-dependent manner through avidity or binding at an alternate site

[312, 313]. To separate these populations, we repeated the panning experiment in

the presence of a saturating concentration of a competitor peptide known to bind

at the site of interest (Fig 20B) [110]. This should lower enrichment of peptides

that bind at the site of interest, while allowing any adventitious interactions to

remain. By comparing the competitor and non-competitor pools, we can distinguish

between actual and adventitious binders.

We performed this experiment with and without competitor, in biological

duplicate, for hA5, hA6, ancA5/A6, and altAll. We found that phage enriched

strongly for all proteins relative to a biotin-only control (Fig 35 in supplement).

Further, the addition of competitor binding knocked down enrichment in all

samples (Fig 35 in supplement). After panning, we sequenced the resulting phage

pools, as well as the input library, by Illumina. We applied strict quality control

(see methods), discarding any peptide that exhibited less than six counts (Fig 36 in

supplement). After quality control, we had a total of 265 million reads spread over

17 samples (Table 10 in supplement).

We estimated changes in the frequencies of peptides between samples

with and without competitor peptide. For each peptide i, we determined

Ei = −ln(βi/αi), where βi and αi are the frequencies of the peptide in the
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FIGURE 20 Set of binding peptides can be estimated using phage display. Rows
show two different experiments, done in parallel, for each protein. Biotinylated,
Ca2+-loaded, S100 is added to a population of phage either alone (row A) or with
saturating competitor peptide added in trans (row B). Phage that bind to the
protein (blue or purple) are pulled down using a streptavidin plate. Bound phage
are then eluted using EDTA, which disrupts the peptide binding interface. In the
absence of competitor (row A), phage bind adventitiously (purple) as well as at the
interface of interest (blue). In the presence of competitor (row B), only adventitious
binders are present.

non-competitor and competitor samples, respectively. Defined this way, a more

negative value of E corresponds to a larger decrease in peptide frequency upon

addition of competitor peptide. We used a clustering approach to estimate E for

≈40, 000 different peptides for each protein. We found that E exhibited a bimodal

distribution for all four proteins, apparently reflecting two underlying processes

(Fig 21A, Fig 37 in supplement). The dominant peak consists of “unresponsive”

peptides whose frequencies change little in response to competitor peptide. A

second, broader, distribution describes “responsive” peptides whose frequencies

change dramatically with the addition of competitor. There was no systematic

difference between estimates of E between biological replicates (Fig 21B, Fig 38

in supplement). For hA5, the regression line between replicates has a slope 1.06 and

an intercept of −0.05. This axis of variation explains ≈81% of the total variation
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FIGURE 21 A subpopulation of the phage respond to the addition of competitor
peptide. A) Distribution of enrichment values for peptides taken from pooled
biological replicates of hA5. The measured distribution (gray) can be fit by the
sum of two Gaussian distributions: responsive (blue) and unresponsive (purple),
which sum to the total (yellow). B) Enrichment values from biological replicates
are strongly correlated. Axes are enrichment for replicate #1 or replicate #2.
Points are individual peptides. Distributions for each replicate are shown on the
top and right, respectively. The red dashed line is the best fit line (orthoganol
distance regression), explaining ≈81% of the variation in the data.

in the data. There are two distinct regions in the correlation plot, corresponding

to the unresponsive and responsive peptide distributions. The unresponsive

distribution forms a large cloud about zero. In contrast, the responsive peptide

distribution extends along the 1:1 line in a correlated fashion.

Supervised machine learning allows prediction of binding

Our phage display experiment yielded a collection of peptides whose

enrichment is disrupted by competitor, however, this information is not sufficient

to construct the desired Venn diagram. First, a Venn diagram requires knowing

the binding for a common set of peptides to all proteins. Because the total sets of

partners are large for all proteins, we observed different peptides in each experiment

(hA5 vs. hA6 vs. ancA5/A6 vs. altAll). Second, phage display is an imperfect

proxy for binding. It has confounding non-biological factors: peptides are in the

context of phage particles, the protein becomes immobilized by a biotin tag, there
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is the possibility of avidity, and enrichment is determined by off-rate rather than

equilibrium.

To solve these issues, we sought to relate our measured E for these peptides

back to binding of a common set of peptides. We used supervised machine learning

to train models to predict binding from amino acid sequence for each protein. We

then applied each model to an identical set of peptides, allowing us to directly

compute a Venn diagram for peptide specificity.

We trained our models against 57 chemical features that we could could

readily calculate from an amino acid sequence. These included measures of

hydrophobicity, hydrogen bonding, geometry, secondary structure propensity, and

electrostatics. In addition to these specific features, we also defined 20 “meta”

features by taking the principle components of the entire aaindex database [314],

which reports 590 quantitative values for each of the 20 amino acids. For most

chemical features, we simply added the values for each amino acid in a sequence.

For example, we would sum up the number of hydrogen bond donors across the

sequence and treat that as a chemical feature. We also used CIDER to calculate

a few non-additive electrostatic features for each sequence [315], such as the

isoelectric point. A full list of the features we calculated is given in Table 11 (in

supplement).

We calculated these 57 features for the entire sequence and for all sliding

windows ranging from 1 to 11 amino acids (Fig 22A). This introduces neighbor-

neighbor correlation between features that improves model power. Overall, we

calculated the features for 78 sliding windows on each peptide, giving us a total

of 57 × 78 = 4, 446 features per sequence (Fig 22A). We then trained a random

forest regression model to predict E using the features of the ≈40, 000 we observed
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for each protein. A random forest model finds weights for a collection of random

decision trees based on a set of input features [316]. Prior to training, we withheld

10% of the peptides as a test set. We then optimized nuisance parameters such

as the number of trees and choice of data weighting scheme using k-fold cross

validation within the training set (k = 10). After training, the R2 between our

model and the training set was ≈ 97% for all proteins (Table 2).

TABLE 2 Protein binding model statistics.

protein num. training observations R2
train R2

test AUC FPR FNR
hA5 40,887 97.6 85.1 98.9 0.35 0.35
hA6 42,156 97.4 82.9 96.1 0.41 0.41

ancA5/A6 43,938 97.7 84.2 97.4 0.35 0.35
altAll 51,903 96.6 80.0 95.1 0.45 0.15

After our final optimization, we tested our models against their test sets. R2

for test sets ranged from 80−87% (Fig 22B, Table 1). For all models, the regression

line reveals a slope slightly greater than one (e.g. 1.16 for hA5, Fig 22B). Further,

the scatter is nonrandom, with the most negative values of E being overestimated

and the most positive values underestimated. This makes intuitive sense, as the

best-of-the-best and the worst-of-the-worst enriching sequences likely depend

strongly on details not captured by our rather crude amino acid model.

To calculate a Venn diagram, we need to classify peptides as binders or non-

binders. We therefore tested how well our models would operate as classifiers.

To facilitate this comparison, we normalized E for each protein such that the

competitor peptide had an enrichment value of -1. We did this by Enorm =

E/|Ecomp|, where Ecomp is the enrichment of the competitor peptide. We then asked

whether our models could predict if peptides in the test set had measured Enorm <

−1. We then attempted to classify peptides into the categories Enorm < −1 vs.

Enorm ≥ −1.
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FIGURE 22 Peptide binding can be predicted from amino acid sequence. A)
Schematic showing our strategy for training a binding model. We break the 12-
mer peptide into 78 different sliding windows. For each peptide, we calculate 57
features (black box), giving a total of 4,446 features per peptide. We then use
40,000 peptides to train a model predicting E (green arrows). B) Correlation
between predicted Enorm and measured Enorm for ≈4,000 peptides in test set for
hA5. Each point is a peptide. Red line is least squares regression line. Blue dashed
line is our classification line (see panel C). C) Receiver Operator Characteristic
(ROC) curves for binding models. Colored series show ability of models to classify
measured Enorm as ≤ −1 (the blue dashed line form panel B). Curves are hA5
(purple), hA6 (orange), ancA5/A6 (dark green), and altAll (light green). Black
line is the ROC curve for predicting the binding of 44 isolated peptides. D) Error
rates for predicting isolated peptides that bind as function of Enorm cutoff for the
classifier. False negative rate (red) and false positive rate (red) cross at Enorm =
−1.19 (dashed line) with a value of ≈0.35. Solid lines are fits of the modified Hill
equation to the to error rates.
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We swept along cutoffs in predicted values of Enorm and calculated our false

positive and false negative rate using the measured values of Enorm for test-set

peptides. As expected, increasing the cutoff increased the false positive rate and

decreased the false negative rate for each model. We quantified this behavior with

Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves. A ROC curve is a plot of the true

positive rate against the false positive rate as one changes the classifier cutoff. A

perfect predictor will have a cutoff value where the false positive rate is 0 and the

true positive rate is 1. As a consequence, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) will

be 1.0. In contrast, a random predictor will follow the 1:1 line and will have an

AUC of 0.5. All of our models had steep ROC curves that gave AUC values from

0.95 to 0.99 (Fig 22C). Given the amino acid sequence of a 12-mer peptide, we

can therefore predict with high confidence whether a peptide will respond to the

addition of competitor peptide in a phage display experiment.

We next set out to calibrate our phage enrichment values against binding of

isolated peptides. We did this by calculating Enorm for 44 peptide/protein pairs

and then measuring their binding using Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (Table

12 in supplement). We used 17 peptides, some with known binding properties

[280, 275, 281], others that were in the freezer for other projects, and still others

were extracted from the human proteome as possible S100 targets. We measured

binding of 16 of these peptides to hA5, 13 to hA6, 8 to ancA5/A6, and 6 to altAll.

We classified any peptide with a measurable binding constant (KD 100 µM) as

“binding” and all others as “non-binding.”

We then swept along Enorm and attempted to classify the 44 measured

binders. The ROC curve came off the diagonal, with an AUC of 0.71 (Fig 22C).

While this is significantly worse than the predictions of Enorm < −1, it is not
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unexpected given that we trained our model on phage display data and are now

attempting to use it to predict isolated peptide binding. To verify that this low

AUC curve indicated real binding signal, we simulated 44-observation ROC curves

using a random predictor. We found that the probability of observing an AUC of

0.71 or greater by chance was 0.007—a strong indication that there is signal in our

binding model.

To identify a cutoff for predicting binders, we plotted the false positive rate

and false negative rate against Enorm for all 44 peptides. We then identified the

value of Enorm that simultaneously minimized the false positive and false negative

rates. To estimate the crossover point, we fit the modified Hill equation to each

curve, which empirically captures the basic shape of these curves. We found that

these curves crossed for Enorm = −1.19, with false positive and false negative

rates of ≈0.35. These rates are high and therefore preclude confidently predicting

whether a specific peptide binds. This is, however, sufficient to determine a Venn

diagram for the binding specificity of these proteins.

Venn diagrams can be estimated using MCMC

We next used our trained and calibrated models to estimate the Venn

diagram describing the binding sets for the modern and ancestral proteins (Fig 19).

We applied our models for hA5, hA6, ancA5/A6, and altAll to a common collection

of 1,000,000 random 12-mer peptides, classifying any peptide with Enorm < −1.19

as binding. We then calculated the overlap between these sets, placing the counts

for each region of the Venn diagram into the vector ~Vobs.

Because we have high (and uncertain) false positive and false negative rates,

the counts in ~Vobs may not be identical to the real populations of the Venn diagram
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(~V ). We therefore sampled over counts in ~V , as well as possible false positive and

false negative rates, using Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). We

wrote a transition matrix T that maps ~V into ~Vobs (~Vobs = ~V · T). T defines the

probability of each class of miss-call given all false positive and false negative rates.

For example, one element in T encodes the probability that we mistakenly identify

a hA5-specific peptide as a hA6-specific peptide (e.g. the false negative rate for

hA5 times the false positive rate for hA6). The details of matrix construction are

given in the supplemental text.

We allowed each protein to have its own false positive and false negative error

rates. We set the prior probabilities for error rates by estimating the false positive

and false negative rate for binding to each protein at the cutoff of Enorm < −1.19

(Fig 39 in supplement). We then used MCMC to sample values of ~V and the error

rates, comparing the resulting vector to ~Vobs. We ran two samplers in parallel until

convergence (≈2 million steps each). This allowed us to estimate both the Venn

diagram and our uncertainty in its composition.

hA5 is more specific than hA6 or the ancestor

We found that the total size of each binding set ranged from 1.3% [0.9,1.8]

of peptides (for hA5) to 22.6% [21.8,22.9] of all peptides (for the altAll construct)

(Fig 23). The values in the brackets denote the 95% credibility region from the

posterior distribution. The large sizes of these sets likely reflects the low-specificity,

hydrophobic nature of the S100 binding interface [110].

We found that hA5 exhibits increased specificity relative to the ancestral

proteins, apparently evolving by a process of subfunctionalization. The hA5 peptide

set is a subset of the ancestral binding set (Fig 23). While ≈85% of peptides are
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FIGURE 23 Changes in binding sets over time. Circles denote estimated binding
sets for hA5 (purple), hA6 (orange), or ancestors (green). Areas and numbers in
each region indicate the percent of random peptides in that region of the Venn
diagram. The left panel shows the maximum likelihood ancestor (ancA5/A6); the
right panel shows the altAll reconstruction.

shared with the ancestor, only ≈9% of peptides arose specifically for binding to

hA5. This result is robust to phylogenetic uncertainty, as very similar overlaps

are observed for ancA5/A6 (86.5% [83.9,95.2]) and the altAll construct (84.6%

[81.1,91.4]). The hA5 peptide set was also largely a subset of the hA6 set: 80.6%

[76.8,88.5] of hA5 peptides are also hA6 peptides. This demonstrates that, although

the protein has subfunctionalized from the ancestor, it has constricted onto a set of

peptides that mostly overlaps with the paralogous hA6 (Fig 23).

The results for hA6 depend on the reconstruction used for the ancestral state.

The hA6 binding set was much larger than hA5—consisting of 10.1% [9.2,11.7]

of peptides. This is is expanded relative to the ancA5/A6 set. While there is a

extensive overlap (37.4% [36.4,38.4]), most hA6 binding targets were acquired

after gene duplication (Fig 23). Fully 62.0% [61.1,63.1] of peptides are unique to

hA6. In this scenario, hA6 kept its ancestral partners, and then added a large
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collection of new partners. However, this pattern varies when inferred using the

altAll construct. 82.9% [80.6,85.2] of hA6 peptides are shared with the altAll

ancestor (Fig 23). Under this alternate scenario, hA6 binding specificity is the

result of both subfunctionalization and the acquisition of new binding partners

distinct from the ancestor (neofunctionalization). Subfunctionalization in this

scenario appears to have occcurred to a far lesser extent than in the paralogous

hA5 lineage, with the hA6 binding set representing only a minor constriction of the

ancestral set. However, the maximum likelihood scenario is strongly supported over

the alternative one. Furthermore, the overall distribution of enrichment values for

the altAll construct was systematically lower than that for any other protein. This

result suggests that the alternate construction may actually have compromised—

rather than simply distinct—activity.

The alternate reconstruction is a very agressive attempt to incorporate

phylogenetic uncertainty. In this case, the altAll protein differs at 21 sites from

the maximum-likelihood ancA5/A6 and has a much lower likelihood. The results

for hA5 are not changed between these estimates, but the interpretation of hA6

does differ. Thus it is difficult to conclude the exact nature of the transition

that occurred along the hA6 lineage. Nonetheless, it is clear that the patterns

observed along the hA5 and hA6 lineages are distinctly different. The transitions

in specificity that occurred following gene duplication are more nuanced than a

simple partitioning of ancestral binding partners across desecendant proteins.

Discussion

Previously, we used a low-throughput approach to characterize the evolution

of the biochemical specificity of S100A5 and S100A6 [110]. We observed a strong
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signal of phylogenetic conservation in the pattern of peptide binding specificity. For

a small set of peptides, the pattern of specificity is diagnostic for each clade. The

small sample of binding targets suggested a pattern in which the ancestral binding

partners were partitioned along descendant lineages to yield more specifiic derived

proteins. This result was consistent with many previous low-throughput studies

showing patterns of subfunctionilization following gene duplication [292, 58, 60,

310, 119, 291, 55, 293, 141, 311, 273, 110].

Re-evaluating the empirical support for the increasing specificity hypothesis

In this study we used an unbiased, quantitative phage display experiment

to reveal a more subtle pattern. We observed increased specificity on one lineage:

the set of peptides recognized by hA5 shrunk dramatically and consists almost

entirely of peptides drawn from the ancestral set of peptides. In contrast, hA6

appears to have actually shifted and most likely expanded its set of peptides,

although we were unable to resolve these two scenarios given the difference

between the maximum likelihood and alternate ancestral reconstructions. The

single pattern, when viewed with higher resolution, resolves into two distinct

patterns. Our observations suggest that the empirical support for the increasing

specificity hypothesis is rather weak. Patterns of specificity may evolve following

gene duplication in much more complex ways than previously thought. Our results

reveal how problematic inferring specificity from a small set of targets can be.

Despite apparent subfunctionalization in low-throughput experiments, hA5 and

hA6 exhibit opposite patterns of specificity when probed using a high-throughput

approach. hA5 gained specificity, binding to a small subset of the ancestral

sequences. hA6, in contrast, lost specificity, acquiring entirely new binding targets.
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These findings do not refute the increasing specificity hypothesis, but rather help

us to understand the nature of the inference. A small, biased set of targets is

insufficient to infer “absolute” changes in specificity.

To date, there is still insufficient evidence to support or refute the hypothesis

of increasing specificity over long times scales [47]. Our results suggest that

unbiased high-throughput studies should be used to provide the necessary

statistical power needed to address this question. The approach presented here

will be broadly useful for addressing these questions systematically. Nonetheless,

the key limitation of our results for inferring such global patterns in the evolution

of specificity is the shallow time-scale of S100 evolution.S100A5 and S100A6 arose

via gene duplication in the amniote ancestor ≈320 million years ago [91, 96, 110].

This time-scale is far shorter than that on which we might expect to observe the

effects of global trends that permeate all of life. Thus, this study has instead tested

what happens after a more recent gene duplication, presumably independent of

global trends that have been proposed [138, 76, 47]. Currently, no high-throughput

studies of very deep ancestral protein-protein interactions have been conducted.

Several previous studies have targeted very old (>3 BYA) ancestral enzymes and

observed apparent promiscuity-to-specificity transitions. However, these studies

were on enzymes that are already exquisitely specificity compared to sloppy S100

protein-protein interactions. Furthermore, other evolutionary scenarios—such

as neofunctionlization and transitions through promiscuous intermediates—are

known to occur in some systems [53, 79, 143, 57, 317]. To directly address the

hypothesis of increasing specificity, high-throughput studies should be performed

that trace specificity in sequentially deeper ancestral proteins stretching backward
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in evolutionary time. Such studies would provide a direct test of the hypothesis

that proteins have undergone long time-scale promiscuity-to-specificity trends.

Our results display a very strong signal for subfunctionalization along

the hA5 lineage. This observation suggests that some evolutionary patterns of

specificity may be consistent with hypothetical expectations even in proteins

with very low biochemical specificity. However, we have only characterized one

gene duplication event, and even here have observed subtlety in the patterns

of specificity. Ultimately, more proteins from a diversity of families should be

studied using similar methods. Applying unbiased high-throughput screens to

diverse proteins with diverse functions will further clarify the generality of our

observations. Furthermore, empirical studies will help to build improved theoretical

models of proteins with evolving specificity. The role of constraints such as

pleiotropy, epistasis, and architectural properties of protein-protein interaction

networks can be determined.

Quantifying the evolution of specificity informs S100 biology and biochemistry

The large sets for each protein likely reflect the hydrophobic nature of the

hA5 and hA6 binding interfaces. Previously we showed that the binding of one A5-

specific peptide was driven primarily by the hydrophobic effect [110]. The binding

set of hA6 may be larger than that of hA5 due to its extended binding surface

relative to other S100 proteins [280]. This larger extende surface may allow it to

accommodate a larger number of register-shifted peptides. Rather than only using

the canonical interface, peptides can wrap around the protein and bind into an

extended groove. This may explain both its broader specificity and the acquisition

of targets not observed in the ancestral protein.
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Interestingly, the scope of these binding set sizes mirrors the tissue

distributions of the two proteins. In mammals, S100A5 has an extremely narrow

tissue distribution, being found primarily in the olfactory bulb and olfactory

sensory neurons [282, 283, 284]. In contrast, S100A6 is expressed ubiquitously.

This is counterintuitive if one starts with the “parsing environment” perspective, as

S100A6 has broader specificity even while experiencing more diverse environments.

This also suggests that S100A5 has become specialized for a subset of biological

targets.

It remains unknown whether the hA5 and hA6 binding sets are shared among

modern orthologs, or whether these sets have fluctuated relative to one another.

We previously found strong evidence for conservation of specificity—for a small set

of peptides—in orthologs across amniote species. This results suggested an overall

conservation of biochemical specificity in the S100s. However, as noted above there

is insufficient sampling in the low throughput experiments to distinguish differences

in the gross specificity of the proteins. Thus, the high-throuhgput approach used in

this study would need to be applied to sets of orthologs to quantitatively determine

the degree to which patterns of specificity were conserved as the lineages diverged.

Future directions

The current analysis was specifically designed to probe targets that may

not be realized biologically. Even very weak binders can act as starting points

for future evolutionary optimization; therefore, our inclusive approach is the right

one for addressing how biochemical specificity evolved in this system. However,

this approach does leave an important questions unanswered; how do these results

translate across a range of binding affinities? How does the inference of binding
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sets change if we restrict our analysis to only the highest affinity binders? This

cannot be answered given our data, as the correlation between enrichment in the

phage display experiment and binding affinity is too noisy to allow this to be done

rigorously. There are several ways the current work can be extended and developed.

An improved method with decreased noise in the esimate of affinities would

allow these questions to be quantitatively answered. The scope of binding sets—

as a function of stratified binding affinity—could be traced through time within

and across lienages. Sampling multiple ancestors along a lineage, would allow us to

detect patterns that occur as proteins evolved specificity for new binding partners.

Would we observe continuous trends, akin to a gradually shrinking Venn diagram?

Or would we instead instead observed random fluctuations, as the Venn diagram

dilates between more and less specific nodes? Would these patterns be sensitive to

the architectural constraints of the chose protein system?

Finally, similar methods could be utilized to study the evolution of other

types of binding interactions. High-throuhgput “bind-and’seq” assays have

previously been applied to study DNA and RNA binding specificity of extant

proteins [295, 298, 318, 319]. High-throughput mass spectrometry has been used to

characterize the enzymatic specificity of venom proteases [320]. One could envision

a high-throughput enzyme assay to measure activity against a diverse, unbiased

set of small molecule substrates. These approaches could be coupled to ASR—

analagous to what we have done here—and used to probe a broad range of protein-

target interactions.
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Implications for protein engineering

Protein egineers seek to design proteins with specific functions; a goal that is

often acheived by both rational design and directed evolution [321, 322, 323, 324,

325]. Protein engineers have proposed using ancestral proteins as starting points for

engineering, as they may be less specific—and therefore be more generic starting

points for an engineering protocol [60]. Thus characterizing global evolutionary

trends in specificity—if they exist—would be potentially aid engineering efforts

that seek to use ancestral starting points. The ability to build a quantitative

picture of how specificity evolves in diverse protein systems would provide a

framework for understanding and engineering protein binding properties. By

applying unbiased high-throughput approaches such as ours can we understand

patterns in biochemical specificity. The ability to control this feature rationally

would be a boon to protein engineers.

Conclusions

Our work provides direct evidence for a transition in which an ancestral

set of binding partners was partitioned along a derived lineage. With respect to

S100A5, the ancestor would indeed be a better engineering starting point—and

presumably evolutionary starting point—given its lower overall speficity. The

work also cautions against interpreting low-throughput data as evidence for such a

change, as the pattern observed along the S100A6 lineage does not cleanly conform

to the promiscuity-to-specificity concept. This protein appears to have expanded

or shifted its binding set. Overall, the work presented here has allowed us to

quantititavely characterize the subtleties of evolutionary transitions in specificity,

reavealing a more nuanced picture than expected from simple hypotheses.
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Materials and Methods

Molecular cloning, expression and purification in of S100 proteins

Proteins were expressed in a pET28/30 vector containing an N-terminal His

tag with a TEV protease cleavage site (Millipore). For each protein, expression

was carried out in Rosetta E.coli (DE3) pLysS cells. 1.5 L cultures were inoculated

at a 1:100 ratio with saturated overnight culture. E.coli were grown to high log-

phase (OD600 ≈0.8–1.0) with 250 rpm shaking at 37 ◦C. Cultures were induced

by addition of 1 mM IPTG along with 0.2% glucose overnight at 16 ◦C. Cultures

were centrifuged and the cell pellets were frozen at 20 ◦C and stored for up to 2

months. Lysis of the cells was carried out via sonication on ice in 25 mM Tris, 100

mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole, pH 7.4. The initial purification step was performed

at 4 ◦C using a 5 mL HiTrap Ni-affinity column (GE Health Science) on an

kta PrimePlus FPLC (GE Health Science). Proteins were eluted using a 25 mL

gradient from 25-500 mM imidazole in a background buffer of 25 mM Tris, 100mM

NaCl, pH 7.4. Peak fractions were pooled and incubated overnight at 4 ◦C with

≈1:5 TEV protease (produced in the lab). TEV protease removes the N-terminal

His-tag from the protein and leaves a small Ser-Asn sequence N-terminal to the

wildtype starting methionine. Next hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC)

was used to purify the S100s from remaining bacterial proteins and the added TEV

protease. Proteins were passed over a 5 mL HiTrap phenyl-sepharose column (GE

Health Science). Due to the Ca2+-dependent exposure of a hydrophobic binding,

the S100 proteins proteins adhere to the column only in the presence of Ca2+.

Proteins were pre-saturated with 2mM Ca2+ before loading on the column and
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eluted with a 30mL gradient from 0 mM to 5 mM EDTA in 25 mM Tris, 100 mM

NaCl, pH 7.4.

Peak fractions were pooled and dialyzed against 4 L of 25 mM Tris, 100

mM NaCl, pH 7.4 buffer overnight at 4 ◦C to remove excess EDTA. The proteins

were then passed once more over the 5 mL HiTrap Ni-affinity column (GE Health

Science) to removed any uncleaved His-tagged protein. The cleaved protein was

collected in the flow-through. Finally, protein purity was examined by SDS-

PAGE. If any trace contaminants appeared to be present we performed anion

chromatography with a 5 mL HiTrap DEAE column (GE). Proteins were eluted

with a 50 mL gradient from 0-500 mM NaCl in 25 mM Tris, pH 7.4 buffer. Pure

proteins were dialyzed overnight against 2L of 25 mM TES (or Tris), 100 mM

NaCl, pH 7.4, containing 2 g Chelex-100 resin (BioRad) to remove divalent metals.

After the final purification step, the purity of proteins products was assessed by

SDS PAGE and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry to be >95%. Final protein

products were flash frozen, dropwise, in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 ◦C.

Protein yields were typically on the order of 25 mg/1.5 L of culture.

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry

For all peptides, we attempted to measure binding at 25 ◦C. ITC experiments

were performed in 25 mM TES, 100mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1mM TCEP, pH

7.4. Samples were equilibrated and degassed by centrifugation at 18, 000xg at

the experimental temperature for 35 minutes. Peptides were dissolved directly

into the experimental buffer prior to each experiment. All experiments were

performed at on a MicroCal ITC-200. Gain settings were determined on a case-

by-case basis to ensured quality data. A 750 rpm syringe stir speed was used for
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all experiments. Spacing between injections ranged from 300s-900s depending

on gain settings and relaxation time of the binding process. These setting were

optimized for each binding interaction that was measured. A single-site binding

model was fit to the titration data using the Bayesian MCMC fitter in pytc

(https://github.com/harmslab/pytc). For each protein/peptide combination, one

clean ITC trace was used to fit the binding model. Negative results were double-

checked to ensure accuracy.

Preparation of biotinylated proteins for phage display

A mutant version of hA5 with a single N-terminal Cys residues were

generated via site-directed mutagenesis using the QuikChange lightning system

(Agilent). The Cys was introduced in the Ser-Asn tag leftover from TEV protease

cleavage as Ser-Asn-Cys. The proteins were expressed and purified as described

in the previous section. A small amount of the purified proteins were biotinylated

using the EZ-link BMCC-biotin system (ThermoFisher Scientific). ≈1 mg BMCC-

biotin was dissolved directly in 100% DMSO to a concentration of 8 mM for

labeling. Proteins were exchanged into 25mM phosphate, 100mM NaCl, pH 7.4

using a Nap-25 desalting column (GE Health Science) and degassed for 30 min

at 25 ◦C using a vacuum pump (Malvern Instruments). While stirring at room

temperature, 8mM BMCC-biotin was added dropwise to a final 10X molar excess.

Reaction tubes were sealed with PARAFILM (Bemis) and the maleimide-thiol

reactions were allowed to proceed for 1 hour at room temperature with stirring.

The reactions were then transferred to 4◦C and incubated with stirring overnight

to allow completion of the reaction. Excess BMCC-biotin was removed from the

labeled proteins by exchanging again over a Nap-25 column (GE Health Science),
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and subsequently a series of 3 concentration-wash steps on a NanoSep 3K spin

column (Pall corporation), into the Ca-TeBST loading loading buffer. Complete

labeling was confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry by observing the

≈540Da shift in the protein peak. Final stocks of labeled proteins were prepared

at 10 µM by dilution into the loading buffer.

Phage display

Phage display experiments were performed using the PhD-12 peptide phage

display kit (NEB). All steps involving the pipetting of phage-containing samples

was done using filter tips (Rainin). We prepared 100 µL samples containing phage

(5.5 × 1011 PFU) and 0.01 µM biotin-protein (or biotin alone in the negative

control) and 20 µM peptide competitor (in competitor samples) were prepared

at room temperature in a background of Ca2+-TeBST loading buffer (50mM TES,

100mM NaCl, 2mM CaCl2, 0.01% Tween-20, pH 7.4) to ensure Ca2+-saturation of

the S100 proteinss. For the experiments including the use of a peptide competitor,

the peptide was included at 20 µM in the loading buffer. Samples were incubated

at room temperature for 2hr. Each sample was then applied to one well of a 96-

well high-capacity streptavidin plate (previously blocked using PhD-12 kit blocking

buffer and washed 6X with 150 µL loading buffer). Samples were incubated on

the plate with gentle shaking for 20min. 1 µL of 10 mM biotin (NEB) was then

added to each sample on the plate and incubated for an additional five minutes

to compete away purely biotin-dependent interactions. Samples were then pulled

from the plate carefully by pipetting and discarded. Each well was washed 5X with

200 L of loading buffer by applying the solution to the well and then immediately

pulling off by pipetting. Finally, 100 L of EDTA-TeBST elution buffer (50mM
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TES, 100mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 0.01% Tween-20, pH 7.4) was applied to each

well and the plate was incubated with gentle shaking for 1hr at room temperature

to elute. Eluates were pulled from the plate carefully by pipetting and stored at

4◦C. Eluates were titered to quantify eluted phage as follows. Serial dilutions of

the eluates from 1 : 10–1 : 105 were prepared in LB medium. These were used to

inoculate 200 L aliquots of mid-log-phase ER2738 E. coli (NEB) by adding 10 L to

each. Each 200 L aliquot was then mixed with 3mL of pre-melted top agar, applied

to a LB agar XGAL/IPTG (Rx Biosciences) plate, and allowed to cool. The plates

were incubated overnight at 37◦C to allow formation of plaques. The next morning,

blue plaques were counted and used to calculate PFU/mL phage concentration.

Enrichment was calculated as a ratio of experimental samples to the biotin-only

negative control.

To generate the pre-conditioned phage library the nave library was first

screened in duplicate against each of the four proteins as descrived above. Each

of these lineages was subsequently amplified in ER2738 E. coli (NEB) as follows.

20mL 1:100 dilutions of an ER2738 overnight culture were prepared. Each 20mL

culture was inoculated with one entire sample of remaining phage eluate. The

cultures were incubated at 37◦C with shaking for 4.5 hours to allow phage growth.

Bacteria were then removed by centrifugation and the top 80% of the culture was

removed carefully with a filtered serological pipette and transferred to a fresh

tube containing 1/6 volume of PEG/NaCl (20% w/v PEG-8000, 2.5M NaCl).

Samples were incubated overnight at 4◦C to precipitate phage. Precipitated

phage were isolated by centrifugation and subsequently purified by an additional

PEG/NaCl precipitation on ice for 1hr. These individually amplified pools were

then resuspended in 200 L each of terile loading buffer and mixed together to
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form a pre-conditioned library in order to minimize the impact of sampling on the

subsequent panning experiment. The pool was diluted 1:1 with 100% glycerol and

stored at −20◦C for use in the final panning experiments.

Preparation of deep sequencing libraries

Phage genomic ssDNA was isolated from leftover amplified eluates from

each round of panning using the M13 spin kit (Qiagen). Products were stored

in low TE buffer. These ssDNA were used as the template for 2 replicate PCRs

with the Cs1 forward (5′-acactgacgacatggttctacagtggtacctttctattctcactct-3′)

and PhD96seq-Cs2 reverse (5′-tacggtagcagagacttggtctccctcatagttagcgtaacg-3′)

primers. Products were isolated from these PCR products using the GeneJet gel

extraction kit (Thermo Scientific) and pooled. The pooled products were then used

as templates for a secondary reaction with the barcoded primers. Products were

isolated from these final PCRs using the GeneJet gel extraction kit. Concentration

of barcoded samples was measured by A260/A280 using a 1mm cuvette on an

Eppendorf biospectrometer. Multiplexing was done by mixing samples according

to mass. The concentration of the multiplexed library was corrected using qPCR

with the P5 and P7 Illumina flow-cell primers. The library was then diluted to a

final concentration of 10nM and Illumina sequenced on two lanes of a HiSeq 4000

instrument, using the Cs1 F’ as the R1 sequencing primer. The lanes were spiked

with 20% PhiX control DNA due to the relatively low diversity of the library.

Phage display analysis pipeline

We performed quality control on three read features. First, we verified

that the sequence had exactly the anticipated length from the start of the phage
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sequence through the stop codon. Second, we only took sequences in which

the invariant phage sequence differed by at most one base from the anticipated

sequence. This allows for a single point mutation and or sequencing errors, but

not wholesale changes in the sequence. Finally, we took only reads with an average

phred score better than 15. The vast majority of the reads that failed our quality

control did not have the variable region, representing reversion to phage with a

wildtype-like coat protein. This analysis is encoded in the hops count.py script,

which takes a gzipped fastq file as input and returns the counts for every peptide

in the file. Before our main analysis, we discarded any peptide that had fewer than

6 reads associated with it (see Table 10 in supplement). In total, 74.0% of reads

passed our quality control and read cutoff.

We clustered peptides using our own implementation of the DBSCAN

algorithm [326] using the Damerau-Levensthein distance [327]. The main parameter

for DBSCAN clustering is ε—the neighborhood cutoff. Clusters are defined as

sequences that can be reached through a series of ε-step moves. We found that

ε = 1 gave the best results for our downstream machine learning analysis. Our

whole enrichment pipeline—including clustering—can be run given a peptide count

file for the non-competitor experiment and a peptide-count file for the competitor

experiment using the hops enrich.py script.

We implemented our machine learning model in Python 3 extended with

numpy [328], scipy [329], and matplotlib [330]. We used sklearn for our random

forest regression [331, 316, 332]. A full list of the calculated features is shown

in Table 11 (in supplement). As noted, some features were calculated using

CIDER [315]. Our full implementation, including all data files, is available at

https://github.com/harmslab/hops.
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Identifying the read count cutoff

One critical question is at what point the number of reads correlates with

the frequency of a peptide. If we set the cutoff too low, we incorporate noise

into downstream analyses. If we set the cutoff too high, we remove valuable

observations from our dataset. To identify an appropriate cutoff, we studied the

mapping between ci (the number of reads arising from peptide i) and fi (the actual

frequency of peptide i in the experiments). Our goal was to find P (fi|ci, N): the

probability peptide i is at fi given we observe it ci times in N counts. Using Bayes

theorem, we can write

P (fi|ci, N) =
P (ci|fi, N)P (fi)

P (ci)
,

where N is the total number of reads. We calculated P (ci|fi, N) assuming a

binomial sampling process: what is the probability of observing exactly c counts

given N independent samples when a population with a peptide frequency fi?

This gives the curve seen in Fig 36A (in supplement). We then estimated ˆP (fi)

from the distribution of frequencies in the input library, constructing a histogram

of apparent peptide frequencies (Fig 36B in supplement). Empirically, we found

that frequencies followed an exponential distribution over the measurable range

of frequencies. Finally, we assumed that all counts have equal prior probabilities,

turning P (ci) into a scalar that normalizes the integral of P (fi|ci, N) so it sums to

1.

Using the information from Fig 36A and B (in supplement), we could then

calculate P (fi|ci, N) for any number of reads in an experiment N . Fig 36C (in

supplement) shows this calculation for N = 2.0 × 107 reads—a typical number
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of reads from our experimental replicates. This curve is linear above 6 reads. Below

this, counts no longer correlates linearly with frequency, as it is possible to obtain

5 reads random sampling from low frequency library members. We therefore used a

cutoff of 6 counts for all downstream analyses.

Measuring enrichment values

We next set out to measure changes in the frequency of peptides between the

competitor and non-competitor samples. The simplest way to do this would be to

identify peptides seen in both experiments, and then measure how their frequencies

change between conditions. Unfortunately, these proteins all bind a wide swath of

peptide targets and relatively few peptides were shared between conditions. This

approach would thus exclude the majority of sequences. For example, only 8,672 of

the 112,681 unique peptides observed for hA5 were present in both the competitor

and non-competitor, even after pooling biological replicates. Worse, because we

are interested in peptides that are lost when competitor peptide is added, ignoring

peptides with no counts in the competitor sample means ignoring some of the most

informative peptides.

To solve this problem, we clustered similar peptides and measured enrichment

for peptide clusters rather than individual peptides. We extracted all peptides

that were observed across the competitor and non-competitor samples for a given

protein. We then used DBSCAN to cluster those peptides according to sequence

similarity, as measured by their their Damerau-Levenshtein distance [327, 326].

This revealed extensive structure in our data. For example, hA5 yielded 8,645

clusters with more than one peptide, incorporating more than half of the unique

peptides (Fig 21A, Fig 38A in supplement). We chose clustering parameters
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that led to highly similar peptides within each cluster, as can be seen by the

representative sequence logos for three clusters of hA5 (Fig 38B in supplement).

Sequences that were not placed in clusters were treated as clusters with a size of

one.

We then used the enrichment of each cluster to estimate the enrichment of

individual peptides. We defined enrichment as:

Ecluster = −ln

(∑i≤N
i=1 βi∑i≤N
i=1 αi

)
, (6.1)

where N is the total number of peptides in the cluster, βi is the frequency of

peptide i in the competitor sample, and αi is the frequency of peptide i in the

non-competitor sample. We then made the approximation that all members of the

cluster have the same enrichment:

Ei ≈ Ecluster, (6.2)

allowing us to estimate the enrichment of all i peptides in the cluster (Fig 38C in

supplement). Peptides lost because of competition for the interface will add zeros

to the numerator of Eq. 6.1, leading to an overall decrease in enrichment. Peptides

missed because of finite sampling will add zeros evenly to the competitor and non-

competitor samples, leading to no net enrichment.

We tested this cluster-based approximation using the 8,672 peptides of

hA5 for which we could directly calculate enrichment (that is, those peptides

seen in both the competitor and non-competitor experiments). We calculated

the enrichment of each peptide individually and compared these values to those

obtained by the cluster method. There is no systematic difference in the values
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estimated using the two methods, and the linear model explains 98.4% of the

variation between the two methods.

Principle Component Analysis

To generate the aaindex meta features, we performed a principle component

analysis on all 590 features from the aaindex database. Any missing value was

assigned the mean value of that feature. Prior to performing the PCA, we

standardized all values to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. This

yielded 20 principle components.

Incorporating uncertainty into an estimate of a Venn diagram

We used a Bayesian approach to estimate the overlaps between the binding

sets of proteins, despite high false positive and false negative rates. Consider a set

of peptides binding to the proteins A and B. The binding of these peptides can be

described by a Venn diagram with four regions: [A∪B]c (peptides that bind neither

A nor B), A\B (peptides that bind A alone), B\A (peptides that bind B alone),

and A ∩ B (peptides that bind both A and B). The number of peptides in each

region is given by ~V , while the number of peptides observed in each region is given

by ~Vobs. ~V and ~Vobs can differ as there may be both false positives (at rates mA

and mB) and false negatives (at rates nA and nB). We can write a row-stochastic

matrix that describes the probability of observing a peptide in a region given its

actual region as:
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T =


P ([A∪B]c|[A∪B]c) P (A\B|[A∪B]c) P (B\A|[A∪B]c) P (A∩B|[A∪B]c)

P ([A∪B]c|A\B) P (A\B|A\B) P (B\A|A\B) P (A∩B|A\B)

P ([A∪B]c|B\A) P (A\B|B\A) P (B\A|B\A) P (A∩B|B\A)

P ([A∪B]c|A∩B) P (A\B|A∩B) P (B\A|A∩B) P (A∩B|A∩B)


where each conditional probability P (X|Y ) describes the probability of observing the

peptide in region X given it is actually in region Y . If we know this matrix and we know

the real population in each region, we can calculate ~Vobs by:

~Vobs = ~V ·T.

We can construct T using the false positive and false negative rates for binding to

protein A or B. For example, the probability of seeing a peptide that binds to A alone

when it actually does not bind to either A or B would be

P (A\B|[A ∪B]c) = mA −mAmB :

the probability of a false positive for A less the probability of a false positive for both A

and B. Using appropriate combinations of false positive and false negative rates, we can

calculate every value in T:

T =


1−(mA+mB−mAmB) mA−mAmB mB−mAmB mAmB

nA−nAmB 1−(nA+mB−nAmB) nAmB mB−nAmB

nB−mAnB mAnB 1−(mA+nB−mAnB) mA−mAnB

nAnB nB−nAnB nA−nAnB 1−(nA+nB−nAnB)


This can be readily extended to any number of proteins with any number of possible

overlaps.
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We can then estimate ~V using Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCCE). We

first write a likelihood function:

ln
[
P (~Vobs|~V , {m}, {n})

]
= −1

2

∑
i

[
(~Vobs,i − ~ViT)2/σ2

i + ln(σ2
i )
]

where i indexes regions in the Venn diagram, σ2
i is the uncertainty of the counts in region

i, {m} is the set of false positive rates and {n} is the set of false negative rates. We can

then sample values in ~V , {m} and {n} by MCCE. For ~V , we used the prior:

ln
[
P (~V )

]
=


−∞ ~V < 0

0 ~V ≥ 0

,

thus requiring all regions to have positive counts. We also constrained the number of

counts in ~V be within 5% of the number of counts in ~Vobs (N):

ln[P (~V )] =



−∞
∑ ~V < 0.95N

0 0.95N ≤
∑ ~V ≤ 1.05N

−∞
∑ ~V > 1.05N

For every false positive or false negative rate (denoted as rj), we used the prior:

ln [P (rj)] =



−∞ rj < 0

− (rj−µ̂j)2

2σ2
j

+
√

2πσ2
j 0 ≤ rj ≤ 1,

−∞ rj > 1

where µ̂j is the estimate of the value of rj from our binding experiments and σj was set

to 0.2. For values outside of 0 and 1, the log prior is −∞, enforcing bounds on these

parameters.
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Bridge to Chapter VII

In this chapter a novel experimental pipeline was developed to quantify protein

binding specificity in an unbiased fashion. Peptide phage display and high-throughput

sequencing were coupled to trace the meanderings of peptide binding specificity in

a clade formed by two S100s—S100A5 and S100A6—resultant from an ancient gene

duplication. Vast datasets of peptides bound by the proteins were generated and the

data were then analyzed using an advanced machine learning approach. The results

of this pipeline demonstrate that the bulk of explanatory power that allows peptide

binding partners to be predicted comes from overall biochemical features of the peptide

targets. This is in stark contrast to studies done previously on more specific protein

families, wherein sequence-properties are sufficient to predict targets. Estimating the

total sets of binding partners recognized by S100A5, S100A6, and ancA5/A6 (the

resurrected ancestor of the two clades) reveals how total sets of potential binding

partners and the biochemical determinants of these sets evolved. An interesting historical

evolutionary pattern is uncovered, wherein diversification appears to have happened

on both protein lineages following gene duplication. However, the S100A5 lineage

experiences subfunctionilzation of binding partners relative to the ancestral protein,

while S100A6 appears to have shifted it’s specificity laterally. This result demonstrates

that diversification of biochemical phenotypes can be nuanced and complex when viewed

from an unbiased, global perspective. It further highlights a disagreement between

low-specificity and high-specificity methods for measuring changes in specificity and

introduced a broadly-useful technique for addressing this issue. Furthermore, this chapter

emphasizes that experiments with low-specificity proteins—such as the S100s—should

focus on understanding how global biochemical features underly binding preferences,

rather than attempting to focus on sequence motifs. In chapter VII, the results of the

entire dissertation are summarized and the implications are discussed. The broader
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contributions to the field of evolutionary biochemistry are highlighted. The limitations

of the results are also discussed and future directions are outlined that expand on the

work presented here.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Contributions to the field of evolutionary biochemistry

The tools of evolutionary biochemistry have become an important approach to

understanding molecular evolution. This field provides the basis to determine how the

biochemical properties of organisms—at the level of proteins—shape the evolution of new

phenotypes. A broad array of biologically-relevant molecular-level changes have been

characterized, revealing the importance of biochemical constraints in contributing to

evolutionary changes in signalling [52], metabolism [53], nutrient transport [55], and many

other aspects of biology. In many cases these changes required biochemical modifications

that altered the recognized binding partners of proteins [58, 53, 272, 273, 60, 290, 292].

Despite substantial progress in understaning the molecular basis of evolutionary

alterations, there are still a vast number of unsanwered questions. One limitation

of previous studies has been to focus on proteins with very specific sets of binding

partners. Exquisite specificity is important for biology. However, many proteins exhibit

the ability to interact with highly-diverse binding partners. These proteins are also

critical for many biological processes, but previous work has shied away from using such

proteins as models. The biological roles and relevance of biochemically-defined sets of

binding partners are less obvious in these cases than in more canonical examples of

proteins with tight specificity. This dissertation focused on helping to close the gap in

understanding how proteins with highly-variable binding partners and binding sites evolve

new biochemical specificity.

The work presented in this dissertation represents a contribution to the field of

evolutionary biochemistry. It makes important contributions to understanding the

evolution of proteins with diverse biochemical features, which differ from many other
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model protein systems in the variability of their binding partners. The S100 proteins

proved to be a useful model for probing the evolution of binding specificity. Tracing the

evolution of of both metal ions and small peptide binding by the S100s revealed several

key observations. 1) A biochemical output can be conserved over evolutionary time

despite extensive amino acid turnover in binding sites. 2) Proteins with low biochemical

specificity can nonetheless be subject to evolutionary constraints that maintain a given

specificity profile. 3) The evolutionary patterns that follow gene duplications in low-

specicificty proteins are similar to those observed in high-specificity proteins. 4) Following

gene duplication the duplicate lineages can undergo differential changes in specificity, such

as subfunctionalization on one lineage and neofunctionalizatin on the other.

Limitations and future directions

The work in this dissertation has contributed to understanding how proteins with

highly-variable binding partners evolve new biochemical specificity. The studies presented

here are the first to address this problem in a systematic way. It paves the way for future

studies to improve upon methods, model systems, and connect what has been learned to

more nuanced questions regarding the evolution of binding specificity.

Nonetheless, there are limitations to this work that should be considered. For

example, the evolution of metal binding was traced across the entire S100 protein family.

This work revealed two key observations: 1) the overall biochemical output of transition

metal can be maintained despite extreme lability of metal-binding sites, and 2) there

is substantial variation in the structural output of metal binding. These observations

suggested that there has been some degree of biochemical specilization in the response

to metal binding that could potentially have direct biological consequences. The known

roles of transition metal binding in S100s range from antimicrobial sequestration metals

[105] to metal-chaperoning as part of a signalling pathway [172]. It seems unlikely that

a biochemical ouput conserved across the family has been maintained for hundreds of
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millions of years in the absence of a biological role. However, the roles of transition metal

binding remain unknown for most S100 proteins [170, 171, 96]. The work presented here

remains merely suggestive of the biological relevance of this biochemical behavior. The

downstream output of the S100 biochemistry was not characterized in its natural cellular

environment. Future work should thus focus on understanding what role transition metal

binding is playing in the relevant physiological context. Furthermore, although this work

revealed the extreme variability of binding site ligands and locations, it nonetheless leaves

open the question of exactly which ligands are used throughout the family. For example,

the Cu2+ binding ligands of S100A5 still remain unknown. Future studies should this also

seek to map out the transition metal binding sites of S100s. Eliminating binding sites

in vivo via site-directed mutagenesis will further allow their biology of transition metal

binding to be probed.

With regard to the studies of peptide binding specificity presented in this

dissertation, an unbiased approach was used to trace the evolutionary history of peptide

binding specificity in S100A5 and S100A6 following gene duplication. This method

allowed the total scope of binding partners to be estimate for each of the duplicate

lineages. Combining the method with ASR further allowed the evolutionary dimension

to be directly assessed, revealing the historical patterns of changes in specificity that

occurred following duplication. The patterns, when compared to those observed via

a more traditional low-throughput method, highlighted the importance of using such

a global, unbiased approach. The low-throughput method provided valuable, gold-

standard information that clearly demonstrates conservation of specificity profiles within

paralogous lineages. However, it lacked the resolution to characterize how the size

and divsersity of binding sets had changed during evolution. What appeared to be a

symmetric pattern of subfunctionilzation from a less-specific ancestor on both the S100A5

and S100A6 lineages was revealed by the high-throughput approach to be far more

nuanced. S100A5 did in fact undergo subfunctionlization, but S100A6 actually underwent
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a shift in specificity. In fact, it is possible that the scope of binding partners for S100A6

actually increased over evolutionary time. This result clearly shows the superiority of

using an unbiased high-throughput approach to chacterize the evolution of specificity,

which is further accentuated by the very low specificity of proteins like the S100s.

The unbiased nature of the approach used to measure specificity is the key

strength of the method. However, this is also one of the key limiations. The very fact

that the approach utilized a random set of peptide targets divorces it from direct

biological implications. The low-throughput study revealed strong conservation of binding

specificity profiles in duplicate lineage. This results strongly argues that there is indeed

biological relevance for the biochemical specificity of these proteins, because it seems

very unlikely that these profiles would be maintained purely by chance over 320 million

years of evolution without some sort of selection to maintain the set of binding patners.

This argument is particularly strong considering that specificiy can be readily altered in

these proteins by a single amino acid substitution. However, the biological implications

of biochemical specificity in S100A5 and S100A6 were not directly assessed and remain

firmly in the realm of speculation. This limitation opens up three key questions that

future studies should seek to address. 1) How does the biologically-realized set of binding

partners compare to the scope of all possible partners defined by biochemistry? 2) What

are the biological forces that winnow the possible set of partners to the realized set? 3)

What is the biological output of the biochemical specificity that has been conserved

for so long? Answering these questions will provide a more complete picture of how

specificity evolves in the S100s, the forces that shape it, and the biological implications

for evolutionary changes in specificity.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER III

Supplemental Figures

This section includes the supplemental figures referenced in chapter III. Other

supplemental files such as spreadsheets, newick trees, and multiple sequence alignments

are included in the chapter 3 sub–directory of the zipped supplemental directory

submitted with this dissertation.
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FIGURE 24 Sequence logo indicates relative frequency of amino acids at each
position in the alignment. Taller letters indicate higher frequency at that position.
Arrows indicate 13 key residues we used to verify/anchor the alignment.
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FIGURE 25 Tree is a majority rule consensus tree, with all nodes with posterior
probabilities <50% collapsed into polytomies. Wedges are collapsed clades of
shared orthologs, with wedge height denoting number of included taxa and wedge
length denoting longest branch length with the clade. Support values are posterior
probabilities. Rooting is arbitrary given the poor resolution at the base of the
taxonomic tree. Icons indicate taxonomic classes represented within each clade:
tunicates (black sea squirt), jawless fishes (pink lamprey), cartilaginous fishes
(purple ray), ray-finned fishes (light blue fish), lobe-finned fishes (blue coelacanth),
amphibans (green frog), birds/reptiles (yellow lizard), and mammals (red mouse).
Inset shows estimated divergence times for each taxonomic class in millions of years
before present.
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FIGURE 26 Each panel is a single human paralog, indicated by the name on the
graph. Color of fit indicates metal used as titrant: Zn2+ (gray) or Cu2+ (copper).
Top sub-panel for each panel is a raw power vs. time curve. Bottom sub-panel for
each panel is integrated heat versus molar ratio. The model fit is denoted by the
heavy line through the fit points.
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FIGURE 27 Curves are far-UV CD spectra (mean molar ellipticity vs. wavelength).
Colors represent metal: apo (black), Zn2+ (gray), and Ca2+ (blue). Paralog is
indicated to the right of each spectrum.
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FIGURE 28 A) ITC trace for binding of Ca2+. B) ITC trace for binding of Zn2+.
C) Far-UV CD spectra for tunA in apo form (black), presence of Ca2+ (blue) and
presence of Zn2+ (gray). D) Intrinsic fluorescence spectra for tunA with conditions
as in panel C. E-H) ESI-MS spectra for tunA, titrating from 10 µM to 0.01 µM
protein. Icons indicate species (monomer or dimer). Numbers indicate charge
state. Dimer is lost preferentially during dilution, suggesting it is an artifact of
electrospray process.
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FIGURE 29 tunB mass spectra at concentrations of a) 10 µM, b) 1 µM, c) 0.1
µM, and d) 0.01 µM demonstrate that tunB homodimers are robust to dilution,
indicating that this is a specific interaction. Homotetramer is observed only in the
most concentrated sample, thus homotetramer signal likely arises from non-specific
interactions during the electrospray process.
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FIGURE 30 Graph shows the distribution of sedimentation coefficient determined
for tunA (black) and tunB (blue). The apparent mass of the homodimer peaks are
indicated above each peak, with the mass expected from the amino acid sequence of
the protein in parentheses.
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER IV

Supplemental Figures

This section includes the supplemental figures referenced in chapter IV.
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FIGURE 31 Raw data corresponding to integrated heats in figure 11. a) hA5
binding Cu2+ , b) Ca 2+ loaded hA5 binding Cu 2+ , c) hA5 binding Ca2+ , and
d) Cu2+—loaded hA5 binding Ca2+ .
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APPENDIX C

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER V

Supplemental Figures

This section includes the supplemental figures referenced in chapter V. Other

supplemental files such as spreadsheets, newick trees, and multiple sequence alignments

are included in the chapter 5 sub–directory of the zipped supplemental directory

submitted with this dissertation.

TABLE 3 Binding of 12-mer phage display peptides does not depend on solubilizing
flanks. List of phage display consensus peptides used in the study. The sequences
of flank variants of A5cons and A6cons are shown. Flanks are indicated by lower-
case letters. The third column shows dissociation constants for peptides binding to
hA5 with 95% credibility regions from Bayesian fits of one ITC dataset per variant.
Flank variants bind with similar KD.

Peptide Name Amino Acid Sequence KD(µM)
A5cons (variant 1) rshsSSFQDWLLSRLPgggsae 4.9 ≤ 6.1 ≤ 7.8
A5cons (variant 2) ----SSFQDWLLSRLP-ggsae 1.1 ≤ 2.8 ≤ 7.9
A5cons (variant 3) rshsSSFQDWLLSRLP------ 7.2 ≤ 9.6 ≤ 13.1
A6cons (variant 1) rshsGFDWRWGMEALTgggsae 0.3 ≤ 0.9 ≤ 2.4
A6cons (variant 2) ----GFDWRWGMEALT-ggsae 1.5 ≤ 2.5 ≤ 4.0
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FIGURE 32 Randomer phage enrichment is dependent on Ca2+ and protein. Bar
graphs show the plaque forming units (PFU) for phage solutions after the third
round of enrichment for screens using hA5 (A) or hA6 (B). For each round of
panning, we incubated phage with biotinylated protein, pulled down bound phage
via a streptavidin plate, and finally eluted the phage from the protein with an
elution buffer. To verify that binding occurred in a Ca2+-dependent manner, we
compared Ca+-loading/EDTA-elution to EDTA-loading/EDTA-elution. We also
performed a Ca2+-loading/EDTA-elution experiment using biotin alone. Insets
show sequence logos (WebLogo) generated from 20 plaque sequences from each
Ca2+/EDTA panning experiment. The most frequent residue at each position was
used to generate the A5cons and A6cons peptides.
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FIGURE 33 ITC traces show baseline-corrected titration of various peptides onto
S100 proteins in the presence of 2 mM Ca2+. All experiments were done with
≈ 100 µM protein in 25 mM TES, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP at pH 7.4,
25 ◦C.CD spectra are mapped onto a diagram of the S100A5-S100A6 clade. Curves
are spectra of apo (gray) and Ca2+bound (orange/purple) proteins. The S100A5
proteins (purple) are characterized by a deep alpha-helical signal at 222nm that
substantially increases in response to binding of Ca2+. S100A6 proteins (orange)
show comparatively minimal response and maintain a deeper peak at 208nm. These
patterns hold for the ancestors at the base of each clade. The spectra of ancA5/A6
and the ancA5/A6 altAll version (both shown in green) resemble that of an extant
S100A6, indicating that the large Ca2+-driven conformational change seen in the
extant S100A5s is a derived feature of this lineage.
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FIGURE 34 Far UV CD spectra are diagnostic for the S100A5 and S100A6 clades.
CD spectra are mapped onto a diagram of the S100A5-S100A6 clade. Curves
are spectra of apo (gray) and Ca2+bound (orange/purple) proteins. The S100A5
proteins (purple) are characterized by a deep alpha-helical signal at 222nm that
substantially increases in response to binding of Ca2+. S100A6 proteins (orange)
show comparatively minimal response and maintain a deeper peak at 208nm. These
patterns hold for the ancestors at the base of each clade. The spectra of ancA5/A6
and the ancA5/A6 altAll version (both shown in green) resemble that of an extant
S100A6, indicating that the large Ca2+-driven conformational change seen in the
extant S100A5s is a derived feature of this lineage.
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TABLE 4 Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the peptide
rshsGFDWRWAMEALTggsae (A6cons) to S100A5 and S100A6 proteins.Species
abbreviations are “alli” (alligator), “gal” (chicken), “sar” (tasmanian devil),
“m” (mouse), and “h” (human). Fit parameters, with standard deviation from
fits, for to the data shown schematically in Fig 4A. Parameters are for a single-
site binding model. “NA” indicates that there was no detectable binding. We
floated the fraction competent parameter to capture uncertainty in peptide and
protein concentration, particularly given the low extinction coefficients of S100A5
and S100A6. If an experiment was done at both 10 and 25 ◦C, the parameters
correspond to the 10 ◦C experiment.

protein KA (M−1) ∆H◦ (kcal/mol) fx comp. num reps T (◦C)
ancA5/A6 8.30e5± 1.9e5 −12.20± 1.2 0.70± 0.02 2 25

altAll 1.10e5± 5.2e4 −8.70± 0.6 0.90± 0.07 2 25
ancA5 7.70e5± 2.1e5 −3.30± 0.8 0.80± 0.07 2 25
alliA5 4.40e5± 6.8e4 −10.60± 0.7 0.70± 0.01 2 25
sarA5 2.50e5± 1.6e5 −5.90± 2.5 0.90± 0.13 2 25
mA5 2.10e5± 5.4e4 −11.70± 2.7 1.10± 0.05 2 25
hA5 4.10e5± 9.8e4 8.50± 1.5 1.00± 0.02 2 25

ancA6 2.80e5± 1.9e5 −6.40± 2.7 1.10± 0.14 2 25
alliA6 9.50e4± 4.7e4 −10.40± 3.7 0.60± 0.09 2 25
gA6 4.20e5± 2.0e5 −8.10± 2.0 0.70± 0.06 2 25

sarA6 1.40e5± 6.7e4 −6.20± 1.9 0.80± 0.10 2 25
mA6 2.60e5± 1.2e5 −6.40± 1.5 0.60± 0.05 2 25
hA6 2.00e5± 4.8e4 9.60± 1.4 0.80± 0.02 2 25
hA4 2.80e6± 6.5e6 −1.80± 0.5 0.60± 0.04 2 25
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TABLE 5 Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the peptide
rshsSSFQDWLLSRLPgggsae (A5cons) to S100A5 and S100A6 proteins.Species
abbreviations are “alli” (alligator), “gal” (chicken), “sar” (tasmanian devil),
“m” (mouse), and “h” (human). Fit parameters, with standard deviation from
fits, for to the data shown schematically in Fig 4A. Parameters are for a single-
site binding model. “NA” indicates that there was no detectable binding. We
floated the fraction competent parameter to capture uncertainty in peptide and
protein concentration, particularly given the low extinction coefficients of S100A5
and S100A6. If an experiment was done at both 10 and 25 ◦C, the parameters
correspond to the 10 ◦C experiment.

protein KA (M−1) ∆H◦ (kcal/mol) fx comp. num reps T (◦C)
ancA5/A6 9.30e4± 3.0e4 −5.20± 1.6 1.40± 0.07 2 25

altAll 4.70e4± 2.2e4 −3.90± 1.3 1.30± 0.19 2 25
ancA5 1.30e5± 3.6e4 −6.90± 1.3 0.90± 0.05 2 10, 25
alliA5 2.30e4± 3.8e3 13.80± 2.4 1.10± 0.07 2 10, 25
sarA5 2.10e5± 1.5e5 −4.80± 1.9 0.70± 0.1 2 25
mA5 4.70e4± 1.9e4 −6.90± 2.1 0.60± 0.08 2 25
hA5 3.60e5± 2.1e5 −5.70± 1.7 0.80± 0.06 2 25

ancA6 NA NA NA 2 10, 25
alliA6 NA NA NA 2 25
gA6 NA NA NA 2 25

sarA6 NA NA NA 2 10, 25
mA6 NA NA NA 2 25
hA6 NA NA NA 2 25
hA4 1.70e4± 5.1e3 −4.10± 0.8 0.90± 0.3 2 25
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TABLE 6 Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the peptide
RRLLFYKYVYKR (NCX1) to S100A5 and S100A6 proteins.Species abbreviations
are “alli” (alligator), “gal” (chicken), “sar” (tasmanian devil), “m” (mouse), and
“h” (human). Fit parameters, with standard deviation from fits, for to the data
shown schematically in Fig 4A. Parameters are for a single-site binding model.
“NA” indicates that there was no detectable binding. We floated the fraction
competent parameter to capture uncertainty in peptide and protein concentration,
particularly given the low extinction coefficients of S100A5 and S100A6. If an
experiment was done at both 10 and 25 ◦C, the parameters correspond to the
10 ◦C experiment. (*) Data from ancA5 binding to NCX1 were difficult to fit. The
binding curves for this interaction had shallow curvature and did not appear to
reach baseline saturation even with higher titrant/titrate molar ratio, leading to the
high fraction competent.

protein KA (M−1) ∆H◦ (kcal/mol) fx comp. num reps T (◦C)
ancA5/A6 3.3e4± 7.6e3 −1.70± 0.3 0.60± 0.05 2 25

altAll 2.3e4± 8.3e3 −3.80± 1.2 0.60± 0.05 2 25
ancA5* 1.98e5± 1.7e5 −0.68± 0.4 2.90± 0.20 2 10
alliA5 5.80e3± 1.6e3 −7.20± 2.0 0.90± 0.26 2 10, 25
sarA5 2.50e4± 1.7e4 −2.80± 1.3 0.70± 0.20 2 25
mA5 1.20e5± 1.7e5 −1.30± 0.5 0.80± 0.20 2 25
hA5 5.50e4± 1.3e4 −3.60± 0.9 1.40± 0.10 2 25

ancA6 NA NA NA 2 10, 25
alliA6 4.60e4± 3.3e4 −2.50± 0.2 0.70± 0.15 2 10, 25
gA6 1.10e5± 1.7e4 3.40± 0.6 1.70± 0.05 2 25

sarA6 1.30e4± 5.8e3 −4.30± 1.8 0.90± 0.30 2 25
mA6 NA NA NA 2 25
hA6 NA NA NA 2 25
hA4 NA NA NA 2 25
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TABLE 7 Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the peptide
SEGLMNVLKKIYEDG (SIP) to S100A5 and S100A6 proteins.Species
abbreviations are “alli” (alligator), “gal” (chicken), “sar” (tasmanian devil),
“m” (mouse), and “h” (human). Fit parameters, with standard deviation from
fits, for to the data shown schematically in Fig 4A. Parameters are for a single-
site binding model. “NA” indicates that there was no detectable binding. We
floated the fraction competent parameter to capture uncertainty in peptide and
protein concentration, particularly given the low extinction coefficients of S100A5
and S100A6. If an experiment was done at both 10 and 25 ◦C, the parameters
correspond to the 10 ◦C experiment.

protein KA (M−1) ∆H◦ (kcal/mol) fx comp. num reps T (◦C)
ancA5/A6 1.30e4± 1.7e3 −8.10± 0.9 1.50± 0.01 2 25

altAll 2.40e4± 1.2e4 −1.50± 0.5 1.30± 0.20 2 25
ancA5 NA NA NA 2 25
alliA5 NA NA NA 2 10, 25
sarA5 NA NA NA 2 25
mA5 NA NA NA 2 25
hA5 NA NA NA 2 25

ancA6 3.90e4± 3.0e2 3.80± 0.3 1.20± 0.02 2 10, 25
alliA6 3.00e4± 9.3e3 3.20± 0.7 1.40± 0.09 2 25
gA6 5.80e4± 8.9e3 4.00± 0.4 1.90± 0.04 2 25

sarA6 3.30e5± 1.5e5 0.90± 0.1 2.00± 0.02 2 25
mA6 3.90e5± 2.8e5 0.50± 0.3 1.80± 0.02 2 10, 25
hA6 3.80e4± 5.7e3 2.90± 0.3 1.50± 0.03 2 15, 25
hA4 NA NA NA 2 25

TABLE 8 Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the A5cons and SIP peptides
to hA5 ancestral reversion mutants.Table entries show 95% credibility region from
the posterior distribution of each parameter. Parameters are for a single-site
binding model. “NA” parameters indicate that there was no detectable binding.
All experiments were done at 25 ◦C.

protein peptide KA (×105 M−1) ∆H◦ (kcal/mol) fx comp.
hA5 A5cons
hA5 SIP NA NA NA

hA5/E2a A5cons 1.2 ≤ 1.3 ≤ 1.4 −5.2 ≤ −5.1 ≤ −4.88 0.87 ≤ 0.90 ≤ 0.93
hA5/E2a SIP NA NA NA

L44i A5cons 1.6 ≤ 1.7 ≤ 1.9 −5.2 ≤ −5.1 ≤ −4.88 0.87 ≤ 0.90 ≤ 0.93
L44i SIP NA NA NA
D54k A5cons 3.2 ≤ 3.5 ≤ 3.7 −5.1 ≤ −5.0 ≤ −4.9 1.15 ≤ 1.17 ≤ 1.19
D54k SIP NA NA NA
M78a A5cons 1.0 ≤ 1.1 ≤ 1.2 −3.5 ≤ −3.3 ≤ −3.1 1.24 ≤ 1.28 ≤ 1.32
M78a SIP NA NA NA
A83m A5cons 2.6 ≤ 2.8 ≤ 3.0 −5.5 ≤ −5.5 ≤ −5.3 1.52 ≤ 1.53 ≤ 1.55
A83m SIP 0.4 ≤ 0.6 ≤ 1.0 −0.8 ≤ −0.6 ≤ −0.4 0.99 ≤ 1.22 ≤ 1.54
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TABLE 9 Accession numbers of S100 proteins used to build the multiple sequence
alignment.

paralog accession species
A1 F1R758 Danio rerio
A1 A5WW32 Danio rerio
A1 H2TQM5 Takifugu rubripes
A1 H2ST19 Takifugu rubripes
A1 H2L492 Oryzias latipes
A1 H2M1B8 Oryzias latipes
A1 G3NKS0 Gasterosteus aculeatus
A1 G3PEI0 Gasterosteus aculeatus
A2 P29034 Homo sapiens
A2 F6Q7Q8 Ornithorhynchus anatinus
A2 P10462 Bos taurus
A2 G3W672 Sarcophilus harrisii
A2 JH205580.1 Pelodiscus sinensis
A3 P33764 Homo sapiens
A3 P62818 Mus musculus
A3 A4FUH7 Bos taurus
A3 G3W5T7 Sarcophilus harrisii
A3 F6SL13 Monodelphis domestica
A3 F6Q7S6 Ornithorhynchus anatinus
A3 JH205580.1 Pelodiscus sinensis
A4 P35466 Bos saurus
A4 predicted* Crocodylus porosus
A4 P26447 Homo sapiens
A4 H0Z1G5 Taeniopygia guttata
A4 P07091 Mus musculus
A4 F6SKU1 Monodelphis domestica
A4 F6Q7T6 Ornithorhynchus anatinus
A4 XP 015743713.1 Python bivittatus
A4 JH205580.1 Pelodiscus sinensis
A4 G3W5H2 Sarcophilus harrisii
A4 H9H0S2 Meleagris gallopavo
A5 P33763 Homo sapiens
A5 P63084 Mus musculus
A5 E1B8S0 Bos taurus
A5 G3W581 Sarcophilus harrisii
A5 XP 019412310.1 Crocodylus porosus
A5 JH205580.1 Pelodiscus sinensis
A6 P06703 Homo sapiens
A6 P14069 Mus musculus
A6 F6SKR4 Monodelphis domesitica
A6 F6R394 Ornithorhynchus anatinus
A6 G3W4S8 Sarcophilus harrisii
A6 H9H0S3 Meleagris gallopavo
A6 XP 019412316.1 Crocodylus porosus
A6 Q98953 Gallus gallus
A6 EOB07085.1 Anas platyrhynchos
A6 XP 015284753.1 Gekko japonicus
A6 XP 007429160.1 Python bivittatus
A6 JH205580.1 Pelodiscus sinensis
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APPENDIX D

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER VI

Supplemental Figures

This section includes the supplemental figures and tables referenced in chapter VI.

TABLE 10 Number of sequencing reads for each sample. Sample, and whether or
not competitor was added, are indicated on the right. Columns show biological
replicates 1 or 2. “total” columns indicate reads returned by the Illumina software
pipeline. “good” columns indicate reads that passed our quality control and were
used to calculate enrichment values.

rep1 rep2
sample competitor total good total good

hA5 - 24,794,016 19,695,958 29,085,203 16,773,567
hA5 + 15,053,706 11,523,991 17,631,137 13,612,463
hA6 - 22,728,393 17,722,779 7,769,003 5,972,295
hA6 + 13,953,466 11,004,701 23,026,469 18,128,759

ancA5/A6 - 23,690,810 18,387,038 14,534,333 11,034,524
ancA5/A6 + 19,441,043 15,053,276 18,030,887 14,217,877

altAll - 34,565,905 18,387,038 17,975,086 13,343,678
altAll + 17,091,918 13,111,649 19,703,343 15,300,950

raw library 39,700,991 32,190,368 — —
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FIGURE 35 Phage enrichment is reduced in the presence of competitor peptide.
Figure shows eluted plaque forming units (PFU) (estimated from phage titer) for
two biological replicates of each condition. Enrichment is shown for biotin-only
control (gray), hA5 (purple), hA6 (orange), ancA5/A6 (dark green), and ancA5/A6
atlAll (light green) with (+) and without (-) competitor peptide. Error bars show
standard error for two biological replicates. (*) hA6 without competitor is shown
for only one replicate due to failure of the titer for the other replicate.

FIGURE 36 We can identify the number of counts that reliably reports on
frequency in a sequenced phage pool. A) Using binomial sampling, we can calculate
the probability of observing exactly ci counts in N samples from that has a peptide
of actual frequency fi. Figure shows curves for counts ranging from 1 (red) to 1,000
(pink), all using N = 2.0×107. B) Panel shows a histogram of frequencies estimated
from 3.9×107 reads taken from the input library. The black points are experimental
data. The red curve is an exponential distribution fit to that curve. C) Using
the sampling from panel A and the fit curve from panel B, we can determine
P (fi|ci, N). The solid curve shows the relationship between the number of reads
for peptide i (x-axis) against the maximum-likelihood estimate of the frequency
(y-axis). The red line highlights the cutoff we used in our experiments.
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FIGURE 37 Enrichment distributions for all proteins. Panels show distribution of
E for each protein (pooled bio-replicates). Points are raw histograms. Curves are
two Gaussian fit: blue (responsive), purple (unresponsive) and yellow (sum).
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FIGURE 38 We can estimate how addition of competitor peptide alters the
frequencies of peptides. A) Distribution of sizes of peptide clusters from hA5
experiment. Pie chart shows number of peptides placed in clusters (56,003; 53.8%)
versus not (48,032; 46.2%). B) Three example clusters taken from the clusters in
panel A. The letter height at each position indicates its frequency in the sequences
within that cluster. C) Toy example showing how enrichment is calculated for
a cluster containing peptides {A,B,C,D}. Peptides A and C were observed in
the no competitor sample at frequencies αA and αC . Peptides A, B, and D were
observed in the competitor sample at frequencies βA, βB and βD. The enrichment
of the cluster is given by Eclust = −ln[(βA + βB + βD)/(αA + αC)]. All members
of the cluster are then assigned E ≈ Eclust. D) Comparison of enrichment values
for hA5 peptides determined using a direct comparison of frequencies with and
without competitor (x-axis) versus the clustering method (y-axis). Each point is an
individual peptide. Red line is a least-squares regression line fit to the data. The
dashed line is the 1:1 line.
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FIGURE 39 Estimating the error rates for individual models. Panels show
individual models: A) hA5, B) hA6, C) ancA5/A6, and D) altAll. For each panel,
the left graph shows the error rate for peptide binding as a function of the cutoff
in Enorm chosen for classification. Lines are fits of the modified Hill equation to
the error rates. Colors indicate the false negative rate (red) and false positive rate
(black). The dashed vertical line indicates the cutoff used for prediction of the
Venn diagrams in Fig 6 (Enorm = -1.19). The error rates associated with Enorm =
-1.19 are indicated with arrows pointing right. The distributions in each panel show
the prior distributions used for the false negative (red) and false positive (black)
error rates in the Bayesian estimator. These distributions are centered at the error
rate estimate, with standard deviations of 0.2.
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TABLE 11 Features used in for supervised machine learning. Features
denoted (CIDER) were calculated using the CIDER software package [315].
Other features were calculated using our own software package (HOPS:
https://github.com/harmslab/hops).

feature ref
num. hbond acceptors —

num. hbond donors —
κ (CIDER) [315]
∆ (CIDER) [315]
Ω (CIDER) [315]

FER (CIDER) [315]
Σ (CIDER) [315]

dmax (CIDER) [315]
∆max [315]
NCPR [315]

F+(CIDER) [315]
F−(CIDER) [315]

FCR (CIDER) [315]
mean hydropathy (CIDER) [315]

White Interface scale [333]
Engleman scale [334]

% buried in structures [335]
Kyte/Doolittle scale [336]

Octanol scale [337]
Hopp-Woods scale [338]

Uversky scale [315]
cumulative mean hydropathy [315]

side chain accessible area [304]
main chain accessible area [304]

Chou-Fasman, β [339]
Chou-Fasman, α [339]

Chou-Fasman, turn [339]
fraction poly-proline II [315]

predicted charge at pH 4 —
predicted charge at pH 5 —
predicted charge at pH 6 —
predicted charge at pH 7 —
predicted charge at pH 8 —
predicted charge at pH 9 —

num. positive amino acids —
num. neutral amino acids —
num. negative amino acids —

net charge —
isoelectric point —

knob main chain, b [340]
socket main chain, x [340]
socket main chain, y [340]
socket main chain, h [340]
knob side chain, b [340]
socket side chain, x [340]
socket side chain, y [340]
socket side chain, h [340]
side chain volume [341]
molecular weight —

aromatic —
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TABLE 12 Predicted E and measured binding constants for peptides. Columns
indicate calculated E and measured KD for the peptides indicated on the left. For
KD, an entry of “> 100” indicates that we performed an ITC experiment, but that
no binding was detectable better than ≈100 µM . An entry of “—” indicates no
experiment was performed.

hA5 hA6 aA5A6 altAll
name sequence E KD E KD E KD E KD

Q86UW7 AGSSQRAPPAPTREGRRD -4.03 >100 0.26 — -0.77 — 0.41 —
An1 AMVSEFLKQAWFIE -1.71 >100 -1.68 13 -1.73 — -0.37 —
O75170 DAPGAGAPPAPGKKEAPP -3.94 >100 0.50 >100 -0.74 — 0.78 >100
p3 DWSSWVYRDTQTGGSAE -1.26 >100 -1.10 >100 -1.28 — -0.11 —
p1 EPSPVSMNEGTFGGSAE -0.27 — -0.54 10 -0.34 >100 -0.45 —
Q13424 GAGGERWQRVLLSLAEDT -4.45 3 -1.11 — -1.98 — -0.10 —
B2RNZ0 KEIKTAMWRLFVKIYFLQK -3.53 >100 -2.72 >100 -2.38 >100 -1.36 >100
p6 QPELTQGRVGINGGGSAE -1.02 >100 0.30 — -0.79 — -0.08 —
NCX1 RRLLFYKYVYKR -1.20 18 -1.33 >100 -1.40 30 -0.59 47
A6cons RSHSGFDWRWGMEALTGGGSAE -1.97 3 -0.84 5 -1.12 1 -0.14 9
A5cons RSHSSSFQDWLLSRLPGGGSAE -2.75 3 -0.81 >100 -2.05 11 -0.32 24
Q14147 SEDDRAGPAPPGASDGVD -3.88 >100 0.71 >100 -1.20 — 0.47 —
SIP SEGLMNVLKKIYEDG -0.60 >100 -1.05 26 -0.64 77 -0.32 42
p4 SIGASELHVYRSGGSAE -0.76 >100 -0.21 >100 -0.18 >100 -0.40 —
p7 STTVRNGESPNCGGSAE -0.45 >100 -0.84 — -0.24 — 0.16 —
p5 STVHEILSKLSEGY -0.19 >100 -0.85 >100 -0.13 — 0.07 —
p2 TAKYLPMRPGPLGGGSAE -1.79 >100 0.20 >100 -1.04 >100 0.25 >100
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